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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Voice recognition has been a topic of active research for 
the past 20 years. The applications for a machine that can 
reliably understand spoken words are nLUTierous. For example, Texas 
Instruments is working on a voice recognition system to be used 
in air farce planes. This system will enable the pilot to give 
certain conmands to the plane without hav'ing to touch any 
controls. Other companies have made specialized recognition 
systems for quality control purposes. Here 1 an inspector on the 
assembly line simply states his observations as he makes them. 
The system would record these observations and even take 
appropriate action, such as removing a defective unit from the 
line. 
In general, there are two types of voice recognition 
systems: the continuous speech recognition system and the 
discrete utterance recognition system. The continuous speech 
l 
recognizer allows the system to understand entire sentences, 
spoken in a normal manner (i.e., with no abnormal pauses between 
words). One of the many problems with this type of system is the 
determination of the beginning and end of a word within the 
sentence. However, once some of the key words are determined, 
context and English grammar rules can be used to help determine 
other words in the sentence. The discrete utterance recognizer, 
on the other hand, can not use grammar rules to help in 
recognizing words, since this' type of system looks at each ward 
separately. The system presented in this thesis is the Advanced 
Digital Systems Laboratory's (ADSL) discrete utterance voice 
recognition system. 
ADSL's research on voice recognition was initiated in 1983 
by Thomas Liu, for his Master's of Science degree [l]. The 
author of the present thesis had the good fortune of working with 
Mr. Li� on ADSL's first recognition system. After the completion 
of Mr. Liu 1 s degree, the author of the present thesis continued 
to work with voice recognition, developing AOSL's second 
recognition system. 
In the present work, four simplifying constraints are made 
in order to set a realistic goal. As mentioned before, only one 
word at a time will be recognized. Secondly, the system will not 
be designed as a real time system, which means that the user will 
have to wait while the machine recognizes the spoken word. 
Consequently, no data compression algorithms are used, and the 
system architecture is not designed for maximum speed. The third 
simplifying constraint is that the problem of background nois� is 
not treated here. All testing and evaluation of the system are 
2 
done in quiet surroundings. Lastly, the system is intended to be 
Thus, each person who uses the a speaker dependent system. 
system must train it to his/her particular voice, 
Keeping these simplifying constraints in mind, the goal of 
the thesis can now be stated. Using inexpensive, off-the-shelf 
hardware, it is desired to build a system that will improve the 
first ADSL system through hardware developnents that will allow 
for more sophisticated software experiments. 
1�1 Background on speech production 
Humans can create speech sounds by exciting the vocal tract 
with some 
cords). 
sort of disturbance {e.g., vibration .of the vocal 
This causes the acoustic cavity (vocal tract with or 
without the nasal cavity) to resonate at certain frequencies, 
called formant frequencies. These frequencies are determined by 
the size and shape of the acoustic cavity. It is difficult to 
classify speech sounds according to the size and shape of the 
acoustic cavity; however, we can classify speech sounds according 
to the type of disturbance that caused them. Following this 
train of thought, there are three general ways in which humans 
can create speech sounds [2]. 
1) The vocal tract is excited with a short
periodic pulse train (i.e., quasi-periodic 
These pu 1 ses are created ·by fore ing air 
duration 
pulses}. 
through 
constricted vocal cords, thus causing them to vibrate 
with an amplitude that changes according to a periodic 
buildup and release of pressure. An example would be 
3 
the "oo" sound in the word "good�' General1y 1 any sound 
that comes from deep within the vocal tract is of this 
category. 
2) The acoustic cavity is excited by a turbulent flow of
air created at some point of constriction in the vocal
tract. This generates an incoherent excitation for the
vocal tract. Examples from this category are the "s"
sound and the "sh" sound,
3) The acoustic cavity is excited by the abrupt release of
a pressure buildup at some point of closure in the
vocal tract. The �xcitation can include or not
include vocal cord vibrations. For example, the "t" in
"toe" does not include vocal cord vibratiorts 1 while the
"b'" in "boat" does. This type of excitation can be
considered as a step function input to the vocal tract,
and is thus a wide band signal.
Another way to categorize speech sounds is whether they are 
voiced or unvoiced. The sounds that are produced by vocal cord 
vibrations are referred to as voic�d speech sounds. Thus, the 
first and sometimes the third way of producing speech sounds, as 
mentioned above, refers to voiced speech. Sounds that are not 
produced by vocal cord vibrations are termed unvoiced speech 
sounds. The second and sometimes the third way of producing 
speech sounds, as mentioned above, fits into this category. 
A third way to classify speech sounds is to identify 
phonemes. A phoneme is the basic linguistic unit which has the 
property that if one replaces another in an utterance, the 
meaning of the utterance is changed. The English language can be 
4 
broken down into 42 different phonemes. 
1.2 An approach to voice recognition 
At first glance, it might seem that a discrete utterance 
recognizer would not be hard ta build. For example, a system 
could be built that identifies which phonemes are in the 
utterance. After finding out which phonemes are in the 
utterance, it is a simple matter to determine the spoken word. 
However, the identification of phonemes is not a simple matter. 
When a word is uttered, there are no gaps or pause intervals to 
separate phonemes. The speech sounds are coupled together by a 
nearly continuous motion of the vocal tract. Therefore, 
determining the beginning and end of each phoneme is one problem. 
Also, the English language allows for a certain amount of freedom 
in specifying a particular phoneme. This freedom can cause 
problems when trying to identify phonemes within an utterance. 
For these and other reasons (e.g., the number of comparisons or 
calculations needed for this approach), the system described in 
this thesis does not try to identify phonemes. 
Another way to approach the recognition problem is to try to 
determine which type of disturbance is exciting the vocal 
at every instant during the utterance. Since there are 
tract 
only 
three general types of excitation, this approach needs fewer 
calculations. Moreover, since the three types of excitation are 
distinct, there is no problem telling the difference between 
them. Also, there is no easy way to look at just the excitation 
of the vocal tract. What can be examined is the output of the 
5 
acoustic system due to an excitation. At this point, it is 
appropriate to introduce a simple model Qf the vocal system. 
Speech can be modeled as the response of a linear time­
varying system, the vocal tract, to the appropriate input [3]. 
If the shape of the vocal tract did not change with .time, the 
output would simply be the convolution of the input with the 
system response. However, this is not the case, because in 
forming different sounds, the shape of the vocal tract is changed 
thereby changing the system impulse response. The result is a 
system transfer function that changes with time. In figure 1, 
the output of a stationary vocal tract {i.e. 1 a constant transfer 
function) is shown when the input is a pulse train. 
Vocal Tract 
vn,1.) 
V(w.t.l 
Time Doma,n 
E(wJ v �
I 
�.t.) 
,.....l_._l -'-'1 !_._I -'-'I �w _ w 
Frequency Domain 
smaem • vn ,IJ 
(1 ,(\ ,(\ ,(\ 0 '
\J'1f"lf�\]" 
S(w) =Et,vJV(w,tJ 
i"T'l"·,··r·(i·T·, w 
Figure 1 - Stationary vocal tract. 
Looking at the system in the frequency domain, as the vocal 
tract changes, so does the system response, V{w,t). It is clear, 
then, that the output would be greatly affected by variations in 
the vocal tract. However, the vocal tract changes slowly with 
time (4]. Therefore the output, on a short time basis, is the 
convolution of the input and a constant system response. The 
6 
result is that a periodic input will result in a periodic output, 
thereby allowing the determination of such an input by looking at 
the output. Also, if the input to the system is incoherent and 
has most of its energy at the higher frequencies, then the output 
will generally be incoherent with most of its energy at the 
higher frequencies. This incoherent input corresponds to the 
second general way that humans can create speech sounds. 
Consequently, it is possible to determine this type of input by 
examining the output of the vocal tract. Finally, if the input 
is an abrupt wide band signal, the output can be expected to be 
an abrupt wide band signal. This type of input corresponds to 
the third way that humans can create speech, and as stated, it is 
possible to deter"mine this type of input by looking at the 
output. 
A 1 though it 1 s cl ear that the type of input can be 
determined, this by itself will not be enough information to 
recognize words. For example, if each wor"d is characterized by 
the types of inputs, both of the words "see" and "she" would be 
characterized as 2,1. Here the 2 means that the first part of 
the word was uttered using the second way that hunans can create 
speech sounds (an incoherent excitation of the vocal tract}. The 
1 means that the second part of the word was uttered using the 
first way to create speech sounds {a quasi-periodic excitation). 
Clearly, this characterization produces the same code for many 
different words and thus will not work by itself, However, if 
information about the input frequency and the formant frequencies 
is also included, then unique characterizations are possible for 
many different words. Fortunately, it is possible to get a good 
7 
idea of the input and formant frequencies by looking at the 
output of the vocal tract. The author concludes that the 
knowledge of both, the type of vocal tract excitation and the 
frequency content at the output of the vocal tract, is 
information with which to recognize words. This 
information the recognition system looks for. 
8 
enough 
is the 
CHAPTER 2 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
Figure 2 shows the general configuration of the recognition 
Moc 
>----1 Feature
Extractor 
Host 
Computer 
Figure 2 - General system configuration. 
system described in this work. The feature extractor is a 
microprocessor controlled hardware circuit that is responsible 
for gathering specific information from the microphone signal. 
The information is passed to the host computer via a single 9600 
baud, full duplex, serial channel. The host processes the 
information to determine what word was uttered. 
The choice of a serial link over a parallel link is made 
because the 8751 has an on board serial port (more on this in 
section 3.3). The split architecture, that is, the division of 
the system into a feature extractor and a host computer, was 
9 
chosen for two reasons. First, it keeps the gathering of 
information and the processing of information clearly separate. 
This means that both parts of the system can be debugged and 
developed separately. Secondly, t.his type of architecture has
many advantages for experimentation. 
to program everything in high 
Generally, it is desirable 
level languages so that 
experimental changes can be made quickly. However, for gather fog 
the information, the system must have fast reactions, 
necessitating the use of machine level programming. Therefore, 
the data gathering is progra1T1T1ed in machine language and is part 
of the feature extractor. The data processing, which is more 
likely to be experimented with, is prograrrrned in a high level 
language (turbo pascal) for ease of experimentation . 
• 
2.1 Feature extractor 
The function of the feature extractor is to capture the 
essential information from the voice signal. As mentioned 
previously, the information sought i-s the type of vocal tract 
excitation and the frequency content at the output of the vocal 
tract. To extract this information, the approach used is to 
split up the voice signal using bandpass filters (BPFs). It is 
known that the frequency content of speech is from 100 Hz to 3000 
Hz, and thus the filters must cover at least this range. 
Following the direction of past research done in AOSL, it was 
decided to use seven bandpass filters, each filter an octave 
apart, covering the range 62.5 Hz to 4000 Hz [l]. The filters are 
designed with center frequencies: 62.5 Hz, 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 
10 
500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, 4000 Hz. 
Sin_ce the speech signal is broken into different frequency 
bands, little information is lost by connecting each filter 
output to a peak detector (PO). A peak detected signal need not 
be sampled as often as the original signal. This allows a single 
AID converter {with a multiplexer on its input) to handle all 
seven bands, thereby reducing the hardware complexity. Also, 
past research indicates that zero crossings can provide useful 
information [5]. Therefore, the output of each filter, as well 
as the microphone signal, is connected to a zero crossing (ZC) 
detectfon circuit. Fi9ure 3 shows a block diagram of the feature 
extractor. In summary, the information available from the 
feature extractor is the waveform envelopes- in the seven bands, 
the zero crossings in each band, and the zero crossings for the 
microphone signal. 
The operation of the feature extractor is as follows: The 
host computer sends a conrnand to the 8751 microcontroller to 
start looking for a word. The 8751 starts sampling the zero 
crossing counters and the peak detectors at regular intervals. 
When the microcontroller determines that the beginning of a word 
has been found, it saves the data it takes in and sends it 
serially to the host computer. Since the serial channel is not 
fast enough to keep up with the rate of data input, there is a 
data buffer memory included in the feature extractor. The 8751 
also determines when the end of a word has been reached. As 
mentioned before, the microcontroller determines the system 
sample rate, i.e., the "regular interval," which is currently set 
at 10 ms. The determination of the system sample rate will be 
11 
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Figure 3 - Feature extractor, 
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discussed in section 4.1 of this thesis. During the sampling 
process, data are collected from the peak detectors and then from 
the zero crossing counters. This group of data is called a 
frame. A frame can be thought of as a "snapshot" of the feature 
extraction at a particular time. Since the A/0 and the zero 
crossing counters all have 8 bits of resolution, each frame 
consists of 15 bytes (7 PO + 8 ZC, see figure 3). However, the 
8751 irrmediately encodes each byte into two ascii hexadecimal 
bytes, causing the frame length to be 30 bytes instead of 15 
bjtes. The conversion will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
At first glance, it might seem that the information given by 
the feature extractor is not consistent with the desired 
information, but this is not the case. Far example, consider the 
output of the vocal tract when it is excited by quasi-periodic 
pulses. If the voice signal is passed through a microphone, the 
signal can be plotted on a voltage vs time graph, as shown in 
figure 4 [6]. Figure 5 shows this same signal after 
v 
Figure 4 - Vocal tract output. 
13 
v 
Figure 5 - Peak detected vocal tract output. 
it has been peak detected. 
work 1 it was confirmed 
During the course of 
that this type of 
the current 
pattern is 
distinguishable from other patterns. Thus, by looking at the 
patterns, it can be determined if quasi-periodic pulses excited 
the vocal tract. However, this is only part of the desired 
information. The band in which this pattern shows up will 
indicate the general frequency content of the waveform. Also, 
the zero crossings will indicate which part of the band the 
signal occupies. Thus, the identification of the band in which 
the pattern was found, and the zero crossings in that band, 
indicate the frequency content at the output of the vocal tract, 
which is the other part of the desired information. 
2.2 Host Computer 
Since the feature extracting hardware is designed with a 
serial interface, almost any computer can be a candidate for the 
host computer. The host chosen for this thesis is the Zenith z-
151 desk-top computer. Tiie Z-151 is an IBM PC compatible 
14 
computer, having 320K bytes of main memory, a 10 megabyte hard 
disk, and a 16 bit CPU [7]. As mentioned previously, the 
software for the host computer is written in turbo pascal. This 
computer language is chosen because it compiles quickly and 
because the first recognition system 1 s software was written in 
pascal. Thus, the differences between the recognition software 
of the two systems can be easily seen by inspecting the programs. 
The hoSt computer has two major functions. First, during 
the training phase, the Z-151 stores information pertaining to 
different words. The information comes from the feature extractor 
and is sent to the host via the serial link. Secondly, during 
the recognition phase, the Z-151 compares the information it has 
-on each of the words in the library to the current test word in
order to find a match. When a match occurs, the word is
recognized. The concepts of a training phase and a recognition
phase will be made clear in the next section.
2.3 Operational overview 
Again, the voice recognition system is designed to respond 
to the voice of one person. The person operating the system has 
to ''train lt the system to his or her voice. Therefore, 
operationally, the recognition system has two distinct phases: a 
training phase and a recognition phase. The recognition phase is 
further divided into a library building part and a recognition 
part. The programs that run in the host computer during the 
training 'phase and the recognition phase are TRAINJFK and 
RMATCHS, respectively. Since RMATCH5 runs considerably slower 
15 
than TRAINJFK, RMATCH5 takes both its library words and the test 
words (defined later) from user defined disk files (more on this 
in Chapter 4). This enables the user to process large amounts of 
data (i.e., to recognize words) without having to be present. 
Also, it allows for consistent testing, as the same data can be 
used each time a change is made to the matching algorithm. 
During the training phase, the input patterns {from the 
feature extractor) are associated with the desired text words 
(which are entered via the keyboard of the host computer) and 
stored onto a disk file. The disk file is known as the 
disk file, and the words stored in the file are known 
library 
as the 
library words. The library words are chosen by the user. Thus, 
during the training phase, TRAINJFK is used to create the library 
disk file. 
During the library building part of the recognition phase, 
the TRAINJFK program is invoked several times so that comparison 
disk files can be created. Each time TRAINJFK is invoked, 
another comparison file is created. Each comparison file should 
have one copy of each 1 ibrary word in it. Thus, the collection 
of comparison disk files holds several utterances of each library 
word. These comparison files, along with the library file 
created during 
building files. 
the training phase, are known as the library 
Once the library building files are made, the 
RMATCHS program is invoked. RMATCH5, when initialized properly 
(as described in Chapter 4), uses the comparison files to modify 
the library words and the library disk file. This ensures that a 
better library (one that will recognize better} will be built. 
During the recognition part of the recognition phase, 
16 
TRAINJFK is again invoked several times, so that several test 
disk files can be created. Once the test files are made, RMATCH5 
is invoked, using the appropriate initialization. RMATCH5 uses 
the built-up 1 ibrary (specified by the user) 1 to recognize the 
words in the test files. The correct ways in which to invoke 
TRAINJFK and RMATCHS are covered in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3
SYSTEM HARDWARE 
The system hardware resides entirely in the feature 
extractor whose function was described in chapter 2. The system 
hardware occupies five nine-inch by four-inch vector circuit 
boards. One board, the microcontroller board, contains the 8751, 
the clock circuit, the external data buffer memory, and the AID 
converter. Another board, the zero crossings detection board (ZC 
detection board), contains the zero crossing detectors for each 
frequency band and the microphone signal. The remaining three 
boards, the analog boards, contain the seven bandpass filters 
(BPFs) along with their peak detectors (PDs). One of the three 
analog boards also contains the microphone amplifier. The five 
boards are plugged into a corrmon backplane through which they can 
interact with each other. The backplane provides a conman ground 
for all the_ boards as well as the necessary power supply 
voltages. The exact pin definitions for the backplane can be 
found in Appendix C. 
!8
3.1 Analog boards 
As mentioned previously, there are three analog boards on 
which are the peak detectors and the bandpass filters. The 
microphone amplifier, which is on one of the analog boards, 
takes the microphone signal from the backplane, amplifies it, and 
then puts the amplified signal back on the backplane. The 
amplified signal is taken off the backplane by each of the 
bandpass filters whose outputs go to the corresponding peak 
detector and to the backplane {for use by the zero crossing 
detectors). The output of each peak detector is also put onto 
the backplane. 
The microphone amplifier consists of two stages, each stage 
being an operational amplifier circuit as shown in figure 6. The 
100K 
200K 
1K 
10K 
1K 
,47uf 
100K -
Figure 6 • Microphone amplifier. 
first stage is a preamp circ·uit, designed for a dynamic 
microphone. The microphone used here is a General Electric 
dynamic microphone, cormionly used with tape recorders. The 
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second stage of the microphone amplifier is an inverting 
amplifier gain stage, where the gain can be varied from Oto 20. 
The gain of the last stage is adjusted so that the output of the 
microphone amplifier is no greater than +/- 5 volts. This 
ensures that the output of the peak detectors will not go above 5 
volts, thereby avoiding the saturation of the A/0 converter. (The 
saturation may arise since the A/D has a conversion range from O 
to 5 volts, while the operational amplifier circuits have outputs 
that can range from -12 to 12 volts.) 
During the course of the thesis r�search, two sets of 
bandpass filters were tried. The first set consisted of four 
pole filters with designed center frequencies of 62.5 Hz, 125 Hz, 
250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz and 4000 Hz. The reason for the 
choice of center frequencies was discussed in section 2.1. Due 
to the unavailability of exact component values, the actual 
center frequencies were slightly different from the desired 
center frequencies. The center frequency shift is shown in 
figure 7, where the gain of each filter is plotted against 
frequency. From figure 7 it is evident that the frequency bands 
overlap significantly. Originally, the overlap was thought to be 
good for two reasons. First, if all the filter responses are 
added together, a uniform coverage of the speech frequency 
spectrum is obtained. Second, the low order filter design (i.e., 
four poles) needs relatively few components, thus reducing the 
total feature extractor circuitry. However, after some 
experimentation, it was clear that the filters did not provide 
enough frequency resolution. Energy coming into the system at 
200 Hz would have strong influences in three bands: the 125 Hz 
20 
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Figure 7 - Initial filters' frequency response, 
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band, the 250 Hz band and the 500 Hz band. The result is that 
the output of adjacent bandpass filters would look the same, 
thereby producing the same patterns. This renders half of the 
bands useless because they look the same as the other bands, 
Also, since energy coming in at a certain frequency will show up 
in two or three of the bands, it is difficult to determine the 
frequency content of the incoming signal. The inability to 
determine the signal's frequency content is inconsistent with the 
information that the feature extractor is supposed to supply to 
meet the design goals. Due to the inconsistency, a new set of 
higher order filters was constructed so that the gain responses 
do not overlap to such a great extent. 
The higher order filters are ten pole or tenth order 
Butterworth bandpass filters, each filter having a gain stage at 
the output. The filter's Butterworth response is chosen because 
it is maximally flat in the pass band and also because this type 
of filter's design is relatively straightforward. The gain stage 
of the filter, shown in figure 8, is a non-inverting amplifier. 
1K 
Figure 8 - Filter gain stage. 
The amplifier design, because of its high input impedance, will 
not load down the output of the filter. Also, the addition of a 
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gain stage in each filter allows for more flexibility, since the 
gain in each band can be adjusted separately. The flexibility is 
useful because quJet bands can be given more gain so that a 
signal in that band can be detected. The gains were originally 
set so that the center frequency gain of each filter was as close 
to one as possible. However, after some experimentation, it was 
decided to set the gain of each band so that the detected signal 
(if there is a signal to be detected) would be in the range of 2 
to 3 volts, under normal speaking conditions. 
The choice of a tenth order filter is made based on a 
compromise. As mentioned above, it is desired to have as little 
overlap in the gain responses as possible. Thus, the order of 
the filter should be as high as possible {i.e., a high number of 
poles in the filter}. On the other hand, it is also desired to 
Keep the component count in the filter design relatively lowJ 
which advocates the use of low order filters. Thus, the tenth 
order filter is chosen for two reasons. First, a tenth order 
filter prov-ides ample frequency separation, as shown in figure 9, 
Second, a tenth order filter is the highest order filter that 
will fit in the allotted space on the circuit board. 
Using ten pole filters allows the designed crossover point 
in the gain response to be at 35 dB down. This amount of 
attenuation at the crossover point is more than adequate to 
provide the desired frequency separation. Figure 9 shows the 
gain responses of the new bandpass filters. The actual center 
frequencies of the filters are slightly shifted from the desired 
center frequencies due to the unavailability of exact component 
values. Since the center frequencies are somewhat off, it 
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fallows that the gain crossover point will not always be at 35 db 
dawn; sometimes it is even lower or somewhat higher (see figure 
9). 
Each tenth order filter is composed of five identical 
{ except for component va 1 ues) stag es. Each stage is an 
operational amplifier circuit, known as the Delyiannis-Friend 
circuit [8]. The circuit, shown in figure- 10, is chosen because 
of its good stability and low component count. The component 
values for each stage of each filter are given in Appendix A_ [8]. 
C1 
R1 C2 
R3 
1--Y 
R2 
Figure 10 - Bandpass filter stage. 
The output from each bandpass filter is an AC waveform 
corresponding to part of the speech signal which resides in a 
particular frequency band. However, the recognition system needs 
only the envelope of the waveform, so that an overall pattern can 
be detected. The envelope corresponds to a peak detection of the 
AC signal. Rather than accomplishing the peak detection in 
software, it has been decided to use hardware. 
The first peak detector circuit that comes to mind is the 
diode-capacitor peak detector shown in figure 11. However, since 
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speech signals tend to be asymmetric with respect to zero volts, 
the simple half-wave rectifier circuit is not appropriate. 
I 
Figure 11 - Diode-capacitor peak detector. 
Irrmediately, a full-wave diode rectifier circuit comes to mind. 
However, the full-wave rectifier also suffers from a major 
problem, namely, the constant 1.4 voltage drop accross the 
diodes. Since the speech signal is many times under 1.4 volts, 
this circuit is also unacceptable. In order to overcome the 
diode voltage drop problem, a full-wave operational amplifier 
peak detection circuit is chosen. The design of the circuit is 
shown in figure 12 [9]. 
I 
Figure 12 - Operational amplifier peak detector. 
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Upon inspection of the circuit in the figure, it is seen 
that it is a full-wave rectifier with a capacitor and resistor on 
its output going to ground {forming an RC time constant). Thus, 
the peak detected signal will strictly follow the input waveform 
on its positive slope while on the negative slopes it will fall 
at a rate determined by the RC time constant. For a large RC 
time constant, the input and output waveforms are shown in figure 
13a. Tile output is obviously not a good representation of the 
(c) 
Figure 13 - Peak detection. 
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input waveform 1 s envelope. One problem is that the RC time 
constant is too large. Another problem, not immediately obvious, 
is that a voltage spike on the input will cause the output to 
move away from the waveform envelope. Thus, for high amplitude 
spikes on the input, it is desirable to keep the output from 
following the input. This is accompl ish_ed by the addition of a 
series resistor inserted before the RC circuit, as shown in 
figure 14. The figure shows the peak detector as used in this 
· 1M
1M 
1M 
1M 
R1 
CT R2 
Figure 14 - Modified peak detector. 
thesis. Referring to figure 14, if Rl and R2 are chosen too 
large, then the output waveform does not follow the input 
waveform closely at all, as shown in figure 13b. The des ired 
behaviour of the peak detector circuit is shown in figure 13c. 
Therefore, the values of Rl and R2 are chosen empirically to 
achieve the desired behaviour, keeping in mind that Rl should be 
as large as possible and R2 as small as possible. Values for Rl 
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in all the peak detectors are given in Appendix A. 
3.2 Zero crossing detector board 
As mentioned previously, each band has a zero crossing 
detector (or ZC detector}. The circuit for each detector of each 
band is the same (see figure 15). The inputs to the ZC detectors 
are taken from the backplane (the signals originate on the analog 
boards). The output of each detector is connected on the 
backplane, to a corrmon data bus.(known as the data bus), that is 
also connected to port 1 of the 8751 microcontroller. The 8751 
resides on the microcontroller board (to be discussed below). 
5 -12 
1/a 74244 1/ 74393 
2K .f 
5v 
100K - cir 
8 To 
1K Data Bus 
Ir 
Clear 
Counters 
Count 
Enable 1/274393 
Enable 
Figure 15 - Zero crossing detector. 
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The general operation of each_detector is as follows: The
incoming signal is amplified so that it clips at both the 
positive and negative supply voltage values (of the amplifier), 
lhe negative portion of the signal is discarded, and the positive 
portion of the signal is clipped at +5 volts (a zener diode 
performs both functions, see figure 15). The resulting signal is 
used to clock a counter which.keeps track of the number of zero 
crossings that occur within a given time interval. Upon close 
inspection of the above description, it is evident that the 
detector does not count every zero crossing; rather, it counts 
every other zero crossing. Thus, these circuits would be more 
appropriately called cycle detectors. 
crossing detectors will be used. 
However, the name zero 
The first stage of the ZC detector, as shown in figure 15, 
is a non.-inverting operational amp1 ifier gain stage. The design 
is chosen for its high input impedance so that the input s i gna 1 
is not loaded down. The gain of the stage can be adjusted from 1 
to 101. The gain is adjusted so that an incoming signal that is 
smaller than 0.05 volts, zero to peak, will not trigger the 
counter. 
The supply voltages of the operational amplifier are split 
for several reasons. Normally, it would operate an+/- 12 volts 
(as they do for the bandpass filters). However, since the output 
of the operational amplifier will be kept below 5 volts, there is 
no reason to amplify the signal beyond this point. Thus, the 
positive supply voltage is set at+ 5 volts. Following the same 
reasoning, since the negative half of the signal will be 
discarded, it follows that the negative supply voltage should be 
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grounded. This would be a good solution, except that the 
operational amplifier's performance is severely degraded when a 
single supply is used. Since the only negative voltage available 
in the system is -12 volts, the negative supply voltage is set to 
this value. The particular operational amplifier chosen for the 
circuit is the Texas Instrunent's TL074CN. The package is chosen 
for its superior frequency response and because it is a quad­
operational amplifier package (helping to reduce the number of 
components). 
been 
shown 
volts 
After the first stage of the ZC detector, the signal has 
clipped at +5 volts and -12 volts. The zener diode, as 
in figure 15, transforms this signal into a "TTL signal (0 
to 5 volts). It ensures that the signal never exceeds 5 
volts, and it grounds out the negative portion of the signal. 
The 2 kilohm resistor is included to limit the current when this 
"grounding out M occurs. After the zener diode, a 1/8 74244 
Schmitt triggered buffer is inserted for two reasons. First, it 
squares up the signal before it goes to the counter (the 74393). 
Second, it allows the ZC detector to be effectively enabled or 
disabled; (the counters must be disabled or stopped before their 
contents can be examined}. Since a 74244 package contains a 
buffers, and since there are 8 detectors, it follows that one 
74244 package is used to buffer all the signals before they go to 
their respective counters. In this configuration, all the 
counters can be enabled or disabled by controlling the logic 
level on one line. 
After the buffer, the signal is used to clock a 74393 1 which 
is configured as an 8 bit counter, as shown in figure 15. The 
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output of the counter is connected to a 74244 buffer. The 
purpose of the buffer is to effectively connect or disconnect the 
output of the counter to the data bus. 
Figure 15 shows three control lines, CLEAR COUNTERS, COUNT 
ENABLE, and ENABLE. The first two are common control lines, 
meaning that one of each control line goes to all the ZC 
detectors. Thus, by controlling one line, all the counters can 
be enabled or disabled. By controlling another single line, all 
the counters can be cleared. In contrast, there are eight ENABLE 
lines, one line for each ZC detector. Figure 16 shows the 
circuit that sends these control signals to the detectors. 
The control circuit for the ZC detectors, as shown in figure 
16, is simply a memory mapped latch. The 8751 (which resides on 
the microcontroller board) can access 64 kilobytes of external 
data memory. Since only 8 kilobytes are used, any address 
outside the range 2000H to 3FFFH (to be discussed in section 
From 
Control 
Bus 
8 
74374 
zc 
Control 
Latch 
AIS------l 
Count Clear 
Enable Counters 
3 C et ct r Select 
nable Count r 
Enable Lines 
74138 
G 
Figure 16 - Zero crossing control circuit. 
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3.3) is acceptable for the ZC control latch address. Here, all 
addresses between 8000H and FFFFH are chosen as the latch 
address. The choice makes the address decoding logic simple, as 
only the highest address line (from the 8751), Al5, needs to be 
monitored. In addition to Al5, the WR/ signal from the 8751 must 
also be monitored. When WR/ goes low, it indicates that there is 
a va1id byte on the 8751's port O (which is connected to the 
control bus on the backplane). Tiius, each byte is strobed into 
the ZC control latch o�ly when AlS is high and WR/ is low, see 
figure 16, 
By writing different bytes to the ZC control latch, via the 
control bus (discussed above), the counters can be cleared, 
enabled (to count) or disabled (to stop). Also, any one of the 
counter's contents can be put_ onto the data bus, connected to 
port 1 as discussed above, so that it may be read by the 8751. 
3.3 Microcontraller board 
As mentioned previously, the microcontroller board contains 
the 8751, the A/0 converter, the clack circuit, and the buffer 
memory. The microcontroller board is designed around the Intel 
8751 microprocessor chip, Tiie integrated circuit {IC) has 128 
bytes of on chip RAM, 4 kilobytes of on chip EPROM, one serial 
I/0 port, two progranmable timers, and up to 32 1/0 port pins. 
The 8751 is designed for control applications, with numerous bit 
oriented instructions with which to manipulate the port pins 
[10]. 
In the present work, some of the 1/0 pins are used to 
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control the A/D converter, some are used to connect to the data 
bus, while others are used as a serial port for communicating 
with the host computer. Due to the flexibility of this IC, the 
1/0 interfacing is very simple, as will be described later. 
The function of the board is to convert the outputs of the 
peak detectors in each band into digital form, to gather the 
data, and to collect the data from the ZC detectors, All the 
data are then encoded and sent to the host computer for further 
processing. The signals coming into the board (from the 
backplane) are the outputs of the seven peak detectors {which go 
to the AID converter}, the data bus and a serial line. The 
outgoing signals from the board are the control bus and a serial 
line. As mentioned before 1 the data bus is an eight-line wide 
bus that is. used ta bring data to the 8751. The control bus is 
also an eight-line wide bus that is used to control the ZC 
det.e..ctprs. The data bus is connected to. port 1 of the 8751 while 
the control bus is connected ta port O of the 8751. 
Since the 8751 has ta buffer the input data before sending 
it to the host computer, and since the 128 bytes of on chip RAM 
are not enough to serve the purpose, additional RAM IC's are used 
in the design. With a frame (defined in section 2.1) being 
collected every 10 ms, each frame being 31 bytes long, 8 
kilobytes of RAM can hold 2.6 seconds of speech, which is 
appropriate for our purpose. Therefore, an 8 kilobyte RAM is 
added to the micracontroller board. 
The 8751 uses multiplexed address and data lines; thus, the 
1ower 8 bits of the address share the same pins as the data 
lines. Because of the multiplexed lines, the RAM IC chosen for 
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the design is the Intel 8185, which is especially designed for 
this type of processor. The 8185 contains 1 kilobyte of RAM, 
organized as 1024 by 8 bits, with a built-in latch for the 
multiplexed address lines [11]. lhus, the 8 kilobytes of RAM 
desired are attained with eight 818? IC's. 
The address decoding circuitry for the RAM uses the upper 3 
address bits to enable the chip select circuit, which decodes the 
next three address bits to enable one of the eight RAM chips, 
The remaining 10 address bits are passed to each of the RAM chips 
{but only the selected chip uses them). A single IC, the 
74LS138, is used to perform the above decoding function. As 
shown in figure 17, the decoder accepts an address range of 2000H 
to 3FFFH, enabling one of the eight 8185 RAM !C's for each one 
kilobyte range. 
Al5 
Al4 
Al3 
Al2 
All 
AIO 
74LS138 
G28 YO 
G2A Yl 
Gl 
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Y7 
0--- cso 
CSI 
CS7 
Figure 17 - Address decoder. 
As mentioned before, the 8751 contains an on chip serial 
port. The port derives its serial transmission rate from the 
clock that drives the 8751. Thus, the exact clock frequency for 
the 8751 is influenced by the desired serial transmission rate. 
It is decided that the serial port is to transmit at as high a 
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rate as the host computer can handle. This is determined to be 
9600 bps (bits per second) for the Zenith Z-151. 
The 8751 clock frequency is determined by the following 
equation: 
f = r(384 (256-x)J 
where r is the desired bit rate and xis a one-byte value that is 
loaded into timer 1. Other constraints are that f be less than 
8 MHz for this version of the 8751, and that x must be an 
integer. Given the above constraints, it is decided to let -x 
have a value of 254. With r equal to 9600 bps, the clock 
frequency for the 8751 needs to be 7.3728 MHz. How the clock 
frequency is generated will be discussed later. 
Since the on chip serial I/0 is done at TTL levels, some 
level Shiftings must be done so that the serial I/0 will be at 
RS232C standard levels for corrvnunicating with the host computer. 
Standard line driver and receiver !C's, the MC1488 and the 
MC1489, respectively, are used to accomplish the level shiftings. 
The serial lines are brought out of the microcontroller board 
through the backplane, to a 0825 connector. From here, a cable 
connects the serial lines to the host computer. 
The Intel 8751 also has a built in reset on power up 
circuit. Although Intel reconmends using an external 10 
microfarad capacitor [10], this does not give a reliable reset 
pulse. Therefore, a 33 microfarad capacitor is used. With this 
value, the actual measured reset pulse duration is more than one 
second. 
As mentioned before, the microcontroller board contains an 
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A/0 converter, which is used to digitize the outputs of each of 
the peak detectors. The AID used is an AOC0816 single chip 8 bit 
converter. This chip has a built-in 16 channel analog 
multiplexer, with 4 address input lines, With a clock frequency 
of 640 KHz, the ADC0816 has a typical conversion time of 100 
microseconds. The conversion is done using the successive 
approximation method, with all the operations performed on the 
chip. Thus 1 to initiate a conversion, only a start signal needs 
to be sent to the IC. When the conversion is complete, the IC 
signals this by asserting an end-of-conversion {EOC) signal. In 
addition, the digital output is through an 8 bit register with 
tri-state capability, allowing direct connection to the data bus 
(on the backplane) [12]. This feature is particularly useful 
since the data bus can be made comnon to all the ZC detectors, 
the data output of the A/0, and the address input to the A/0 (to 
be described next). 
As indicated above, the 4 address lines and the 8 data lines 
of the AOC0815 share the same 8 port pins (port 1) of the 8751. 
This is possible since when the conversion is in progress, the 
8751 can latch the proper address into the AOC0816, using the AL_E 
input of the converter IC. At the same time, it inhibits the 
output from the A/0, by sending a logic zero to the OUTPUT ENABLE 
pin. When the conversion is completed (signal EOC), the 8751 
switches its port pins to input mode, and then enables the output 
of the ADC0816, while disabling everything else on the data bus 
(i.e., the ZC detectors). Thus, the data flow from the AOC0815 
to the 8751 can be accomplished. 
Because the ALE and START signals of the AOC0815 are 
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triggered on the leading and falling edge, respectively, they are 
tied together and are driven by a single signal from the 8751 
(P3.3). This helps to reduce the usage of the port pins. In 
addition, the EOC signal from the converter chip is sent ta P3.2 
of the 8751. This allows the 8751 to sense the end of 
conversion, rather than waiting for the maximum conversion time, 
thus allowing a more efficient use of the CPU. 
To determine the clock frequency of the AOC0816, a few 
constraints must be observed. One is that, according to the 
specifications. its permissible clock range is from 10 KHz to 
1.28 MHz. Another is that the clock frequency must be easily 
derivable from the system clack. Since a maximum conversion time 
of 120 microseconds {74 clock cycles) is appropriate for our 
goals, the clock frequency for the ADC0816 has been made 
614.4KHz. 
3.4 Clock signals 
As mentioned above. the clock frequency for the 8751 is 
7.3728 MHz. Unfortunately, a crystal at this frequency is 
unavailable. Thus. to generate the desired clock frequency 
requires a crystal whose frequency is sane integer multiple of 
7.3728 MHz. The lowest frequency where a crystal is available is 
22.1184 MHz, three times the desired frequency. 1herefore, a 
crystal of this value is used in the primary clock (from which 
the 8751 clock and the ADC0816 clock are derived). 
A 74LS629 IC is used as the primary clock circuit. It 
should be noted that, although the clock circuit as designed 
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works we11. the 74LS629 is rated only to operate at a maximum 
frequency of 20 MHz. 
To drive the 8751, this main clock frequency of 22.1184 MHz 
needs to be divided by a factor of three. This is accomplished 
by a 74LS92 IC, thus giving the 7.3728 MHz clock for the 8751. 
To drive the AOC0816, the clock for the 8715 is further divided 
by 12, using another 74LS92 IC. This gives the seemingly odd 
frequency of 614.4 KHz for the AOC0816 clock. The complete clock 
circuit, as described above, is shown in figure 18. 
22.1184MHz 
74LS629 74LS92 
.;.3 
To 
8751 
Figure 18 - Clock circuit. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYSTEM SOFTIIARE 
Three programs are essential to the operation of the voice 
recognition system. Within the feature extractor, the 8751 runs 
an assembly language program called LIS. It is common to both 
the training and recognition phase. In the host computer, the 
turbo pascal programs TRAINJFK and RMATCHS, are used for the 
training phase and the recognition phase, respectively. Each of 
the three programs will be discussed at length in the text that 
follows. Listings for each program can be found at the end of 
the thesis. 
4.1 LIS 
As mentioned before, LIS is the program that resides within 
the 8751. It is responsible for sending signals to the hardware 
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of the feature extractor, in order to control the sampling and 
collection of data. LIS manages a circular data buffer, and also 
communicates with the host computer. In addition, it also gives 
the feature extractor a certain amount of intelligence, making it 
able to detect the word boundaries. 
Figure 19 shows the main loop of LIS in flowchart form. It 
indicates the sequence of events which takes place during the 
sampling and collection of data. To enter the main loop, the 
host computer sends a command (STCMDJ to the 8751, to tell it to 
start looking for a word. This state of the program (i.e., when 
LIS is looking for a word), is indicated by setting a flag (ST). 
After LIS has determined that it should start looking for a word, 
a timer is set up so that a consistent system sampling period is 
obtained, see figure 19. 
The sampling period is timed using timer O of the 8751. The 
timer is set up at the start of a sampling period that expires 10 
milliseconds later. LIS then determines the timer's status by 
examining bit TFO, which is set when the desired amount of time 
has elapsed. The 10 milliseconds is the system sampling period. 
The system sampling period is formally defined as the inverse of 
the rate at which frames of data (defined in section 2.1) are 
collected. During the course of the thesis, 10 milliseconds was 
found to be a good system sampling period because it is the 
longest period that can be used in which the desired patterns are 
readily observable. A higher value than 10 milliseconds, 
corresponding to a slower sampling rate, is too slow to pick up 
the desired patterns from the peak detectors. A lower value than 
10 milliseconds, corresponding to a faster sampling rate, will 
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Figure 19 · Main loop of LIS. 
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give more frames per word, but no significant 
information. 
additional 
Returning to figure 19, after the timer is set up, the ZC 
counters are read into a temporary buffer and then reset. lhe 
task is accomplished using a subroutine called CNTR {see LIS 
program listing}, Since the counters are initially set to zero 
and disabled, it follows that the ZC values in the first frame 
will all be zero. However. due to the nature of the system. it 
is rare that this first frame of data is included as part of a 
word, because by the time the host prompts the user to say the 
word, the first frame of data has already gone by. 
After the ZC counters are read, they are started along with 
the timer, as indicated in figure 19. The first multiplexor 
address for the A/0 converter {MUX address) is then set up in 
preparation for the inner loop. The inner loop scans each of the 
seven bands, converting the peak detector amplitudes into digital 
data, and storing them into the temporary buffer. The scanning 
takes place as quickly as possible, given that the program steps 
can not be executed instantaneously. Note that in the code of 
the main loop, there exists a settling time in which the 8751 
waits. The settling time occurs after the latching of the 
multiplexor but before the starting of A/0 conversion. During 
the course of the thesis, a log amplifier was connected between 
the output of the multiplexor and the input of the A/0 converter. 
This amplifier was to help normalize the incoming signal and to 
make the system insensitive to the speaker's volune level. lhe 
settling time was included so that the log amplifier would have 
time to settle down before the A/0 conversion began. However, 
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because of nonlinearities and noise problems, 
was disconnected (although the circuit still 
board), and the sett1 ing time is minimized. 
the log amplifier 
remains on the 
After the inner loop is completed, a subroutine called 
DETECT is invoked. The subroutine takes the data from the 
temporary buffer, converts it into Ascii hex digits, and then 
stores it in the external data buffer. The forementioned is 
accomplished through a call to subroutine CHECK (other 
subroutines involved are SEND, CONVERT, and PUTIN, see program 
listing}. DETECT also gives the feature extractor its 
intelligence, because the subroutine enables it to detect word 
boundaries, thus the name DETECT. .ln addition, DETECT keeps 
track of the state of the program through the use of various 
flags (see LIS program listing). There are four states in which 
the program can be in. LIS can be looking for a word, but has 
not found one yet; or it may have found a word and is currently 
taking in more data pertaining to that word. A third state is if 
the end of a ward has been detected and there are still .data in 
the external buffer to be transmitted to the host computer. The 
fourth state is when the end of the word has been detected and 
there are no more data in the external data buffer to transmit 
(i.e., an idle state or a starting state). 
The word boundary detection algorithm used by DETECT is 
based on the output of the peak detectors (i.e., the ZC counters 
are not used for word boundary detection). Each of the seven 
bands has a threshold associated with it. THRl is the threshold 
for the 62.5 Hz band up to THR7 for the 4000 Hz band. These 
thresholds are variables, which are S'et to default values when 
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the program is initialized. The beginning of a word is declared 
when at least one of the peak -detector outputs goes above its 
respective threshold for a variable number of consecutive frames. 
The variable is called TSAM (see LIS program listing). The 
beginning of the word is said to be the first frame in the 
consecutive string of frames. Note that the above condition does 
not mean that the same peak detector output must be above its 
respective threshold for #TSAM consecutive frames. An example 
will illustrate the point. Suppose TSAM is equal to three and 
the first frame of data collected {while looking for a word) 
shows the 500 Hz band (i.e. 1 the output of the peak detector 
attached to the 500 Hz bandpass filter) is above its threshold. 
The next frame of data shows the 1000 Hz band is above its 
threshold. If the third frame has any one of the bands above its 
respective thre'shold 1 then the beginning of a word will be 
declared and the first frame of data taken becomes the first 
frame of data for the word. The end of a word is declared after 
all the bands go below their respective thresholds for a variable 
number of consecutive frames. This variable is called SPCC (see 
LIS program listing). lhe end of the word is said to be the last 
frame in the consecutive string of frames. 
When DETECT is called while LIS is collecting data, a first 
in, first out circular buffer management scheme is used for the 
external data buffer. For this, two pointers are needed, a "put" 
pointer, which paints to the next available memory location, and 
a "get" pointer, which points to the next byte to be taken out of 
the buffer. When the "put" pointer reaches the end of the 
external memory space, it wraps around to the beginning. Thus, 
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as data are taken out of the buffer and sent to the host, the 
room is made ava ilable for incoming data. lhe scheme ensures 
that the buffer is utilized to its maximum potential. The 
buffer is full when the two pointers indicate the same location 
after a byte has been put into the buffer. The buffer is empty 
when the two pointers indicate the same location after a byte has 
been taken out of the buffer, The two subroutines responsible 
for the buffer managenent are PUTIN and GETOUT. PUTIN puts a 
byte into the buffer while GETOUT takes a byte out. 
When the DETECT subroutine is called while LIS is -looking 
for a word, a unique buffer management scheme is employed, Each 
time the DETECT subroutine is called and there is at least one 
band above its threshold, the current frame of data is taken 
from the temporary buffer, converted to ascii hex format, and put 
into the external data buffer {which is accomplished through a 
call ta subroutine CHECK). If at any time before the beginning of 
a ward is declared, a frame of data is obtained that has all the 
bands below their threshold_s_, a unique action is taken: the 
external data buffer's pointers are reset. The action 
effectively wipes out the information in the external buffer. 
Subroutine CHECK performs the resetting of the buffer's pointers. 
The deletion of the data in the external buffer is necessary 
because once the consecutive pattern is broken, there is no 
longer any possibility that the data can be part of a word. If 
the beginning of a word is declared, then all the frames of data 
pertaining to that word {i.e., the frames of data that led to the 
word being declared}' are saved in the external buffer. The 
unique scheme is used so that no frames of data that pertain to a 
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word are 1 ost. 
As mentioned before, the.data are converted to an ascii 
hexadecimal format before being put into the external data 
buffer. Thus, each 8 bit data byte is encoded into 2 ascii 
hexadecimal characters, with the high order character being put 
into the lower memory location of the external buffer. Thus, 
each frame of data is represented by 30 ascii bytes in the 
external data buffer instead of 15 bytes, as it is represented in 
the temporary buffer (8 ZC counters and 7 POs). The encoding is 
done for two reasons. One, most high level languages can not 
handle pure binary data. Secondly, if displayable codes are 
used, the program can be executed using a terminal as a host. 
The format in which the ascii data are stored in the 
external buffer will now be presented. The organization of each 
frame, from lowest memory location to the highest memory 
location, is: P0(62.5Hz), PO(l25Hz). P0(250Hz), PO(SOOHz), 
PO(lOOOHz), P0(2000Hz), P0(4000Hz), ZC(Microphone), ZC(4000Hz), 
ZC(2000Hz), ZC(lOOOHz), ZC(SOOHz), ZC(250Hz), · ZC(l25Hz), 
ZC(62.5Hz). Here, PO(l25Hz) means the output of the peak 
detector of the 125 Hz band, ZC(SOOHz) means the ZC count in the 
500 Hz band, and so on. Also, when the ascii digits are stored 
in the external buffer, a NL (newline) character is inserted 
after each frame of data to mark the end of the frame. When the 
end of a word is detected, an EOWM, NL sequence of characters is 
inserted into the external buffer, marking the end of the word 
(see program listing for definition of EOWM character). lf LIS 
is not corrmanded to take data after the end of the word is 
detected, then an EOF, NL character sequence is inserted into the 
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data buffer immediately following the two characters previously 
mentioned (see program listing for definition of EOF character). 
This character sequence marks the end of all usable data that are 
in the external buffer (i.e., an end of file marker). If LIS is 
commanded to take data after the end of the word, then these 
frames of data would be in between the EOWM, NL character 
sequence and the EOF, NL character sequence. 
As mentioned before, LIS a1�o communicates with the host 
computer. The communication is command oriented, meaning the 
host. issues a corrmand and LIS responds. There are 14 ascii 
characters corresponding to 14 commands that LIS will accept. 
Most of the corrmands were created for experimental purposes; 
thus, only the most important ones will be covered {later in thts 
chapter). 
Almost all the cormiunication with the host computer involves 
the use of the interrupt service routine (the one exception is 
when the transmission of an ascii data byte is initiated by the 
subroutine PUTIN when it calls subroutine MAYBE, see program 
listing). A flowchart of the interrupt service routine is shown 
in figure 20. There are two ways to enter the interrupt service 
routine. First, when the serial transmission of a data byte is 
complete, the 8751 generates a serial interrupt, which 
automatically forces a call to the interrupt service routine. 
Secondly, when a valid data byte is received at the serial port 
(e.g., a command byte), the 8751 again generates a serial 
interrupt, which automatically forces a call to the interrupt 
service routine. In both cases a serial interrupt is 
generated. It is up to the service routine to determine whether 
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the serial interrupt was generated by the receiver or the 
transmitter, as shown in figure 20. 
When the host computer is ready to accept a word input, it 
sends a STCMO collllland to LIS which tells it to start looking for 
a word. Then, for each frame of data, the host requests the 
frame by sending a RQCMD cOllllland, at which time LIS sends the 
frame of data (30 ascii bytes} and the NL character (which marks 
the end of the frame). The host continues to request frames of 
data until the end of the file, when an EOF, NL character 
sequence is sent. 
Upon the reception of each conrnand byte, the LIS program 
execution branches to the interrupt service routine. Here it is 
determined that the serial interrupt is caused by the receiver, 
as shown in figure 20. The coomand byte is interpreted, and the 
appropriate flags are set, so that upon return to the main 
program, the desired actions will be taken. Note that each time 
a frame of data is requested, the interrupt service routine will 
be called 31 times. This is because after each byte is 
transmitted, a serial interrupt occurs, indicating another 
transmission may be initiated. On the 31st byte, when an NL 
character is being sent, the interrupt routine will reset a flag, 
indicating that the host is no 1 anger ready to receive 
information, see figure 20. The reset flag wi 1 1 cause the LIS 
program to stop sending data until it receives another RQCMO 
corranand. 
Up to this point, two commands, which LIS understands, have 
been discussed. The first is the STCMD COITITland {which tells LIS 
to start looking for a word), and the second is the RQCMD command 
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(which requests a frame of data). The two commands are the only 
ones needed for the normal operation of the voice recognition 
system. However, a few other important commands will be 
discussed. 
The ACMD command activates an averaging function. The 
averaging, which is performed by subroutine SEND, takes place 
just before the data are encoded and stored in the external data 
buffer. Since the averaging is done irnnediately before encoding, 
it does not affect the word boundary detection {i.e., the 
detection stil 1 uses the unaveraged frames). In preparation for 
the averaging, two temporary buffers are used. One is located at 
TBNEW, and it holds the current frame just collected (see LIS 
program listing). The other is located at TBOLD, and it holds 
the previous frame, or the one collected just before the current 
frame. Each time a new frame is collected, the frame at TBNEW is 
moved to TBOLD, and the new frame is stored at TBNEW {the frame 
that was in TBOLD is lost). The averaging function takes the 
frame at TBNEW and averages it with the frame at TBOLD. The 
averaged frame is the one that is encoded and stored in the 
external buffer. When two frames are averaged, it indicates that 
each byte of the current frame is averaged with the corresponding 
byte of the previous frame. Initially, the values stored at 
TBOLD are all zeros. Thus, the first averaged frame will always 
be the first collected frame divided by two. This causes no 
problems since the first frame is rarely included as part of a 
word {as discussed earlier). The DACMD corrmand turns off the 
averaging function. 
The TSCMO command tells LIS to collect 5 frames of data 
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after the end of a word has been detected. The task is 
accomplished through the use of a second main loop, which 
executes 5 times (see LIS program listing}. As mentioned before, 
these 5 frames of data are inserted into the external data buffer 
between the EOWM, NL and EOF, NL character sequences. The 
corrmand is included so that the end of the word detection 
algorithm can be evaluated. During the course of the thesis, it 
was observed that the inclusion ,of the frames {mentioned above) 
did not improve the system performance. Thus, the end of the 
word detection algorithm works well. The NTSCMD corrmand tells 
LIS not to collect any more frames of data after the end of a 
word has been detected (see LIS program listing). 
The PCMD command tells LIS to enter a parameter subroutine. 
Upon en.tering this subroutine, the following parameters are sent 
out from the serial part in ascii hexadecimal format: SPER, 
STLTM, THR!, THR2, THR3, THR4, THRS, THR6, THR7, SPCC and TSAM. 
SPER is the sampling period value, which determines the system 
sample rate. STLTM is the log amplifier settling time, which 
should always be set to the lowest value, 01 {see LIS program 
listing). THRl through THR7 are the seven thresholds for the 
seven peak detectors. SPCC and TSAM are variables used in the 
word boundary detection (this was discussed earlier). Once all 
these values have been sent out, the subroutine waits to receive 
24 ascii bytes, which will be converted to binary data and used 
as the new values for the above parameters. All the parameters 
are two ascii bytes except for SPER, which is four ascii bytes. 
Through the use of the command, the best values for the 
parameters can be obtained. As mentioned previously, a goad 
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value for SPER is one that makes the system sample period equal 
to 10 milliseconds. The optimal values for the other parameters 
will be presented in Chapter 5, 
The BCMD command (cold boot command) tells LIS to boot 
itself. This initializes the external buffer pointers, the 
temporary buffer and the program flags; it sets all the program 
parameters back to their default values and then restarts the 
program from the beginning. The WBCMO command (warm boot 
corrmand} is exactly like the BCMO corrmand except that the program 
parameters are not set to their default values. 
Upon inspection of the LIS program listing, it may be 
doubtful that 10 milliseconds is enough time to collect a frame 
of data. However, this is not the case. Figure 21 shows how 
ZC counttrs ru.d PD ru.d · , l'.ETECT u 11 td er.it •its 
114 11J 1068 us 61, " 8152 .. 
lo-------- 1248 us--------,1,..8152 us __ -,1 
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Figure 21 - LIS timing diagram, 
much time is used by each operation in the main loop of LIS. 
The time durations are based on a clock frequency of 7.3728 MHz 
and the assumption that serial interrupts do not occur (i.e., the 
serial interrupts are neglected}. Also, since the length of time 
required by DETECT depends on the program state, a worst case 
estimate is used there. Figure 21 shows that the data collection 
takes a total of 1248 microseconds, not even one-fifth the total 
sample period. Thus, 10 milltseconds is ample time to collect a 
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frame of data. 
4.2 TRAINJFK 
As mentioned before, the host runs the turbo pascal program 
TRA!NJFK during the training phase of the system. When the 
program is invoked, it first prompts for the name of the new 
vocabulary file; thereby allowing the user to name the disk file 
where the data are stored. Thus, by invoking the program several 
times, the library file, the comparison files and the test files 
can be made, Next, TRAINJFK asks for the minimum frame count, 
which is the minimum number of frames a word can have. The value 
should be chosen large enough to reject partial words but small 
enough not to ignore a full word. A value of 5 is a good 
compromise. The third question asks for the number of frames to 
chop off the end of a word. The program uses the value entered 
(a decimal number) to truncate the last few frames which 
correspond to silence. The value should agree with the SPCC 
value of the LIS program (a good value for SPCC is given in 
Chapter 5). 
The vocabulary file, whose name is defined by the user. 
essentially contains the raw data from the feature extractor. 
The file is made up of records representing each word in the 
vocabulary. Each record contains the text word itself, the 
encoded data frames. an end of word marker and an end of file 
marker. A sample record for the word NORTH is shown in figure 
22. Here the newline separators between the frames were replaced
with a carriage return linefeed for the purpose of illustration. 
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NORTH 
01010E020001010100020!03020001 
01021co4000101q1oooso2oso30101 
01031E040101020100060305020201 
010323040101020100060305030201 
010323050101020102070406030101 
0102230D02Q203020AOD0606020101 
0103241C05020602160F0806030101 
0105231DOF020803170B0806030101 
010724111A020704160BOA05030201 
010824121C010504140BOB05030201 
0109251C!D00030410090B05020101 
010927261D02030412090B06030101 
0109242919030405!SOBOAOC:,030101 
010A22211A030406150E0906020101 
0!091F192A02040515100906030101 
01081DIE3D010405150E0906030101 
01071B2A42020406170C:OA06020101 
0106'19'303302030619110A06020101 
0106172C2202030516-140A06020101 
010512241903020514140A06020201 
01030F1B1002020512130B06020�01 
01021017080'302050F130A06020101 
010210170703020410130906030101 
0101001705030:2030Fl 1090703011)! 
01010B18030302030A110A07020101 
01010C1F03040:2020A130A06030101 
01010C1B0304030210130906030001 
01010A130204040312120A06030101 
* 
s 
Figure 22 - Sample vocabulary record. 
Using the same notation as introduced earlier, the ordering of 
data in each frame, shown in figure 22, is: P0(62.5Hz, PO(l25Hz), 
PD(250Hz), PD(500Hz), PD(lOOOHz), PD(2000Hz), PD(4000Hz), 
ZC(Microphone), ZC(4000Hz), ZC(2000Hz), ZC(lDODHz), ZC(500Hz), 
ZC(250Hz), ZC(l25Hz), ZC(62.5Hz). Each record is stored 
sequentially in the vocabulary file. 
After the above initialization, TRAINJFK prompts the user to 
enter one vocabulary word, or to enter one of three option 
corrmands. Tiie first option is to end the training phase, which 
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ends the TRAINJFK program execution. The last option is to boot 
the 8751. If the last option is chosen, the program asks the 
user if a warm boot or a cold boot is desired. Based on the 
answers given, TRAINJFK will issue the appropriate co1m1and to the 
8751. The warm boot corresponds to the WBCMD command described 
earlier. lhe cold boot corresponds to the BCMD co1m1and, The 
second option allows the user to change the 8751 parameters, If 
the second option is chosen, the user is shown the current values 
for SPER, STLTM, the seven thresholds, SPCC and TSAM (see section 
4.1). lhen, the user is prompted for a new value for each of the 
above parameters (the values are entered in hexadecimal format). 
After the parameters are entered, the user is asked two 
additional questions: are adjacent frames to be averaged? Are 
five extra frames (after the end of a word has been detected) to 
be collected? Based on the answers to these questions, the 
appropriate corrmands are sent to the 8751. Good values for the 
parameters are given in Chapter 5. 
If a word is to be added to the vocabulary, it is typed in 
(instead of choosing one of the above options); then TRAINJFK 
waits for its vocalization. A confirmation prompt is presented 
when the end of a word is received. This allows the user to 
reject data created by extraneous noises. When the entire set of 
words has been entered, the user enters the first option to exit 
from the program. 
4.3 RMATCHS 
During the recognition phase, the host computer runs a turbo 
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pascal program called RMATCH5. As indicated earlier, the 
recognition phase is split into two. parts, the library building 
part and the recognition part. The library building part is 
initiated by invoking RMATCH5, ass1JTiing the 1 ibrary building 
files have already been created (using TRAINJFK). When the 
program is initiated, it first enters an initialization routine 
where the user is prompted to enter the library disk file name of 
the library. Once the library words are read into memory from 
the library disk file, the program asks the user a series of 
questions. 
Question 1: Should the input waves be averaged? If the 
answer is yes, then the adjacent frames of the words being 
compared to the library words are averaged together. The 
averag·ing is the same as in the LIS program when the ACMO corrmand 
is issued (prev·iously discussed), but here, the host does the 
averaging. During the course of the thesis work, it was found 
that averaging does not improve the recognition rate (see Chapter 
5). Therefore, the answer to the question should be no. 
Question 2: Should the library wave averaging be done? The 
answer should be yes, 
the test word {i.e., 
so that when words are matched correctly, 
the word being recognized) is averaged in 
with the library ward that it matched. If the library pattern 
for a particular word is slightly in error, this averaging is 
used to corre,ct that pattern. Thus, the wav.e averaging helps to 
give the best patterns possible for the library words. 
Question 3: Should the results go to the LST device (i.e., 
the printer)? The answer should be yes, so that all results can 
be printed out for a permanent record. 
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Question 4: what mode should the librarian (one of the roles 
of the RMATCHS program) be in? Here, the answer should be the 
automatic mode. In this mode, any test word that is matched 
wrong (i.e., the test word matches with the wrong library word), 
or does not match (i.e., the test word does not match with any 
library word), or is ambiguous (i.e., the test word matched 
closely with more than one library word) and the closest match is 
the wrong library word, then the test word is added to the 
library. In this way, multiple copies of the same word, 
corresponding to different ways in which the word was uttered, 
are stored in the library. Also, in this mode, if the test word 
is ambiguous but the closest match is the right library word, 
then the test word is averaged with the library word. 
After this, RMATCHS shows its default parameters and then 
allows the user to adjust them. Good values for these parameters 
are given in Chapter 5. Finally, the program asks for a list of 
comparison files (each file created by TRAINJFK). As mentioned 
before, the files, which are used to build the library (including 
the initial library file), are known as the library building 
files. Up to ten files can be specified here (each file 
terminated by a carriage return) .. RMATCHS goes through each file 
specified, and sequentially uses each word as a test word. 
During the course of the thesis work, five was found to be a good 
ntltlber of library building files (each file containing one copy 
of each word). At the conclusion of the RMATCHS execution, the 
modified library is stored in the library disk file. 
The recognition part of the recognition phase is initiated 
by invoking RMATCHS, assuning that the test files have already 
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been made (with TRAINJFK}. The library disk file name is the same 
as before, that is, if it is desired to use the built library. 
Here, both averaging questions· should be answered no, the results 
should go to the LST device (so that the performance can be· 
recorded on paper}. and the librarian should be off (so that the 
library is not changed). Again, the program parameters should be 
set as before and finally, up to ten test files (called 
comparison files by RMATCHS} can be specified. 
The matching algorithm (i.e. 1 the program RMATCH5) was 
developed in ADSL by William Wigger. This matching algorithm 
does not use the information obtained from the Zero crossings in 
the 62.SHz, 125Hz, 250Hz, and the SOOHz bands. This does not 
indicate a lack of information in the zero crossings in the 
mentioned bands, but simply that there is still room for more 
experimentation. 
Whenever RMATCHS is invoked, it reads in a library of word 
patterns from the library disk file. As indicated before, these 
patterns are known as the library words. RMATCH5 then reads in a 
test word pattern from a file specified by the user (the 
comparison file during the library building part, or the test 
file during the recognition part). The test word is then 
compared to all the library words using four different matching 
algorithms. For a more detailed explanation of the following 
matching algorithms, see the RMATCHS program listing and see 
William Wigger•s master 1 s thesis [13]. 
The first matching algorithm, known as match 1, initially 
calculates the difference in the number of frames between the 
test word and each library word. Library words which yield 
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scores above a user specified threshold {FRAME THRESHOLD) are 
thrown out, or are no longer considered to be possible matches to 
the test word. In the program, a library word is thrown out by 
setting its score to a maximum (i.e., 255). Then, the sum of the 
differences of the normalized average energy in each band, 
between the test word and each of the library words, is 
calculated. 
threshold 
Library words with scores above a 
(STAGE 1 THRESHOLO) are thrown out. 
user specified 
As indicated 
it. As before, each library word has a score associated with 
the matching algorithms are run, they add to each library word's 
score (i.e., the score is cumulative). 
A11 the 1 ibrary words that are not thrown out by match 1 are 
then considered by the second matching algorithm, match 2. 
Here, the time warp scores far all the normalized energy bands, 
between the test word and the remaining library words, are 
calculated [1,13]. The term energy bands refers to the outputs 
of the peak detectors (not the zero crossing detectors). The 
time warp score is a measure of how similar the patterns are {the 
lower the score, the more similar the patterns). The time warp 
scores are added to each library word's score. Library words 
with scores above a user specified threshold (STAGE 2 THRESHOLD), 
are thrown out. 
All the library words that are not thrown out by match 2 are 
then considered by the third matching algorithm, match 3. If 
one library word has a signifigantly lower score than all other 
1 ibrary words (STAGE 2 DIFFERENCE) by the end of match 2, then 
the time warp scores between the test word and this one library 
word, for the zero crossings in the 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, and 4000 Hz 
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bands, are calculated and added. If the sum is lower than a user 
defined threshold (STAGE 3 THRESHOLD), then the library word is 
chosen as the matched word (i.e., the word the test word 
represents). If, on the other hand, more than one library word 
has a low score by the end of match 2, then the time warp scores 
between the test word and all the remaining library words, for 
the zero crossings in the 1000 Hz 1 2000 Hz, and 4000 Hz bands, 
are calculated and added. Here, the sum is added to each 1 ibrary 
word's score. Library words with scores above a user defined 
threshold (STAGE 3 THRESHOLD} are thrown out. If at this point 
one library word has a much lower score than the other library 
words (STAGE 3 DIFFERENCE), then that library word is chosen as 
the matched word. 
The remaining library words are then considered by the 
fourth matching algorithm, match 4. If, at the end of match 3 1
more than one library word has a low scare, then the time warp 
score, between the test word and the two lowest scoring library 
words, for just the 62.5Hz energy band, is calculated. If one of 
the library words yields a much lower score (STAGE 4 DIFFERENCE), 
while the score itself (not the cumulative score).' is lower than 
a user defined threshold (STAGE 4 THRESHOLD}, then it is chosen 
as the matched word. If both library words are still close, then 
the test word is considered ambiguous. If at sane point during 
the matching, all the library words are thrown out, then the 
test word gives a no match result. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PERFORMANCE 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the voice recognition 
system, measurements of its performance were made. Here, the 
results of the measurements are presented, using both live and 
recorded voices. 
Each test used a library that was built using five library 
building files, each file containing one utterance of each 
library word (the term library building files was defined in 
Chapter 3). The values used for the LIS program parameters and 
the RMATCHS program parameters are given in Table 1 and Table 2, 
respectively, (All tables will be shown at the end of this 
chapter.) The values necessary for running TRAINJFK were given 
in Chapter 3 (minimum frame count equals five and number of 
frames to chop off equals ten). The procedures for running the 
training phase and the recognition phase are also given in 
Chapter 3. 
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The testing was done in a quiet room where only the fan 
noises of an Intel network resource manager were present. The 
voice used was this author's, except for Tests G and H, where 
another male speaker made the test. During the testing, the 
microphone was held about two inches from the mouth or the tape 
recorder's speaker (depending on the test). However, no attempt 
was made to precisely maintain this distance. Also, attempts 
were made by the speakers to pronounce the words as similarly as 
possible. Two different data sets of words were used during the 
testing. Data set one consisted of the words, zero, one, two, 
three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, dog. Data set 
two consisted of the words, north, south, east, west, up, down, 
right, left, stop, go. 
Test A, shown in Table 3, gives the results of recognizing 
data set one the same day that the library was built (i.e., the 
test files were made the same day the library was built). Here, 
the library was also made up of words from data set one. The 
column labeled RIGH�_shows how many times the corresponding test 
word was recognized correctly. The colunn labeled WRONG shows 
how many times the corresponding test word was recognized 
incorrectly (i.e., the test word matched to the wrong library 
word). The columns labeled AMBIGUOUS and NO MATCH show how many 
times the corresponding test word yielded an ambiguous result or 
a no match result, respectively; (both of these were defined in 
Chapter 3). Test B, shown in Table 4, gives the results of 
recognizing data set one, one day after the library was built 
(i.e. 7 the test files were taken the day after the library 
building files were taken). Here, the same library was used as 
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in Test A. 
Test C, shown in Table 5, is the same as Test A, except that 
Test C uses data set two instead of data set one. Again, the 
recognition occurred the same day that the library was built. 
Also, the library used was built from words in data set two. 
Test D, shown in Table 6, gives the results of recognizing data 
set two, one day after the 1 ibrary was built. This. test uses the 
same library as was used in Test C. 
Test E, shown in Table 7, gives the results of recognizing 
recorded utterances. That is, a recording was made of data set 
two, and the recording was used to create 5 files with which to 
build the library. The same recording was used ta create the test 
files. The results of the test show that the percentage of 
correct recognition is not 100 percent. This is probably due to 
faulty word boundary detection during the recognition phase 
{e.g., the tape recorder made sane noise when it was turned on or 
off). Test F, shown in Table 8, is the same as Test E, except 
that data set one was used instead of data set two. 
Test G, shown in Table 9, is exactly like Test A, except 
that Test G uses a different speaker (other than the author). As 
in Test A, the recognition occurr�d the same day that the library 
was built. Again, the library used was built from the same data 
set as the test files were made from {data set one). Test H, 
shown in Table 10, is the same as Test G, except that the 
recognition occurred two days after the library was built. 
Test I, shown in Table 11, is the same as Test C, except 
that LIS had its averaging function on during Test I. Test J, 
shown in Table 12, is exactly like Test D, except that LIS had 
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its averaging function on. Comparing the results of Test I with 
the results of Test C, and also comparing the results of Test J 
with the results of Test 0, it seems that the averaging function 
improves the percentage of correct recognition. However, if the 
same data are processed both with and without the averaging 
(i.e., the averaging is performed by RMATCHS), no improvement in 
the percentage of recognition is achieved. Thus, the data taken 
for Tests I and J are m_ore consistent than the data taken for 
Tests C and O (i.e., the speaker pronounced the words more 
similarly for Tests I and J). Therefore, it is concluded that 
averaging adjacent frames does not increase the percentage of 
recognition. Even though the favorable results shown in Tests I 
and J could not prove that averaging helps the percentage of 
correct recognition, they do show the capability of the 
recognition system for data set two. 
The results presented indicate that the performance of the 
system depends on severa 1 factors: on the words chosen for th·e 
library and on haw consistently the speaker pronounces the wards. 
In most of the cases presented here, the percentage of 
recognition is lower when the recognition takes place sanetime 
after the build.ing of the library. Presumably, this is because 
the speaker pronounces the words differently from how the words 
were pronounced during the building of the library. 
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TABLE 1 - LIS PROGRAM PARAMETERS 
SPER = EBOO THR5 = OA 
STLTM = 01 THR6 = OA 
THRl = OA THR7 = 03 
THR2 = OA SPCC = OA 
THR3 = OA TSAM = 03 
THR4 = OA 
AVERAGE ADJACENT FRAMES = N (except for tests I and J) 
COLLECT FIVE EXTRA FRAMES= N 
TABLE 2 - RMATCH5 PROGRAM PARAMETERS 
(1) FRAME THRESHOLD = 10 
(2) STAGE 1 THRESHOLD = 40 
(3) STAGE 2 THRESHOLD = 25 
(4) STAGE 2 DIFFERENCE = B 
(5) STAGE 3 THRESHOLD = 10 
(6) STAGE 3 DIFFERENCE = 5 
(7) STAGE 4 THRESHOLD = 10 
(8) STAGE 4 DIFFERENCE = 4 
(9) AVERAGING WEIGHT FACTOR= 4
TABLE 3 - TEST A, LIBRARY BUILT THE SAME DAY 
TEST NUMBER OF RIGHT WRONG AMBIGUOUS 
WORD TRIES 
Zero 5 5 0 0 
One 5 4 0 0 
Two 5 4 1 0 
Three 5 4 I 0 
Four 5 2 l 2 
Five 5 5 0 0 
Six 5 5 0 0 
Seven 5 4 l 0 
Eight 5 5 0 0 
Nine 5 5 0 0 
Ten 5 5 0 0 
Dog 5 5 0 0 
RIGHT = 53/60 (88%) 
WRONG = 4/60 (7%) 
AMBIGUOUS= 2/60 (3%) 
NO MATCH= 1/60 (2%) 
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NO MATCH 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
TABLE 4 - TEST B, PREVIOUSLY BUILT LIBRARY 
TEST NUMBER OF RIGHT WRONG AMBIGUOUS NO MATCH 
WORD TRIES 
Zero ID 10 0 0 0 
One 10 8 0 2 0 
Two 10 9 0 I 0 
Three 10 10 0 0 0 
Four 10 6 I 3 0 
Five 10 9 0 1 0 
Six 10 10 0 0 0 
Seven 10 5 3 I 1 
Eight 10 10 0 0 0 
Nine 10 6 I 3 0 
Ten 10 4 0 6 0 
Dog 10 B 0 2 0 
RIGHT = 95/120 (79%) 
WRONG = 5 /120 (4%) 
AMBIGUOUS= 19/120 ( 16%) 
NO MATCH = 1/120 (!%) 
TABLE 5-TESTC, LIBRARY BUILT THE SAME DAY 
TEST NUMBER OF RIGHT WRONG AMBIGUOUS NO MATCH 
WORD TRIES 
North 5 3 0 2 0 
South 5 0 2 3 0 
East 5 3 0 0 2 
West 5 3 2 0 0 
Up 5 4 I 0 0 
Down 5 3 1 1 0 
Right 5 4 0 1 0 
Left 5 3 0 2 0 
Stop 5 4 0 0 I 
Go 5 3 0 I I 
RIGHT= 30/50 (60%) 
WRONG = 6/50 (12%} 
AMBIGUOUS= 10/50 (20%) 
NO MATCH = 4/50 (8%) 
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TABLE 6 · TEST D, PREVIOUSLY BUILT LIBRARY 
TEST NUMBER OF RIGHT WRONG AMBIGUOUS NO MATCH 
WORO TRIES 
North 10 7 3 0 0 
South 10 5 2 2 1 
East 10 10 0 0 0 
West 10 8 0 2 0 
Up 10 9 1 0 0 
Down 10 3 0 7 0 
Right 10 10 0 0 0 
Left 10 6 2 2 0 
Stop 10 10 0 0 0 
Go 10 10 0 0 0 
RIGHT = 78/100 [78%) 
WRONG = 8 /100 [8%) 
AMBIGUOUS= 13/100 (13%) 
NO MATCH= 1/100 (!%) 
TABLE 7 · TEST E, RECORDED VOICE 
TEST NUMBER OF RIGHT WRONG AMBIGUOUS NO MATCH 
WORD TRIES 
North 5 5 0 0 0 
South 5 5 0 0 0 
East 5 5 0 0 0 
West 5 4 0 0 1 
Up 5 5 0 0 0 
Down 5 5 D 0 0 
Right 5 4 0 0 1 
Left 5 5 0 0 0 
Stop 5 4 1 0 0 
Go 5 5 0 0 0 
RIGHT= 47/50 [94%) 
WRONG = 4/50 [2%) 
AMBIGUOUS= 0/50 [0%) 
NO MATCH = 2/50 (4%) 
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TABLE 8 - TEST F, RECORDED VOICE 
TEST NUMBER OF RIGHT WRONG AMBIGUOUS ND MATCH 
WORD TRIES 
Zero 5 5 D D 0 
One 5 5 0 0 0 
Two 5 5 0 0 0 
Three 5 5 0 0 0 
Four 5 4 0 1 0 
Five 5 5 0 0 0 
Six 5 4 0 0 1 
Seven 5 5 0 0 0 
Eight 5 5 0 0 D 
Nine 5 5 0 0 0 
Ten 5 5 0 0 0 
Dog 5 5 0 0 0 
RIGHT = 58/60 (96%) 
WRONG = 0/60 (0%) 
AMBIGUOUS= 1/60 (2%) 
NO MATCH = l /60 (2%) 
TABLE 9 - TEST G, LIBRARY BUILT THE SAME DAY 
TEST NUMBER OF RIGHT WRONG AMBIGUOUS NO MATCH 
WORD TRIES 
Zero 6 3 0 D 3 
One 6 4 0 0 2 
Two 6 2 1 0 3 
Three 6 6 0 0 0 
Four 6 5 1 0 0 
Five 6 5 0 1 0 
Six 6 4 0 0 2 
Seven 6 2 2 0 2 
Eight 6 3 0 0 3 
Nine 6 6 0 D 0 
Ten 6 6 0 0 0 
Dog 6 6 0 0 0 
RIGHT = 52/72 (72%) 
WRONG = 4/72 (6% J 
AMBIGUOUS= l/72 (!%) 
NO MATCH = 15 /72 (21%) 
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TABLE 10 - TEST H, PREVIOUSLY BUILT LIBRARY 
TEST NUMBER OF RIGHT WRONG AMBIGUOUS ND MATCH 
WORD TRIES 
Zero 10 5 3 0 2 
One 10 8 0 1 1 
Two ID 1 3 0 6 
Three 10 9 0 I 0 
Four 10 5 2 0 3 
Five ID 10' 0 0 0 
Six 10 5 1 0 4 
Seven 10 4 5 1 0 
Eight 10 6 0 0 4 
Nine 10 10 0 0 0 
Ten 10 10 0 0 0 
Dog 10 9 0 1 0 
RIGHT = 82/120 (68%) 
WRONG = 14/120 (12%) 
AMBIGUOUS= 4/120 (3%) 
NO MATCH = 20/120 (17%) 
TABLE 11 - TEST I, LIBRARY BUILT THE SAME DAY 
TEST NUMBER OF RIGHT WRONG AMBIGUOUS ND MATCH 
WORD TRIES 
North 5 3 0 2 0 
South 5 5 0 0 0 
East 5 5 0 0 0 
West 5 5 0 0 0 
Up 5 5 0 0 0 
Down 5 5 0 0 0 
Right 5 5 0 0 0 
Left 5 4 0 1 0 
Stop 5 4· 1 0 0 
Go 5 5 0 0 0 
RIGHT= 46/50 (92%) 
WRONG = l /50 [2%) 
AMBIGUOUS= 3/50 [6 % ) 
NO MATCH= 0/50 (0%) 
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TABLE 12 - TEST J, PREVIOUSLY BUILT LIBRARY 
TEST NUMBER OF RIGHT WRONG AMBIGUOUS NO MATCH 
WORD TRIES 
North 10 8 0 2 0 
South 10 7 2 0 l 
East 10 9 0 0 l 
West 10 7 0 3 0 
Up 10 10 0 0 0 
Down 10 10 0 0 0 
Right 10 10 0 0 0 
Left 10 7 l 2 0 
Stop 10 9 0 0 l 
Go 10 10 0 0 0 
RIGHT= 87/100 (87%) 
WRONG = 3/100 (3%) 
AMBIGUOUS= 7/100 (7 % ) 
NO MATCH= 3/100 (3%) 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The goal of this thesis research, described in Chapter 1, 
has been met, that is, the ADSL voice recognition system has been 
improved so as to allow for more sophisticated software 
experiments. As described in Chapter 3, the design of the 
feature extractor has emphasis on hardware and on inexpensive 
off-the-shelf components, as the goal states. The use of a 
digital signal processor was considered. However, one was not 
available at the time. Also, the option of accomplishing the 
feature extraction (filtering and peak detection) within the host 
computer was discarded because of the increased processing time, 
This was exacerbated by the extreme unfriendliness of the initial 
host computer. 
Currently. much of the research in voice recognition uses an 
approach that involves Linear Predictive Coding (LPC coding). 
Some success has been achieved using this method: however, it 
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gives trouble when noise is present with the speech signal. Even 
though noise was not considered here, other research dealing with 
the analysis of speech in the presence of noise uses the same 
general approac h (i.e., similar feature extraction) as in this 
thesis [14]. Therefore, the thesis can be considered as a 
contribution to a continuing series of current research projects 
on voice recognition. 
Looking at the results of the tests done an· the system, 
shown in Chapter 5, it is evident that the system does have some 
weak· points. In particular, the word boundary detection 
algorithm could be revised to include one set of thresholds for 
the beginning of word detection and another set of thresholds for 
the end of word detection. Another poss ib i 1 i ty would be to use 
the zero crossing information to help detect the word boundaries. 
The feature extractor, as it stands, can be used for further 
experimentations for ward boundary detection and noise analysis. 
The experimentation is made possible by the corrrnands that the 
feature extractor can recognize (e.g., a command that tells the 
feature extractor to skip the word boundary detecti·on algorithm 
and to start taking in data). The commands are explained fully 
in the LIS program listing. 
It is the author's wish that this work will stimulate future 
students to make their own contributions to ADSL's voice 
recognition system. 
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APPENDIX A 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 
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Figure A6 - Zero crossing board, sheet 3. 
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APPENDIX B 
DESIGN OF BANDPASS FILTERS 
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As mentioned previously, the design of the Butterworth 
bandpass filters is relatively straightforward [8). The
following will outline the procedure used to design the bandpass 
filters. 
Step I 
Determine the specifications for the bandpass filter in 
terms of attenuation, as shown in figure Bl. The frequency 
should be specified in units of radians per second. In this 
design, a(min)=35 d8 and a(max)=.1 dB. In determining the 
a(min) a.(min> ... dB 
f (ma..x? 
00 w:3 11, l 11,0 11,2 w4 
Figure Bl - Filter specifications. 
frequencies wl, wZ, w3, w4, and wO, equation (!) must be
Wl11J2 = 11,�w4 = WO� (! ) 
satisfied. In this design, w3 and w4 are specified, leaving wl 
and w2 to be determined by iteration. That is, a guess is made 
for wl, then equation (1) is used to determine w2. Step 3 gives 
the filter order resulting from the guess of wl. If the filter
order is not ten, then another guess for wl is made. The values 
used for w3 and w4 and the resulting values for wl and w2 are 
shown in figure 82. 
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BAND w3 (Hz) w4 (Hz) wl (Hz) w2 (Hz) 
62.5Hz 30 100 46 65 
125Hz 100 150 116 129 
250Hz 150 350 200 262 
500Hz 350 650 434 525 
lOOOHz 650 1350 836 1049 
2000Hz 1350 2650 1705 2100 
4000Hz 2650 5350 3378 4201 
Figure 82 - Frequency specifications, 
Step 2 
Specify the lowpass filter prototype, using equations (2) 
and (3) and figure 83. Note that a(max) and a(min) are the same 
as in the bandpass specifications. 
Step 3 
a., dB 
WP = 1 
Ws = 
a. ( ma:;c)
UJ4 - t113 
w2 - u,1
aCmin) 
�---��-- .. 
WP Ws 
Figure 83 - Lowpass prototype. 
(2) 
(3) 
Evaluate equation (4) and round up to the nearest integer. 
The integer gives the order of the lowpass prototype, which is 
one-half the order of the bandpass filter. Evaluate equation 
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n = 
� a(min)/10 
las 10 -
/ a(max)/10 
1L60 ( 4} 
2 los CWs/WF"J 
[ aCmax)/10 
WO = 10 - (5} 
(5), using the integer found in equation (4), in preparation for 
Step 4, For this design, n is always five and WO is 1.45639 for 
each filter. WO is constant because Ws turns out to be the same 
for the filters being designed. 
Step 4 
Find the·poles of the Butterworth lowpass prototype, This 
is done by finding the Butterworth angles, 8, and then realizing 
that all the poles lie on a circle of radius WO (from equation 
(5}} centered at the origin in the s-plane. The Butterworth 
angles are determined using two rules: 
1. If n is odd 1 then there is a pole at B=O degrees; if n is
even, then there are Poles at 8= +/- 90/n degrees.
2. Poles are separated by 180/n degrees, and all the poles
are in the left half plane.
The Butterworth angles are measured with respect to the negative 
real axis. as shown in figure 84. For this design 7 the five 
1owpass prototype pole locations for each filter are shown in 
figure BS. 
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Step 5 
. . 
.x .. -·
x ..
Im 
S plane 
WO 
Figure 84 - Butterworth angle for n = 3, 
-1.45639
-1.17824 +/- J .85604
-.45005 +/- J 1.38511
Figure 85 - Lowpass prototype poles. 
The bandpass filter pole locations are determined using the 
Geffe algorithm. The algorithm transforms each lowpass prototype 
pole pair into four bandpass poles and each real lowpass pole 
into a bandpass pole pair. Therefore, each lowpass prototype 
pole becomes two bandpass poles. If the pole to be transformed 
is a real pole located at ·Sl, then the bandpass pole pair is 
located at Butterworth angles given by equation (7), and on a 
circle of radius wO (as determined by equation (1)), If the pole 
to be transformed is a pole pair and thus complex, located at S2 
+!- J R2, then equations (8) through (17) are evaluated. The 
resulting two bandpass pole pairs are located on two circles, of 
radius wOl and w02 (given by equations (15) and (16)), at 
Butterworth angles given by equation (17). However, for the 
circuit realization, the values needed are Q, wOl and w02. The 
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q =
wO (6) 
w2 - w 1 
- I
B = cos CS1/2q) (7) 
(8) 
0 = 2 ($2)/q (9) 
E = 4 + C/qa. 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
K • CS2> Q/q (13) 
W = K + J K�- 1 (14) 
w02 • W (1UO) (15) 
.w01 = (1/W) wO ( 16) 
- I r, l 8 = cos l1/(2Q) (17) 
wOl and w02 values are thew values shown in figure BS. The Q 
and w values calculate'd for this thesis are shown in figure 85. 
Each stage represents a pole pair, the Q value gives the 
Butterworth angle, and thew value gives the radius of the circle 
that the poles are on. 
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FILTER STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 STAGE 5 
62. SHz 0=2.01646 0=2.51990 0=2.51990 0=6.70537 0=6.70537 
w=343. 6 w=398. 5 w=269.3 w=434.3 w=271.8 
125Hz 0 =6.60108 0=8.16753 0=8.16753 0=21. 4169 0=21.4169 
w=769. l w=804.2 w=735.6 w=826.5 w=715. 7 
250Hz 0=2.56817 0=3.19568 0 =3.19568 0=8.45252 0=8.45252 
w=l440 w=l616.5 w=l282.8 w=l 731. 7 w=ll97.5 
SOOHz 0=3.59816 0=4.46258 0=4.46258 0=11. 7453 0= 11. 7453 
w=2997 w=3253. 4 w=2760.8 w=3419. 5 w=2626. 7 
!OOOHz 0=3.0228 0=3.7542 0=3.7542 0=9.9015 0=9.9015 
w=5886 w=6491. 7 w=5337 w=6886 w=5031 
2000Hz 0=3.2956 0=4.0898 0=4.0898 0=10. 7743 0=10.7743 
w=ll884 w=l3000 w=I0864 w=l3724 w=!029! 
4000Hz 0=3.1579 0=3. 9203 0=3.9203 0=10.3334 0=10.3334 
w=23658 w=25982 w=21542 w=27492 w=20359 
Figure 85 - Filter specifications. 
Step 6 
After the Q and w values are determined for each stage of 
each filter, the circuit realization can be completed. Each 
stage is realized using a Friend circuit, as shown in figure 86. 
l/(2Q) 
H l/(2Ql 
H - 1 
4.Q:2. 
Figure 86 - Friend circuit. 
The value of His determined by equation {18), where wO is the 
center frequency of the bandpass (given by equation (1)), and w 
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is the frequency associated with the particular stage (e.g., the 
w values given in figure 84}. This will ensure that the gain of 
each stage will be one at the center frequency of the bandpass 
filter. Next 1 the component values are scaled using equations 
(19) and (20). The old value of the capacitor is Cold while Cnew
J (2Qwu,Ol
;.. 
I 1/H • 
(wa - 11101;.. + Cw wOIQf' 
Cnew = Cold/(Kf Km) 
Rnew = Km Rold 
(18) 
(19 J 
(20) 
is the new scaled value of the capacitor. Also, Rnew is the 
scaled resistance value while Rold is the unscaled value. Kf is 
the frequency scaling and must be set equal to· the frequency 
associated with the stage, w (i.e., there is a different value of 
Kf fcir each stage of each filter). Km is the magnitude scaling 
and is chosen ta give convenient component values. The final 
component values for all stages of all the filters are given in 
the schematic diagram in Appendix A. 
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APPENDIX C 
BACKPLANE PIN ASSIGNMENTS 
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TABLE Cl - BACKPLANE PIN ASSIGNMENTS 
I MUX Ch 0, PO 62. SHz A +5 V
2 MUX Ch 1, PO !25Hz B Pl. 0 (data bus) 
3 MUX Ch 2, PO 250Hz c Pl.I (data bus) 
4 MUX Ch 3, PO 500Hz 0 Pl.2 (data bus) 
5 MUX Ch 4, PD !OOOHz E Pl.3 (data bus) 
6 MUX Ch 5, PD 2000Hz F Pl. 4 (data bus) 
7 MUX Ch 6, PD 4000Hz H Pl.5 (data bus) 
8 P0.0 (control bus) J Pl. 6 ( data bus) 
9 PO. I (control bus) K Pl.7 (data bus) 
10 P0.2 ( contra 1 bus) L P3.5 
11 P0.3 { contra 1 bus) M BPF I 62. SHz 
12 P0.4 (control bus) N BPF 2 125Hz 
13 P0.5 ( contra 1 bus) p BPF 3 250Hz 
14 P0.6 (control bus) R BPF 4 500Hz 
15 PO. 7 ( contra 1 bus) s BPF 5 lOOOHz 
16 T BPF 6 2000Hz 
17 MIC I u BPF 7 4000Hz 
18 MIC 2 v MS 
19 -12 V w WR/ 
20 Serial Out x MIC (amplified) 
21 +12 V y 
22 Serial In z GND 
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APPENDIX D 
8751 LIS PROGRAM 
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ISIS-II NCS-51 MACRO ASSEMBLER V2.0 
OBJECT l'IODULE PLACED Ul :Ft:LIS.DBJ 
AS'"'�BLER INVOKED BY: asm51 : fl: 1 is 
LDC OBJ LINE 
1 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 • 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Z7 
23 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
3b 
Z7 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
SOURCE 
;tfl+ff+f4ff+l+fff+fff 
; Hffffffff+HHHHH 
; ffl+fff+HffHH+Hf+ 
;tffff++f+++t++.f++ft++ 
;Ht+tt+t+tHt+f+f+tff 
;ffHH+f+fi+t+tff+tff 
. • 
Date: 
UPdate: 
UPda.te: 
UPda.te: 
Author: 
Souree: 
ObJect: 
Purpose: 
Note: 
voice recognition 
system 
LIS 
Hay 5, 1983 
fff+t+t++f+tftff§-ftttttt 
ft+tffttftftfttfttfttftf 
ffft,tfff+l+ft+ttt+++ftft 
ffftHHtHtHHHHHtt 
f-tffftti+ff+ffffttfttftf 
ffffftttftf+ttff+ffttt+t 
Juh 6, 1983 - Revision 3.21 
Februan 19, l'?M - Reviston 4.10 
October 3, 1984 - Re·,ision 4,21 
Jim KePI er 
LIS.SRC 
LIS.OBJ 
This Program resides in the 3751, which is the 
iaicrocontroller in the future extr;i.dor (1;1hich 
is Pa.rt of the voice recognition svshml. 
The pro!!tUI is responsible for sca.nning the 
oubuts of tfw Pnk detectors (PO) and th(; :ero 
crossing detectors (ZCJ, det:ctfog the 
boundaries .:if words, and communica.tin9 �ith 
the host computer. 
This version of the Program is ba.sed on ;ind 
modifi11d from ear-1 ier- Pl'osrams: 
TESTS.SRC - Ji111 KePler CEE 2.46 - S;,rir19 1?831
VOICE.SRC 
LISTEN.SRC 
- Carl SteiMr (EE :246 - SPrin::i 1983)
- Thoma.s Liu !Masters thesis Su 83)
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LDC OBJ LINE 
46 
47 
4B 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
7S 
76 
n 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
35 
56 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
SOURCE 
LISID!.SRC 
LIS 
- Tran9 NsuYen· {EE 246 - SPrin;i 1984)
- Jim KePJ.er (Masters th,1sis SPrin9 11251
fff BLOCK C01111ENT H+ 
This is in 8751 Program that utili.:es tt.e ST:!ru.1 
Port. The clock fre11u<incr oF the 8751 should be 
7.3728 MHz, in order that the baud rate cc,mes out 
correct (9600 baud). The: Po111er of this Program 
is a!lfesome, as it 111as desi!ned For experimental 
Pur,ost!S, However, when the Pro9tam is l:!;::ecuted 
in conjunction �ith the vnice rernmition SYStera 
only a fraction of its Po111er is utilized, as most 
of the •,0111er� was used for exPerimental Purposes. 
Throughout the comiaents, the term frue is used 
frequentlv, A frame is the col!�ction of data fro!ll 
Heh of the Pt!'!.k det�ctors ind ..,ach of the zero 
crossin!.I detectors, at one Particul;;.r time. In the 
external buffer ea.ch frame consists of 31 b·rtes, 
30 ascii hexadecimal dah bYtes and ;i, NL character, 
which si�nifie-s the end of a frame. The external 
bufftr is the external dat;i. meMrY, The hmPorary 
buffers {there are h10, on<! at TilNEW ar,J c,ne at TBOLD) 
are in the internal data r;r.i (in the 8751). In the 
comments the following abbreviations are used: 
ZC= zero crossin9 counter 
BPF= bandpass filter 
PD= Ptak detector 
Note, a frame can consist �f just an end of word 
marker or an end of file marker. 
BPF = Nu;ber of bandpass fi Jters. 
STCl'ID = Co11111and fro111 host to start lookfog for a word. 
RQCMD = CollllD:and from host to trar,sm1 t �nil frame of data. 
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LDC OBJ LINE 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
113 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
123 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
127 
133 
13? 
140 
141 
142 
143 
SOURCE 
PCl'ID = ColJ!Jliand from host to 90 foto Pata.meter- chan9ir,� routir,e 
PARAH. 
; DSPCMD= Command from host to stop takin9 in fra«�s of data, 
and Put an end of tile marker into the c�hrrial 
buffer, Da.ta 111i 11 sti 11 be out;,ut thro1J3� the setia 1 
Port uP1H1 request (this is 'i data stoP cc·rnm.;.r,dl, 
DSCMD :. Comma.nd frorr host to start hkin9 in fr-a.mes of da.h 
ifter the data inPut was stoPPed l)y th!'! DSPC/10 co1tJT,and. 
{this is a data stai-t c�>Dmandl. 
GDC1'10 = Cor.rtand frorr host to start 9atherin, frarr�s of data 
at the S'tstem sample rate (default is lCmsf until the 
exhrna.1 buffer overflo!Jls or the data iriP•Jt is stoPP�d 
by the DSPCMD 01" SDCHD Comllland, Note this 9a.thfit'S 
data. unconditiona.llY (no boundarv detectior, is used). 
SDCl'ID = Col!Jfla.nd fro111 host to stop the ,a.thering oF fr'a111es of data 
initiated by the GDC/10, This causes an end of r.ior-d ,:or,dition. 
tret:110 = Command from host to war11 boc.t th" nshm, The e.:hrnal 
buffer Pointers are r:;,set, thi, ts=mPor.ir't buffi,r ?oint,:,rs are 
reset, all the fhgs a.ta reset and the Pro9rUt starts fro;n 
the be!innim.1, 
BOID = Coama.nd fro111 host to boot the SYstem. This do,as ever.thing 
the !firm !loot ,foes and in addition sets -111 the Pro!ra1D 
parameters back to their default va.Jui,s, 
GTSCND= Col1tllland from host h :'ive it orie fraff1e of d-1ta. 
This does not look for ,a beginning of a ·�ord, iri f;,ct the 
DETECT routine is skiPPed when this co�mand i.s invoked. 
i AC!'!!! = Colllfland fron host to tel 1 3751 to avHag,i e'1er--: two adJa,:,s.nt 
frillles beforl! theY are con'lerted ;i.nd store•J into �h� exhr-na 1 
data buffer. T.his do,as not re<luce th<: data r-.;,h, it is onl'r 
a smoothing function. Note, sine� the first frame collected 
is averi!l'ed ,igainst a :ero fra�:: (there is no pr,:,yfous fn.111,:J, 
actual lv one-half the first fr-air:<: is st,;-r,:,d ir1 th,a -�::-:ternal 
buffer. Ho111ever, sine:: t�e first fr,;me is r-1r,:l·r illd•id,;.d as 
p;i.rt of a word, this is no PMbl,:m, 
DAC1'!D = Command fron host to tel 1 the 8751 not to a.'lcrue adjac,:;nt 
frames, This co111r.1an.J nullifies the ACtD ,:0111;::and. 
TSCMD = Cunmand from host to tell thri 8751 to coJl�ct lltffSS (,fofault 
is SJ frames of ,jat;i. after tht: end of th,e ·�ord h.;i.s b<!·;n ,jet?cte.j, 
These d:.i.ta. arr: Placed after the ,:;nd ,Jf !IIOl"d m:.i.r-ker· t,iit b'C'fore tho: 
end of file marker in th� e:dirnal b1.1ffar. 
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LOC OBJ 
OOOD 
0020 
0007 
OOOF 
0021 
OOOA 
0023 
0028 
0029 
0022 
0027 
LINE 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
tS2 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
·' 163
164
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
1n 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
183 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
SOURCE 
NTSCMD= Command from host to te 1 J the 8751 not to co 11 �ct any fr'illles 
of dah after Hie ,ond �f a 111,1rd has �-..en d-..dar�d. N,t�, tt.is 
command nullifies th!!- TSCMD ,�mmand. 
; EOF = End of file roarhr. 
; EOW1 = End of •.11ord marker. 
M.. = End of frame ma.rl:er. 
Xl'IBEG = BP,innins of External Buffer Melll".lr't, 
Xl'!END = End of E.'<hrnal Buff�r l'famon + J. 
; 11.JXST = Address of the First channel of the multiPlexer. 
fffff-H EQUATES STATEMENT H+HH 
C!l EQU 
�ACE EQU 
OOH 
:20H 
BPF EQU 7 
BPF!C EQU OFH 
; Commands fro11 the host computer.
STCIID EOU 
RQCMD EQU 
PCMD EQU 
DSPCMD EOU 
D.,'CMD EOU 
GDCMD EQ!J 
SDCl<D EOU 
"' 
10 
'I' 
, I' 
')' 
, ., 
27H 
95 
Carria9e return 
SPace 
Number of bandPass filters 
Number of BPF plus ZC counters 
Start snrch1ns for a 11Jord 
f�equest for next frauit- of data 
this is a !IL. 
Go to PARArl (Parameter) ro•Jhne 
Suspend data inP•Jt 
Resume data inP•Jt '3.ft:r DSPC'MD 
Start 9dherin9' fram;,= unctndi tinal ly 
LDC OBJ 
003D 
0026 
0025 
OOZE 
ooze 
003A 
0038 
OOOA 
002A 
0024 
0025 
2000 
4000 
0000 
LINE 
194 
195 
196 
197 
193 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
SOURCE 
WBCHD EQU 
BC11D EQU 
GTSO<D EQU 
ACtm EllU 
JJACMD EOU 
TSO<D EDU 
NTSCMD EQU 
'I' 
25H 
',' 
, , • 
is an aPostMPhe. 
l-larm bMt th& 87!1 
Boot thl! 8751 
Collect one frame of data, 
; is i Percent si9n, 
Don't aver;i.ge 11.dJacl!nt frame; 
Collect S fru1eS dter 
end of word detection 
Collect no frames after 
; tond of 111ord detection 
213 SPtCh.l characters sent b·t this Program 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
M. EQU 
EOWM EQU 
EOF EQU 
D\IFi'I EDU 
10 
,,, 
,,, 
224 External Buffer sPace 
225 
226 
227 
228 
XMBEG EDU 
XMEND EQU 
2000H 
3FFFH+l 
229 : Start address for the multiPlexer 
MUXST EOU 0 
: Narks end of frame. 
End of word madier. 
End of file marker. 
External bufhr overflow indicator, 
is a Percent sign. 
Start of .?xtetnal biJffer memory 
End of exhrna 1 b1Jffer 11u1111c,ry + I (8Kl 
First channe 1 of MIJX 
230 
231 
m 
:233 
Z,34 
235 
226 
m 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
ff+f� BIT ADDRESS SPACE******* 
BSEG 
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LCC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
244 The�e ate flass �h!ch irrdicate the stah of the Pl'c,srar.i. 
245 
246 
247 
0000 248 STEN: DBIT Set when start of 111cird is detected 
249 reset when end of �ord is deh,:ted 
0001 250 Btf/l: OBIT 1 Set �hen data in ext buffer i, Part 
251 of a word 
0002 252 INW: OBIT 1 Set by INH to indicate that 
253 it wasnt given an asdi hex digit 
0003 254 TIF: OBIT 1 Stt when serial transmitter is ready 
0004 258 RlF: OBIT 1 Set 111hen serial receiver has a b'>'h 
0005 256 HCROY: OBIT Set when the host co;.puter is 
257 ready to receive another frame 
0006 258 nrr: OBIT Set when there is data in ext buffer 
259 ; awaiting trans111i.ssfon 
0007 260 ST: OBIT Set 111hen 3751 is Jookir19 foe 
261 the start of a 111ord. 
0008 262 BF: OBIT 1 Set whe·n we want to boot 
OOO'i 263 WBF: OBIT 1 Set i.ihen t11e :::ant to t.lli.rm boot 
OOOA 264 OTSF: OBIT 1 Set lllhen we want to �et one frame 
OOOB 265 DSPF: OBIT 1 Set 111hen we 111ant to st,:,p taking 
266 in frames 
oooc 267 GDF: OBIT Set 111hen u1e w.ant to collect fraa,es 
268 unconditiona.l !',·. 
0000 269 TSAF: DB11 1 Set lllhen.lrle l.ijiflt to collect 5 
270 frames of da.h a.Her the end of 
271 word has been detected, 
OOOE 27-2 -· OBIT Set when we wa.r,t to avc-ra.ie 
273 a.djacent frames 
OOOF 274 OVFF: OBIT 1 Set wher, ext buffor c,vc,rfl ow 1s 
275 detected 
0010 276 OP'1': 0911 Set when we want to enter th,
277 Parameter Sijbroutine. 
273 
m 
280 
281 --- - -
282 
283 
284 
285 Hfffft TEHPORAAY Bt.lFF'"c.RS HHfft 
28b 
2S7 TBNEW = /'!irks the be9innir,9 of the hmPorarY buffor for curr�nt frame. 
283 
281 TBOLD :: Marks the .t,eginninsi c,f th� t,::.mporary buffor for Previou.: frarri.:, 
m 
291 
m 
m 
97 
LOC OB..I LH!E 
294 
2?5 
296 
'21.7 
29S 
m 
300 
301 
3<)2 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
333 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
SOURCE 
SPER = SimPlin:1 period value. This deterrnines th� s·.-stem s<1.mP]ir,g 
period, This •1;.Jue is loaded int¢ ti:ner- 0 (2 b·.-tes), 
With a clock freciuH1CY r.,f 7.3723 MH:, H,.: follc,\llin:1 values 
,ive the follo111insi s-rst,;m 5,1.�p] ins P"Criod: 
SPER=E800 - 10 IDS 
SPER=DCOO - 1 S ras 
S?ER=CFFF - 20 ms 
STlTl'f = Settlins tirrte constant for log amP, Used in a .::c,unt­
da111n looP in order to '31',e the lo!.! amP time to settle 
do111n, In the current s·tstem, the lo:1 a#JP is removed. 
Thus, this should aliH.YS be set to the lowest value, 01. 
THRl = Threshold value for band one C62,5Hzl. 
THR2 = Threshold va.lue for band two ft�:). 
THR3 = Threshold value for band three t2SOHzl, 
TI-IR4 = Threshold value for band four f50!)Hz). 
THR5 = Threshold value for band five {lOOOH1J. 
TliR6 = Threshold value for band si,: f2000Hzl, 
rnR7 = Threshold value for b-1nd seven (4000H:.J. 
S?CC = The number of ce>nsecutive frames r,eeded, in which -111 th-.! 
bands a.re below their rem!dive thn:.holds, bef1're the end 
of a 111ord is declared. 
TSAl1 "' The nu111b\l'r of consecutive frames r1Md\l'd, in which ar,Y one 
bi.nd in e;ich frame is -1bove its resPective threshold, before 
the beginning of ,1. word is ,foch.red. 
ATilR "'The nu!llber of b,inds at,ove their resFecti•1e thresholds in 
the current frar.il:!. Ca.Jcuh.h1 for each frame bY the routine 
ATHRR and used in CHECY.. 
ATJ-IRC = Above threshold consecutive. The number (,f cun:ecutive 
fraes in 111hich any c.ne band il'I e-1ch frarr:·� is ab,:,·1e its 
resPective threshold. This is calculahd b't CHEO'. and 
used b'r DETECT, 
BTHRC = Belo111 threst,old consecutive. Th,: numb!!r of ccin�ecutive 
frames in which all the bands in each frar.rn •re below th·!ir 
respective thresholds. ihi:; is ..:a.lcula.t;:id b'r CH!:CY. and 1md 
br DETECT. 
98 
LOC OBJ LINE SOUP.CE 
344 
345 NTSS -= The number of frames to be co J li:chd (if TSAF setl aH�r the 
346 end of ii. 111ord has been dettded. 
-347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355 ffffffl- DATA ADDRESS SPACE HfHH 
356
3'SI
353 DSEG AT 30H Start d.i.h addresses a.t hex 30H 
359
360
0030 3bl TBNEW: DS BPFZC ; Current frame 
003F 3b2 TBOLD: DS BPFZC ; Previous frame, used when a•1era9in9 
3b3 incoming data 
004E 3b4 SPER: OS " Sa!ll:PJing Period value • 
0050 365 STUM: DS Settling time constant for Jcg am;,, 
3b6 note the I og iUIIP is rem!IVed. 
0051 367 TI<Rl: DS Threshold 62,5 Hz b-1.nd 
0052 368 THR2: DS l Threshold 125 Hz band 
0053 3b9 TI<R3: DS l Threshold 250 Hz band 
0054 �o THR4: DS l Thteshold 500 Hz band 
0055 �l THRS: DS l Threshold 1000 Hz band 
0056 372 THR6: DS l Thresho 1 d 2000 Hz b-1.nd 
0057 m THR7: DS l Threshold 4000 Hz band 
COSS �· SPCC: OS l End of t:1ord silence Period count 
m (consecutive) 
0059 �· TSAN: OS Be!linnin9 of w<ird aOovt- threshold 
377 count (consecutive) 
OOSA �3 ,ms, OS Number of frames to tal:e after �· end of word detection 
005B 330 ATHR: DS l Nu�ber of bands abov� threshold 
oosc 331 ATHRC: DS l Number of con$ecutive frame� a.hove 
332 thresho 1 d 
oosn 333 BTH/lC: DS Number of consecutive frames below 
334 threshold 
COSE 33S STORE: DS TemPorar� stora�e area 
0051' 33b STACK: DS Start of stack spac� 
�
338
389
390 ------
391
392
393
99 
LOC OBJ 
0000 
0000 0201CE 
0023 
0023 020100 
0100 
LINE 
394 
395 
396 
397 
m 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
SOURCE 
OPTR 
R7,Rb 
; 
; RO 
tttHH REGISTER USAGE (BANK OJ HfHH 
-Points to the ne:d ava.ihble: s11ace in t/lc c'dcr-nal buffor
-P0:ints to the next character to be Pulled out of the exbrnal
buffer(R7=hjgh order bvte, R6=1ow order bvtel.
-Pointer into tem11orarY buffer
404 R2 -MultiPlexel' address for the AOC0816
405 
406 Rl,RS -Scratch registers
407 
408 
409 ffff:ffffH·H ! .BANK 1 J ffifHfH 
410 
411 
412 RO,Rl -Scratch registers
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
fffffff POWER-tJ? RESET HHfH 
423 
424 
425 
. 42b 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
43,\ 
437 
438 
439 
44(1 
441 
442 
443 
CSEG 
ORG ""' 0 BGN Po�er-uP reset starts here Jump to start of Program 
fffHff INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTHJE FOR SERIAL I/0 +HHH 
Colftfl'lon entt·t l'oint fcrr both trarismit and receive serial interrupts 
ORG 23H 
INTR 
ORG !OOH
Define bY hardware 
Jump to the intenu11t routine 
100 
LCC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
0100 CODO 444 JNTR: PIJ..qj PSH 
0102 COEO 445 PUSH ACC 
0104 3Q9902 446 JtJB Tl, I1 JumP if tra.nsmi tter interr1Jpt 
0107 2196 447 AJ!':P 121 
448 
449 Fol' recei'ler interr11Pt. 
450 
0109 1:298 451 II: CLR RI ; Clear h;i.rd111are fl a;i 
0108 E599 452 t10V A,SBUF ; Get data frt)m �erial Port 
0100 B4CAOE 453 CINE A, IIRQCMD, 12 : Jump if not request command 
454 
455 Here the host co111Puhr is re<1uestir,3 a fra�C! of data. 
456 Wt i.ant h set HCROY 1.1hen we have one of the folfottin!:I conditions: 
457 BUFR set- 111eans we have sc,me data in the ext buffor 
458 readr to transmit, i.e., wanted da.ta. 
459 
460 or 
461 
462 ST set- means t1e are activlr Jookin;i for a 111ord or are 
463 in the middle of collectim1 frames for a 111or·d, so 
464 in this section � 111ould !liint to set HCRDY because 
465 the host is waitin!i' for data about the spoken word 
466 it nid 111as :ioin!I to b� spoken. 
467 
0110 200705 468 JB ST, HA 
0113 200102 469 JB BUFR,l1A 
0116 211:? 470 AJIF I20 
0118 D205 471 llA: SETB HCRDV 
OUA 9157 472 ACAU MAYBE See .if we can .send some da.ta. 
Q11C 21C1 473 AJtl' 120 
474 
Ol!E 842106 475 12: CJNE A,#STCMD,I3 
476 
477 Hast sa.r.s start 1 ookin, for a. 111ord 
478 
0121 7!2D 479 ACIIU INIP l!nitia.lize Pointers 
0123 0207 480 SETB ST 
0125 21C1 481 AJtl' 120 
482 
0127 B4Zl09 483 r,, CINE A, #PC1'!D, 14 
484 
485 litre the hast �a.nt.s to cha.n,e the Program para.meters 
486 
012A 300702 487 JNB ST, l3A ; N0:t whib lookin� for war-d 
0120 211:? 488 AJl!P !20
0121' D210 489 13A: SETB GPAF Indicate to ma.in J �GP to �Cl 
490 to Para.meter Mutine 
0131 211:? 491 AJtl' r:o 
492 
0133 842800 493 14: CINE A, #D�C11D, I5 
101 
LDC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
494 
495 Here host 111.;.nts to stop collectins frames and Put an EOF marker 
496 ill ext buffer 
497 
0136 9144 498 · ACALL Flll1 : Put in file marker 
0138 300F04 499 JNB �IFF,SKl ; Check for ext buffer overflow 
0139 715F 500 ACALL !JET! 
0130 21C9 501 AJMf' 120 
013F 0208 502 SKJ: srn DSPF 
0141 21C9 503 AJMf' 120 
504 
0143 842904 505 15: CJNE A,#DSCMD,16 
506 
507 Here we 1.1ant to start ta.kins in frames of data. after being stopped 
500 bY OSPCMD command 
509 
0146 C20B 510 CLR DSPF 
0148 21C9 511 AJMf' 120 
512 
014A B4220C 513 16: CJNE A,#GOCMD, 17 
514 
515 Collect frames until overflo� or until stopped 
516 
0140 200707 517 JB ST,!6A ; Not 111hile looking for word 
0150 200104 518 JB BUFR,16A 
0153 7130 519 ACALL !NIP l Initialize te111P buffer 
0155 020C 520 SETB GDF 
0157 21C9 521 J6A: AJMf' 120 
522 
0159 842704 523 17• CJNE A, ISDC11D, I8 
524 
525 Sto;, the collection of fl"a.111es that was initiated by GDCMD 
526 
015C C20C 527 QR GDF 
OISE 21C9 528 AJHP 120 
529 
0160 843004 530 re, CJNE A,#WCHD,19 :f+f-+Wa.rm bootffif 
0163 0209 531 SETB WBF 
0165 21C9 532 AJHP 120 
533 
0167 842604 534 19: CJNE A,ffBCMD, l!O ;1-t+fBoot commandttfrf 
016A 0208 535 SETB BF 
016C 21C9 536 AJMP 120 
537 
0!6E 842500 538 110: CJIIE A,iWTSCMD, 111 
539 
540 Her-e we want to !!live line fr-a.me tci th� host 
S4! 
0171 200708 542 JB ST, IlOA ; N�t if lookine for word 
0174 200105 S43 JB BUFR,J!OA ; Not if we hav� ·1ald data 
102 
LDC OBJ LINE soui;cr 
01n 2ooso2 544 JE DS?F, IlOA Not if dah ir,Put stoPPed 
017A D20A 545 SETS GTSF 
017C 21C9 546 llOA: AJMP 120 
547 
01iE B42EOA 518 Ill: CJNE A,IIACMD, 112 
549 
550 Here �e want to averas� adjacent frames 
551 
0181 200705 552 JE ST,JllA ; Don 1t chr,9e in m1d-word 
0184 200102 553 JE BUFR,IllA ; Don't chanse if we have data. 
0187 D20E 554 srn -
0189 21C9 555 IllA: AJII? 120 
556 
OISB B42COA 557 112, CJNE A,IDACtm,!13 
558 
559 Here iie don't 111,1.nt to avera,e ;i.dj;m!nt frames 
56-0 
01SE 200705 561 JE ST, 112A ; Don't change in mid-iiiord 
019! 200102 562 JE BUFR, I12A 
0194 C:OE 563 Cl.R Ill/RF 
0196 21C9 564 l12A: AJMP 120 
565 
0198 B43AOA 566 113• CJNE A,#TSCMD,I14 
. 567 
56B Collect# tffSS frames after end of word dehctfon 
569 
0198 200705 570 JB ST I !1'3A ; Don't chan!.le in mid-word 
019E 200102. 571 ,IB BUFR,ll3A 
01Al 0200 572 srn TSAF 
01A3 21C9' 5i3 113A: AJMP I20 
574 
01A5 B43BOA 575 114• CJNE A,JNTSCl'lll,IIS 
576 
577 Don't coiled anY frair1es after er1d of word detection 
578 
OlAS 200705 '5'/9 JB ST, l14A i Don't chan,ie ir+ .rni,J-word 
OlAB 200102 520 ,JB SUFR, IJ4A 
OlAE C:OD 581 C1.R TSAF 
OlBO 21C9 5S2 l14A• AJMP 120 
533 
01112 0204 584 115: . srn RlF Indiute 1:1e t1a.ve tl?C�iv.:d 
525 a. data. b'rt.:
01B4 21C9 586 AJMf' I.20 
587 
5S8 
589 For serial transmitter ir,ten1ipt 
590 
591 
01B6 cm 592 121: C1.R Tl CJ�a.r tiansr.iitter irit. 
01.BB 0203 593 srn TIF Indicate frafi$ij:l thr- r�ady 
103 
LOC OBJ 
01BA 30050C 
01BO 300609 
01CO 91A9 
01C2 9168 
OlC-l B40A02 
01C7 C205 
011:9 OOEO 
OlCB DODO 
OlCD 32 
OlCE 758151' 
OlDl 7S8921 
0104 758DFE 
0107 758BFE 
OlDA 758840 
O!DD 759850 
01EO 7SA890 
LnlE 
594 
595 
5% 
597 
598 
599 
600 
bOl 
602 
b03 
604 
;os 
606 
b07 
b03 
b09 
610 
6!! 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 
618 
619 
620 
621 
622 
SOURCE 
'""' HCRDY, I20 
JNB XMT, I20 
AC�LL OETOUT 
ACALL DATAOUT 
CJt{E A,#NL, I20 
Ct.,q HCRDY 
Return fro111 the inter-r•JPt routin� 
120: POP ACC 
POP PSW 
RETI 
: Ret if host net readY 
; Ret if noHdn9 to tr-ans. 
; A �as data to outrut 
; iransr.ii� the dah. 
: Jump if riot i:nd dah fram� 
; Host no lon3'er reafr 
ff-fHH It.!ITIALIZATIOtl fHHH 
Initial i;:es the special re9isters for serial I/0 opera.hon, 
; as 'llell as the buffer Pointers, Also, the Pro1ram flags, sta,:!: 
; and internil.l va.rii.blts a.re initialized. 
NOV S?,#STACK Iriitiali:e stacl: Pointer-
623 : Configure ti111ers O and t: 
624 timer O -) 16 bit counter, sa.mp]e rate. 
6..."15 timer 1 -) S bit auto-reload, baud rah. 
626 
627 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
63:4 
635 
636 
637 
638 
629 
640 
NOV 
l Set IJP serial 
l10V 
NOV 
NOV 
: SE-:t UP serial 
NOV 
TMOD, IIOOlOOOOlB 
port clock rat� 
llll, IOFEH 
TL1,t0FEH 
TCON,lt40H 
Pott mod� (8-bit UARTl 
SCON,#OIO!OOOOB 
Set uP timers 
I Baud rah :: 9600 
; Start timer I 
: ::) mode 1, enable senal reception 
; Si:rial Port mod,; 1 
641 ; Enable inter-ruPts from serial Port on]·: 
642 
643 IE,ll'IOH : Enabcl� inter-r1Jpt from s�rial Port 
104 
LOC OBJ LINE SOll1CE 
OIE3 75B810 644 MOV IP,ilOH ; Serial Pott h.;.s hish priC<J'itY 
645 
Mb Initialize the Pro:'rall'I internal Parametets to default values. 
647 ; Boot of Pro!ram starts here. 
.643 
OlE6 755!\05 649 BOOT: ffi)t/ NTSS,fflf 
01E9 754EE8 650 MOV SPER,ltoESH : System �amPfo Period of !Oms, 
OlEC 754FOO 651 MOV SPER+l,400H 11rovidf:'d the clock is 7,3i231':Hz 
652 SPER=DCOO for 15ms 
b53 SPER=CfFF for 10111s 
OlEF 755001 654 MOV STL Tl'I, #01H i Log amp settling time 
01F2 75510A b55 MOV THRl,toAH : Thres�,old defa.ul t v.:i..Jues 
01F5 7S520A 656 r,JV THR2,#0AH 
01F8 75530A b57 110'1 • THR3, IIOAil
OlFll 75540il 658 MOV 1llR4,#0AH
OlFE 75550A 659 MOV THR:5,iOAH
0201 75560A 660 r,JV THR6,IIOAH
0204 755703 661 110'! THR7 ,#03H
0207 755BOA 662 MOV SPCC,#OAH Boundrv deti:ction vatu.hles 
020A 755903 663 r,JV TSA1'1,i3H
664 
6b5 Initialize Program co!Mland flags 
666 
0200 C20E 667 ClR - l No avcra.9iM• of ::i.djac.?nt frames 
020F C20D 668 CLR TSAF ; No frames after end of t11ord 
669 i detection 
670 
671 Initialize the flu1s and the stack. \iii.rm boot starts h.ere. 
672 
0211 75815F 673 lJBOOT: MOV SP,#STACK 
0214 C208 674 ClR BF : Clur hoot fla::i 
0216 C209 67!; ClR WBF ; Clear wa.r� boot f!a9 
0213 C205 676 CL� HCRDY ; Host computer not ready 
021A C206 6n ClR XHT ; ffo data. are in the buffor 
021C C202 678 ClR INHF ; InPut bYh is ascii hex fr;it 
021E CZOF 679 ClR OVFF : No overflow ,:,f e:d buffer 
0220 czoo 680 CLR STEN ; Indicate 11nd .,; 111ord 
0222 C201 681 ClR BUFR : No word data in ext buffer 
0224 C207 682 ClR ST ; Don't look for a shrt of word 
0226 0203 683 sm TIF : Transmitter initial Ir readv 
0228 C20B 684 ClR DSPF : Don't stJP the in,11t of :iata. 
022A C20C 635 ClR GDF : Don't gi;.t data. blindly 
022C C20A 686 ClR GTSF : Don't get one frame 
022E C204 637 ClR RlF ; Receiver has no data 
0220 C210 688 ClR GPAF Don't 90 to the Parameter routine 
0232 7127 689 ACALL nmc i !nit ZC c01Jnter� 
690 
691 
692 Initialize Program c,:,ur1t variabl�s and hmPorarY buffer !?TBCLD. 
693 
105 
LOC OBJ 
0234 755COO 
0237 i55DOO 
07'...A 7130 
LINE 
694 
695 
696 
697 
692 
699 
700 
701 
702 
703 
704 
705 
706 
707 
703 
709 
710 
7ll 
712 
713 
714 
715 
716 
717 
023C 200BFD 718 
0231' 200713 719 
720 
0242 200BA1 n1 
.0245 2009C9 722 
0248 200AOA 7'2.'3 
0248 200C07 724 
024E 30JOEB 7:5 
726 
0251 91D8 727 
0253 BOE7 723 
71.9 
730 
731 
0255 C28C 73:2 
02S7 C28D 733 
02S9 S54ESC 734 
025C 8S4FSA 735 
025F 51EE 736 
0261 D23C 737 
0263 7ll4 738 
;c,, 
SWRCE 
MOV ATHRC,#0 
MOV BTHRC, #0 
�LL HIIP 
Initialize above threshold 
count;ir 
Initialize be!o111 H1rest1o)d 
counter 
Init, TBOLD te�1Por-a.rv buffor 
a.nd ext buffer Pointers 
fi-ftf*+ MAIN LOOP t,11111 
This is the niain looP, At everr svshm nmPle tima-, a.I] tlw PD/s 
a.nd ZC's an scanned and pJa.c-.!d· into the temPorarv buffer. 
The ZC counters count J/2 tha actual r1umher of zero cn,ssin9s. 
Also, the first ZC values collected for- Heh data .irouP will 
a.11.la.Ys be zeto, bv nature of the Pro9ra111, Note, this first frame 
; 111ill Probably not be included o1s Part of a ldord. First steP in this :nain 
loop is to check the flags to see thi;, shh of the Progr·am, so that 
: approPriate actions can be takln, 
LOOl'D: JB DSPF,LOOPO ; SusPend data inPut. 
JB ST ,SKIPO �it until host co111Puhr saYs 
; to look for a word, 
JB BF,BOOT ; Boot the Program. 
JB WBF, WBOOT l W..rm boot the Program, 
JB GTSF, SK!PO Get or.e frame of dah. 
JB GDF,SK!PO Get data unconditionally, 
J<B GPAF,LOOPO Don .,t Jump means to 90 into the 
PARAl'I routine. 
OCALL PARAM Go to PARAM (parameter) routine. 
JMP LOOPO 
Set UP ti111er for the system samPlin9 Period 
Sl(!PO: Q.R TRO ; Dis;;ibh timer O while it's being re5et 
CLR TFO l Cl,;ar ti:11er O overfl 0111 
MOV THO,SPEfl Load timer O so it c,verfl 0111s after 
MO'/ TLO,SPER+l ,;,ne samP]ing Ferio•J 
,CALL OHR Read ZC �our,ter values 
WB TRO Sta.rt hmer O 
OCALL STZC Start ZC counters 
740 Initia.lize for outer loop, the collection of each fr-a.me. 
741 
742 
0265 7830 743 MOV RO,#TBN81 Initialize ti?mPQral"r buffor Pointer 
106 
LOC OBJ 
0267 7AOO 
0269 8A90 
026B D2B3 
0260 ADSO 
026F DDFE 
0271 C".B3 
0273 7S90FF 
0276 l)"..B2 
0278 30B2FD 
0278 0294 
0270 E590 
027F C2B4 
0281 FO 
02S2 o�
0283 08 
0284 BAOiE2 
0287 7153 
om C20R 
0288 308DFD 
028E 412C 
0:!90 308DFD 
LINE 
744 
745 
746 
747 
743 
749 
750 
751 
752 
753 
754 
755 
756 
757 
758 
759 
760 
761 
762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
767 
768 
769 
770 
771 
m 
773 
774 
775 
776 
m 
778 
779 
780 
781 
782 
783 
784 
785 
736 
787 
788 
789 
7'10 
791 
792 
793 
SOURC!:: 
MOV R2,llMUXST Initialize MUX ;iddri'.'ss for 0816 
Inner loop to read each Peak detector, 
LOO.OU MOV 
SETS 
r.ov 
IJJNZ 
CLR 
r.ov 
SETS 
'"'1Jl 
SETS 
r.ov 
CLR 
r.ov 
INC 
INC 
c...E 
P1,R2 
P3.3 
R5,STLTI1 
RS,$ 
P3.3 
Pl,#OFFH 
P3.2 
P3.2,$ 
P3.4 
A,Pl 
P3.4 
@RO,A 
R2 
RO 
R2,ltBPF,LOCP1 
Ser,d Ml1X ADDRESS 
inPut MUX a,jdr..ss 
Los ariP se,ttlin9 
Noh, log i!llP cr.iitted in final 
imPI emenh.ti on. 
Start conw:rsion 
Configure P1:1r-t 1 for inPut 
Configure P3.2 is inPut 
Wait until end of conversion 
Enible outPut from AID 
; Read data fr-0111 Pins to Ace 
Disable outPut from A/D 
Store data. into temPorar·.- buffer 
Next PO cha.r,M I 
Next temPorary buffer J ocation. 
RePUt until all PD"s are, samPled 
Cal I the DETECT routine to decide if 111e are at the besinnins, �nd or 
in the middle of ;i. �ord. Also, if 111e hii.ve soriri v;i.Jid data, :ee if 111e 
can send SOM! of that to the host computer, DETECT 111ill also save the 
frame in the e:.:t bufhr. 
ACALL 
CLR 
DrnCT 
GTSF 
'"'1Jl JFO. I 
AJ1'<? LOOPO 
Hffff SMLP ffffHff 
Word or no 111ord?" 
: Char flil.s after gettins one time 
SPectral samPle, if that is what YOU 
are doins, 
!,kit for timer overflow so that 
the sYshm samPle rate is 
consistent. 
This is a second main loop, exactlY like th<i first main loop. 
Ho111ever, it does not call DETECT and it ordY ex<icutes for #NTSS 
times. In fact, DmCT calls this main looP iri order t,) collect 
a fe111 time spectral samPl es after the 1nd of 11mrd has bf�n d�tected.
This loop is onl1 used when the TSC"!D c�mmand has been !.liven. 
SIILP: JNB TFO,$ 
107 
li•i t for timer on 1 as t samP 1 e 
to finish. 
LOC OBJ LINE SOO<CE 
0293 AC.SA 794 MOV R4,NTSS ; Counter for num of samples 
0295 300802 795 SMLP1: ..,,a BF ,St1LP2 
0298 21E6 796 AJr.P BOOT : Jump to boot routin,e 
029A 300902 797 SMLP2: ,•B \.IBF,Sl1LP3 
0290 4111 798 AJHP WBOOT : Ju!llP to warm boot routine 
029F C28C 791 S11LP3: CLR TRO ; Stop the timer 
02AI C23D 800 QR TFO ; Clear timer overflo� flas 
02A3 B54£2C 301 MOV THO,ScOER : Initiali:e r.ounhr 
02Ab SS4FSA 302 MOV TLO,SPERtl 
02A9 SIEE S03 ACALL CNTR I Read ZC values and initialize 
02AB D2BC 804 SETB !RO 
02AO 7114 805 Af:ALL STZC ; Start ZC counters 
806 
807 Initial i:e the teePorarY buffer 
808 
02AF 7830 809 MOV RO, #TBflEll 
02Bl 7AOO 810 MOV R2,IMUXST 
811 
B12 Loop to read all the PD values 
813 
02B3 SA90 814 SIU'4: MOV Pl,R2 
02BS D".B3 315 SETB PS.3 
0297 ADSO 816 MOV RS,STL!l1 
02B9 DDFE 817 DJNZ RS,$ 
02BB C1B3 818 CLR P3.3 l Start the convorsion 
02BD 7S90fF 819 MOV Pl,toFFH ; Port l for inPut 
02CO D2B2 920 SETB P3.2 ; ?3.2 is for in.Put 
02C2 30BZFD 321 JNB PJ.2,$ l �it for end of conversion 
02CS D".B4 322 SETB P3.4 : Enable output fro� ADC 
02C7 E590 823 MOV A,PI l Read in H..? '1ata 
02C9 C2B4 324 CLR P3.4 l Disab J e AOC out.Put 
02CB F6 825 MOV @110,A ; Save data in temP. buffer 
02CC OA 326 !NC tl2 l Next MUX address 
02CD 08 327 me RO : lh!xt temP brJffer address 
02CE BA07E2 328 CJli.'E 1'2,MBPF,SIU'4 : Loop until we !!let all bands 
329 
0201 9104 830 ACALL SEND : Put data in the ext buffer 
0203 300F02 831 .tlB OVFF,SMLP5 
02D6 41DE 832 AJl1P SMLP6 l Ju111P if Ille h;ive ext buffer over fl 0111 
02DS 30SDFD 833 SMLPS: JNB TFO,S : Wait for timer to over fl 0111 
02DB DC.BS 834 OJNZ R4,SJ11.Pl ; Ju111P to !:let rest Clf the fr.imes 
02DD 22 835 RET 
836 
837 Her,e \lie ta.ke care of any c,ver,flo111s ttiat mi!:lht have- occurred lllhen Putting 
833 in the fr,ames afbr, the end of 111ord detection. 
839 
02DE C20F 340 Sl'ILP6: CLR OVFF 
02£0 C:06 841 CLR XMT : Foo 1 interr,uPt !'outine so that we 
842 ; can send a character. 
02£2 7425 843 MOV A, 11-0lfl< 
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LOC OBJ LINE SOUF.CE 
02E4 3003FD 844 ,,m TIF,S 
02E7 9163 845 ACALL DATA OUT 
02E? 0206 8% SETB XMT 
O:D 9131 847 ACAL!. WORM ; If OVFC rouhrn! didn't wiPe 01Jt th<! 
848 I end of word mukrr, thiire wi 11 be 
849 ; two of them in the e::t, buffer. 
02ED 22 sso RET 
SS! 
852 
SS2 
854 
SSS 
8Sb CNTR 
SS7 
ei;a This routine stops the :ero cross.ins (ZCl counteri:, reads them 
859 and then stores the ZC values into the tem,, buffer @TBNSl, The 
860 routine then reinitializes the ZC counters bad, to zero, 
861 Routine uses R3,RO. 
862 
863 
02EE COEO 864 crmi: l'IISH ACC 
02FO C033 865 PUSH OPH 
02F2 C082 au p� DP!. 
O'l...F4 908000 867 MOV DPTR, #SOOOH ; Address of ZC control re9ester 
02F7 7408 863 MOV A,#08H 
02F9 FO 869 MOVX @DPTR,A ; Stop countl!rs 
02FA 78'rl 870 MOV RO,il811Ell+7 Init. temp, buffer Pointer 
02FC 7418 871 MOV A, #!SH 
02FE FO 872 CNTt: MOVX !DPTR,A Enable ZC value orito Pl control bus 
02FF C!l 873 XO! A,R3 ; R3 has ZC command bYt� 
0300 E590 874 MOV A,Pl ! A hu ZC value
0302 F6 875 MOV !RO,A ; Sil.ve re value in hmP buffer
0303 CB 876 XO! A,R3 : A has ZC command tivte
0304 OSEO 8n INC ACC ; Ne:<t ZC counter address
0306 OS 87S INC RO ; Next temp buff�r location
0307 B420F4 879 c.,e A,#20H,Ct1TI ; Jump H we don,t h.;.ve all ZC values
030A 7428 880 MOV A,#28H
030C FO 881 HOVX @DPTR,A : Disahle and init. ZC co1mters 
0300 0082 882 PDP DPL
030f DOW 883 PDP DPH 
0311 DOEO 884 PDP ACC
0313 Z2 885 RET 
886 
887 
883 --
839 
810 
891 STZC 
892 
m This subroutine starts the ZC counters 
109 
LCC OBJ 
0314 COEO 
0316 COS2 
0318 COS3 
031A 7400 
031C 908000 
031F FO 
0320 ll083 
0322 0082 
0324 OOEO 
0326 22 
LINE 
894 
895 
$96 
897 
898 
89'1 
900 
901 
902 
903 
904 
9-05 
9-0b 
9-07 
9-08 
909 
910 
911 
912 
913 
0327 COEO 914 
0329 C083 915 
om c082 no 
0320 7428 917 
032F 908009 918 
0332 FO 919 
0333 7408 920 
0335 FO 921 
0336 0082 922 
om oos3 m 
033A DOEO 924 
033C 22 925. 
926 
m 
928 
929 
930 
931 
932 
934 
9'..5 
936 
937 
939 
940 
941 
942 
943 
SOURCE 
STZC: 
rnrzc: 
PUSH ACC 
PUSH Oft 
PllBH DPH 
NOV A, #OOH : Control bYt� for ZC counter 
NOV DPTR,IISOOOH 
NOVX @:OPTR,A 
POP OPH 
POP OPL 
POP ACC 
RET 
INIZC 
rt.is routine stoPs thl! ZC counters and ir,itial ites them to :ero. 
f'\JSH ACC 
PUSH DPH 
f'\JSH OPL 
NOV A,#28H : ZC control byte 
NOV D?TR, ABOOOH : ZC control re,es.ter address 
NOVX @DPTR,A ; StoP ZC counhrs, clear th�m 
NOV A,iOS : Another ZC control byte 
NOVX @DPTR,A ; Keep ZC counters stoPPed 
POP OPL 
POP DPH 
POP ACC 
RET 
tHffH !NIP fHfH+ 
This subroutine initiali:.:es the fifteen bYhs temP{,r:;.r-r buffr;r 
at TBOLD to all zeros. This is tem,ora.rY buffer 1:1hich hold� 
the next-to-last fr;me. Note, the frames aN aveta!:led (if ANAF Ht) 
tosether, and since the temPotatY �uff.?r at TBOLD i; initi,i.1 h 
zero, the fit:t fra.1t1e colhcfod will be i:ine-half of the oti9inal 
value. This routine also initializes the Fut and ;1et Po:<tnfots 
for the external buffer (DPTR and R7,R6l. Noh that if y,)u ,ir:lt want 
to zero out the buffer �TBOU). You can call Part of this tQutinl!, 
ITI!OLD. 
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LOC OBJ 
O...�D 902000 
0340 C2D3 
0342 7F20 
0344 7EOO 
0346 COEO 
0348 783F 
034A 7600 
034C oe 
034D 884EFA 
0350 DOEO 
0352 22 
0353 COEO 
0355 200CS9 
0358 200A56 
03.,"B 7!BB 
LINE 
944 
945 
946 
947 
948 
949 
950 
SOURCE 
!NIP: MOV 
CLR 
MOV 
MOV 
ITBOLD: PUSH 
MOV 
I!PTR,#Xl1BEG 
RSO 
R7,ll(HIGH 1.MEEGJ 
R6, lHLO\.I XMBEG l 
ACC 
RO,#TBOLD 
: Put Pointer of e::t buffor 
; Make sure reg bank O 
Get Pointer (Ri=hi9h order! 
lR6=1 Obj order l 
Pointer to temp buffer 
951 Loop here and ::!ro out the telf,Poran buffCtr !TBCI..D 
952 
953 
954 
955 
956 
957 
95B 
959 
960 
961 
962 
963 
964 
965 
966 
967 
968 
969 
970 
971 
972 
973 
974 
975 
976 
977 
978 
9i9 
980 
981 
982 
983 
984 
985 
986 
987 
988 
m 
990 
991 
992 
993 
ITBl: f'IOV fRO,IOOH 
' 
INC 
CJNE 
POP 
RET 
RO 
RO,ITBOLD+BPFZC,ITB1 
ACC 
ffffHH DETECT HfftHH 
This subroutine finds the bninnin, and end of a 1.1ord. It 
also keeP5 track of when 111e are in the middle of ii. word, 
Beginning of 111ord = lllh!O any one of tht- S!'i'len PO's goes 
above its respective threshold for II 
TSAM consecutive frame!. 
End of iaord = �hen all the PO"s go belo111 their resP�ctive 
thruhold for It SPCC consecutive fr.;.m,i,s. 
This subroutine controls flags ST and STEN !and seh BUFRJ. 
ST : indicd!S that the host 1.:1ants the LIS Prosram to look 
for a word, 
This subroutine resets ST upon detection of the end of a word. 
STEN set when the bt9innin9 of a word has been F�und. 
ATHRC a variable that keeps track of the number of consecutive 
ti11es an-r PD soes above its res1>ective threshold. 
BTHRC a variable that keeps track of the number of c,insec•Jfrte 
tiMs all the PO's 90 belo111 their thresholds. 
IETECT: PUSH 
JB 
ACC 
GDF,DET6 
Save accumulator 
Sl:iP the detection routin� 
if '11e fost want to co !1 �ct 
frames 
JB 
ACALL 
GTSF,DET6 
ATHRR 
111 
SkiP det!ction routine if 
we Just want CM fram� 
Find out t,o·.ti �ni- t.ands are 
LOC OBJ 
035D 71DF 
035F 300F1C 
0362 C20C 
0364 C20F 
0366 C206 
03bS 7425 
036A 3003fll 
0360 91t.S 
03bF D2-06 
0371 C200 
0373 C207 
0375 9131 
03n 9144 
0379 DOEO 
037B 7127 
037D 22 
037E 20000.A 
0381 C2 
0391 E55C 
0384 9559 
0386 6000 
0388 300011 
OZJB C2 
rose ES5D 
03SE 9558 
OS90 6000 
0392 OOEO 
0394 22 
LINE 
994 
996 
997 
998 
m 
1000 
1001 
1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
1006 
1007 
1008 
1009 
1010 
1011 
1012 
1013 
1014 
1015 
1016 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 
1021 
1022 
1023 
1024 
1015 
1026 
1027 
1028 
1029 
1030 
1031 
1032 
1033 
1034 
1035 
1036 
1037 
10)8
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
SOL!lcr 
ACALL C.HECK
DETl: JNB OVFF,DET2 
above and below their 
thresholds. 
Update ATilRC and BTHRC 
variables, corwHt and save 
He frame in ext buffer 
Here an external buffer OW!tflo\11 has liun detected 
ClR 
CLR 
ClR 
MOV 
JNB 
ACAU 
GDF 
OVFF 
Xlff 
A,#OVFH 
TIF,S 
DATAOUT 
SEIB XMT 
·: Nol:d 111e ctHh an end of word condition 
ClR STEN 
ClR ST 
ACALL WORn 
ACALL FILM 
POP ACC 
ACALL nmc 
RET 
DET2: JB 
ClR 
MOV 
51JBB 
Jl 
JNB 
!WORD: ClR
M!lV 
suss 
JZ 
PDP 
RET 
STEN, IWORD 
c 
A,ATHRC 
A,TSAM 
BWDRD 
SlBl,NUCRD 
c 
A,BrnRC 
A,SPCC 
EWORD 
ACC 
; Her(h the beginning of a 111ord is d(.'t2cted. 
If getting data, stoP on 
overflot11 
l Fool interrupt routine so 
; that 111e can s�nd a char. 
: Send overfloi, character-
: Indicate end of 111or-d found 
: !lo lon!:ler looking for a 111ord. 
; End of 111ord marker 
; End of file m.1.rker 
; Initialize ZC counhrs 
If in 111ord no Med to look 
for beginning of word 
If ACOtmT = It TSAH, th(.'n 
be9tnnin9 of a 111ord 
BTHRC= SPCC, then end word 
If not :c.>ro, thc.>n it is thc.> 
; middle of a word. 
; At least one of thi? bands was abov2 its threshold for TSAM consecutive 
: frames. Note that it doesn�t have to be the same band in each 
: of the- frames. 
112 
LOC OBJ LINE SOli'RCE 
03?5 0200 1M4 &,ORD: sm STEN STEN is set 1:1hen ATP.�C=TSAM 
0297 0201 1045 SETB BUFR Indicate we have wanh,j data 
1046 in the e::t, buffor 
1047 
�99 DOEO 1048 POP ,cc 
0398 22 1049 REI 
1050 
1051 ; Here, no 111ord is detected. 
1052 
039C 00£0 1053 �=· POP ACC 
039E 22 1054 REI 
1055 
1056 : Here, the end of a 111ord is detected, 
1057 
039F C200 1053 EWOR.O• a.R STEN : STEN is reset when 
1059 ; BTHRC=SPCC 
03Al C207 1060 a.R ST ; Not I ooki n9 for a word 
03A3 9131 1061 ACALL WORM 
®IS 300002 1062 ..we TSAF,OET5 l Jur:iP if 111e don�t want frames 
1063 ; afhr end of ward detection 
03AS 5190 1064 ACALL 5MLP ; Get the extra fr-ames 
03AA 9144 1065 om: ACALL FIL'1 : Put EDF marker in ext buffer 
03AC 7127 1066 ACALL !Nl!C 1 Initiali:1? IC countel"s 
03AE OOEO 1067 POP ACC
03BO 22 1068 REI 
1069 
1010 Execute this !#hen ski?Pin!I thi� routine i.e., when ;ettin!!I data blindly 
1071 or when Htting olne frame. 
1072 
0381 9104 1073 DET6: ACALL SEND 
03B3 tr.01 1074 sm BIJFR Indicate we have wanted data 
107'5 in the ed. buffer 
0385 200FA7 1076 JB OVFF,DETl 
03BS DCEO 1077 POP ACC 
OWA 2: 1078 F.ET 
1079 
1080 
1081 
1082 
1083 
1084 
1085 HHfH ATI!f/R fHHH
103" 
1087 
1033 This routine ,oes tt1rout1h the PD values tha.t a.re stored iri the 
10S9 teropora.n buffer @: TBNE'.J. It sets HTRP. t,:, e•iua.J the number 
1090 of bands that a.re above their resPective thresholds. 
1091 This routine IJoesnjt destro'.- a.n'f r1;,.1isters and needs no 
1092 Pa.ra.:iehrs Passed to it. 
1093 
113 
LOC OB,.! LINE SOUlCE 
1094 
1095 
03BB COEO 109b ATHRR: PUSH ACC 
O:BD ES 1097 NOV A,RO 
03BE COEO !098 PUSH ACC 
03CO E9 10'19 M�I A,Rl 
03Cl COEQ 1100 PUSH ACC 
03C3 755BOO 1101 NOV ATHR,#0 ; Ini tiali:e above thr co1mt 
03Cb 7830 1102 IIJV RO,ITBNEW ; TemP buffer Pointer 
03C3 7951 1103 NOV RI, 0001 : Threshold value Pointer 
1104
03CA Eb 1105 ATH2: NOV A,QRO 
03CS C3 1106 ClR c 
03CC 17 1107 !'IJBB A,@R! 
03CD 4002 1108 JC ATH! : Jump iF belo� threshold 
03CF 055B 1109 INC ATHR 
O:l!J! 08 1110 ATHI: !NC RO 
0302 09 1111 !NC R! 
03D3 ll15BF4 1112 CJNE R1,llTHR7H,ATH2 : Jump unti I last bar1d is 
1113 : compared •;ith its thr 
0206 DOEO 1114 POP ACC : Restore re!lesters 
03DS' F9 1115 IIJV Rl,A 
0309 DOEO 1116 POP ACC 
03DB F8 1117 IIJV RO,A 
03DC DOEO 1118 POI' ACC 
03DE 22 1119 REI 
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1123 ffHHt CHECK HHfH 
112'} 
1130
1131 This subroutine uses ATHR (whict. is cal cu lated in ATHRRl to 
1132 UPdate ATHRC and BTHRC. 
1123 ATH!lC = number of consecutive frames anv one band !loes above its 
1134 threshold. 
1135 BTH!lC = number of consecutive frames all the bands :10 below their 
11:Jb threshold. 
1137 This subroutine also detects 'hi se da.ta/ and than reini tial ius 
t133 ext bufffr to 9et rid of this, False da.ta occurs \llhen tlie consi!Clltive 
1139 Pattern is broken wliile lookiM for a. i.rord, 
1140
1141
03DF COEO 1142 CHECK: PUSH ACC 
03E! Em 1143 MOV A,ATH?. 
114 
LOC OBJ 
03E3 C3 
03E4 9400 
03E6 600A 
LINE 
1144 
1145 
1146 
1147 
SOURCE 
CLR C 
"-/BB A, IIO 
JZ BELOWT ; Jump if ;i.!1 belol.l thr 
1148 Here a.t Inst oM of the bands is abov� its threshold 
03E8 055C 
03EA 9104 
03EC 7S5DOO 
O:lEF OOEO 
03F1 22 
1149 
1150 
1151 
1152 
1153 
1154 
1155 
1156 
1157 
1158 
1159 
1160 
03F2 OSSD 1161 
o3F4 mcoo 1162 
1163 
0'37 30000:5 1164 
1165 
116b 
03FA 9104 1167 
1J68 
1169 
03FC OOEO 1! 70 
03FE 22 1171 
1172 
INC 
ACAU 
IIJII 
ATHRC 
SEND 
BTHRC,JO 
POP Ao: 
RET 
Inc. consecutive count 
Put da.ta in ext buffer 
Reinitialize BTHRC becaus@ its 
consecutive P!ttern broke 
; Here all the bands are belo111 their thresholds, and !le must find out if 
; 111e are in the middle of a 14ord or if IJle a.rt still snrchin9 for a. 111ord, 
BEL0'1T: INC BTHRC 
MOV ATHRC, 10 Reinitia.Ji:e ATHRC because its 
consecuti'lt Pdhrn hroke 
JNB STEN, NSTART Jump if not in middle of word 
because all bands were below thr 
ACALL SEND Here we a.re in the middle of a 
!llord so 111e convert a.nd store the 
fl'a.1110 UBNEW in tho �:,:t. buffar 
POP ACC 
RET 
1173 Here, all the bands 111ere belo111 thoir thresholds and 1:1e were not 
03FF 713D 
0401 DOEO 
0403 12 
1174 within a t.tord, This means eventhins stt.rod in e-xt buffer is 
1175 invalid, so reinitia.li::e everYthins to !!'et rid of these fr:imes. 
1176 
11n 
1178 
1179 
1180 
1181 
1182 
we 
1184 
USS 
1186 
1187 
lt:lS 
1!39 
1190 
1191 
!192
1193
N....CTART: ACALL !NIP
POP ACC 
RET 
Reinitialize buffer @TBOLD and 
reset the ext bufhr Pointers 
fffffff SEND fff+·n• 
This subroutine averasu each frame with the Previous frame 
(if ANAF is set}, then converts �a.ch hvte of this ave-rased frame 
inti' ho ascii hex bYtes and Puts it ir:to the ext buffer·, 
115 
LOC OBJ 
0404 COEO 
0406 D2D3 
0408 7830 
04CA 793F 
040C 7AOO 
040E 2COF1B 
0411 E6 
0412 300EOS 
0415 C7 
0416 26 
0417 13 
0418 3400 
041A czro 
041C 916F 
041E D2D3 
0420 00 
0421 09 
0422 OA 
0423 BAOFE8 
0426 C"...D3 
0423 740A 
042A 918D 
042C DOEO 
042E CZD3 
0430 22 
LINE 
1194 
1195 
1196 
1197 
1198 
1199 
1200 
1201 
1202 
1203 
SOURCE 
Ea.ch frame is 30 bvtes of ascii da.h in the edernal buffer·, 
14 bYtes of BPF values and 16 bvtes of ZC va.l•Jes. 
SB�: Pl�H ACC 
RS-0 srn 
l10V 
NOV 
l10V 
RO, llTilNE'A 
Rl ,ITBOLD 
ll:2, llQ 
: use resister BAt>.'K 1 
: C1Jrrtnt frame 
: Frevio1JS frami? 
1204 ; Loop converts ea.ch bYte to a.sci i and then P1Jh this into the ext b1Jffer. 
1205 
1206 
1207 
1208 
1209 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
1214 
1215 
1216 
1217 
1218 
1219 
1220 
1221 
1222 
1223 
1224 
1225 
1226 
1227 
1228 
1229 
1230 
1231 
1232 
1233 
1234 
1235 
1236 
1237 
123S 
1239 
1240 
1241 
1242 
1243 
SEN!: JB 
l10V 
JNB 
XCH 
ADD 
RRC 
ADDC 
sao, CLR 
OVFF,SEN2 
A, !!lO 
ANAF,SEN3 
A,eR1 
A,@RO 
A 
A,#0 
RSO 
; Put data into ext buffer. 
ACALL CONVERT 
SETB RSO 
INC RO 
Ill: Rl 
INC R2 
CJNE R2, IIBPFZC,SEN1 
CLR RSO 
MOV A, !INL 
ACALL F\JTrn 
SENZ: POP 
CLR 
RET 
ACC 
RSO 
: JumP if 111e have overflow condition 
; A has one b;te of c1Jrrent Fra.11e 
: SkiP if we don't want to ,1verase 
; Stores a.s Previous Frame 
I Avera.9e the two b;tes 
; Divides by 2 
: Round off 
; back to re,ister bank O 
; Data are no111 ASCII, and in e::t b1Jffor 
; Return to r·e,. l;ank 1 
l Inc to next d,1h byte 
: LooP until 111e set all bands 
: Mah sure in bank O 
! Put a line feed in e::t bufft>r
! after each frame
: Return to re,. bank O 
fffftff \v(}RM HHH+ 
. .
This routine Pllh an end of word marker into the ext b•1ffor 
fo 11 owed by a new line (NU. n,e end of word mark�r is ,, ,�, 
116 
LCC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
0431 200FOF 1244 WORM: JB OVFF, l-:OR1 ; Skip if in ovc-rf10111 conditic,n 
0434 COEO 1245 PUSH ACC 
0436 742A 1246 MOV A,#EOWM : P1it in end of lllord marbr· 
0438 9180 124T ACALL PUTIN 
043A 200FOb 1248 JB OVFF,UC1Rl : Jump if ext. buffor is ovr:rtl owed 
043D 74-0A 1249 MOV A, illlL : Put in ii. NL character 
043F 918D 1250 ACALL PUTIN 
0441 OOEO 1251 POP ACC 
0443 22 1252 WOR1: RET 
1253 
1254 
1255 
1256 
1257 
125B 
1259 *i+tf+ .. �t FJL/1 f't+tf+ttttt 
1:260 
1261 
1262 This routine Put!. an end of file !larker- into the external buffer 
1263 follo111ed by a ne111 line CNU. The end of file marker is '$', 
1264 
1265 
0444 lOOFOF 1266 FIU,: JB OVFF,FIL! ; SkiP if in overflo11:1 condition 
0447 COEO 1267 PUSH ACC 
0449 7424 1268 l'IJV A,#EOF ; Put in end of fi I e marker 
044B 9180 1269 ACAU. PIJT!N 
0440 200F06 1270 JB OVFF,FIU l JumP iF over fl 011 
0450 740A 1271 l'IJV A,llNL : Put in �n.. character in ext buffer 
0452 9180 1272 ACALL PUTIN 
0454 DOEO 1273 POP ACC 
0456 Z' 1274 FIL!: RET 
1275 
1276 
1277 
1278 
1279 
1280 
1281 
1282 
1183 fffffff MAYBE HffHi
1284 
1285 
1236 This routine checks to see if a da.h bYte tra.ns0ission 
1237 to the host can lie initiated. 
1288 
1239 
0457 300300 1290 MAYBE: J<B TIF,Ml : Tnnsmitt�I' ready ? 
045'.A 30050A 12?1 JNB HC!lDY,M1 ; Host ready ., 
0450 300607 12?2 J<B XMT,Ml ; Data to transmit? 
0460 300104 1293 JNB BUFR,Ml : Are, thi: dah. in the �xt buffer Part 
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LDC OBJ 
0463 91A9 
0465 9168 
0467 22 
046s cm 
041'1 C203 
046C F599 
04bE 22 
046F COEO 
0471 C4 
0472 9184 
0474 913D 
0476 200F0:3 
0479 OOEO 
047B COEO 
047D 91S4 
04iF 91SD 
0481 DOEO 
0483 22 
LINE 
1294 
1295 
1296 
1297 
1298 
1299 
1300 
1301 
1302 
1303 
1304 
1305 
1306 
1307 
1308 
1309 
1310 
1311 
1312 
1313 
1314 
1315 
1316 
1317 
1318 
1319 
1320 
1321 
1322 
1323 
1324 
1325 
1326 
1327 
1328 
1329 
1330 
1331 
1332 
1333 
133:4 
1335 
1336 
1337 
1333 
1339 
1340 
1341 
1242 
1343 
SOURCE 
; of a �ord? 
P.CALL GETCLIT ; Y1:s, !.let data from 2::t buffer 
111: 
ACALL DATAOUT 
RET 
{ Send the bYte 
ff+HH DATAOUT H-fffH 
This routine takes data. fro111 the Ace and trans/flits it throu!.!h 
the serial I/0 Port. 
DATAOUT:ClR 
ClR 
MOV 
RET 
Tl 
TJF 
SBUF,A 
Hfffff CONVERT fHHH 
; Transmitter no lon!.ler ready 
: Initiate tra11smissior1 
Takt;s bvte in A, converts it ir,to hro ascii digits and Puts 
them into the external bufhr. This routine also watches out for 
,1Verflow conditions b..,. monitorin!:l the OVFF' FJ;i,g and callins the 
OVFC routine, Loittr order- bvh is Put into the external buffer 
first and then the hi;iher order byte 
corNERr:PUSH 
SlmP 
ACl'J..l. 
ACl'J..l. 
JB 
POP 
PUSH 
ACALL 
AC.ALL 
com: POP 
RE! 
ACC 
A 
HEX 
PUTIN 
OVFF,CONl 
ACC 
ACC 
HEX 
PUTIN 
,cc 
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: Save b'tte 
; Shift to ri!.!ht 4 bits 
: Convert hi!.!her nibble of A 
; Put asc,ii hex di!.!i t in ext buffer 
: Ju111P if th�rc is a.n overflow 
; Save it a9ain 
i Convert lo11Jer nibble of A 
: Put ascii hex disiit in .:xt buffer 
; Set �risiina! bvh back 
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
1344 
1345 
1346 
1347 
1348 
1349 
1:J50 IH-HH HEX HUfU 
1351 
1352 
1353 Converts the liiw.!r four bits of A into an a.scii hi!x diilit, 
1354 Returns the va.lui! in the ACC. 
1355 
0484 540F 1356 HEX: All� A, IOFH Reta.in \o�er 4 bits 
0436 2490 1357 ADD A,190H Convert to ASCII hex diilit 
0488 04 1358 DA A 
04S9 3440 1359 ADDC A,i40H 
048B 04 1360 DA A 
04,..� 12 1361 RET 
1362 
1363 
1364 
1365 
1366 
1367 
1368 
1369 t-tfttf+ PLITIN 1+11111 
1370 
1371 
1372 Hoves bvte in ACC to the exfornal buffer. OPTR h,1.s the address to which 
1373 the byte will be movi!d. This routine also resets thi. DPTR 1�hen it 
1374 geh to the end of the exbrna.l buffor. DPrn is the P•Jt Pointer. 
1375 
137b 
0430 CW 13n PUTIN: CLR RSO ; /1a.ke sure in re9 bar,k O 
048F FO 1373 MO'IX @DPTR,A ; ffove the data. into ext buffer 
0490 0206 1379 SETB XMT : Somettdng is nolll in ext buffer 
0492 A3 1380 !NC OPTR : Next ext buffer location 
0493 COE'O 1331 PUSH ACC ; Save Ace v;;.Jue 
0495 ES33 1332 MQIJ A,OPH ; Check that DPTR is still within 
0497 844008 1383 CJt.£ A,IUHIGH X/1ENOl,PUT1 1 imi ts 
049A �32 1334 MD'! A,DPL 
049C 840003 1385 CJNE A,#(LOW XMENDl,PIJTl 
04?f' 902000 1286 MD'! DPTR,IXMBEG : Reset OPTR if outside limits 
04A2 B!EC 1337 PUT!• ACALL OVFC ; Check for overt I ow and set G\IFF 
04AA D\JEO l�-'8 POP ACC ; R,;store Ace 
04A6 9157 1339 ACALL MAYBE : s�o if can send soJT,�thin;i 
04A3 22 13?0 PUT2: RET
1391 
1392 
1,39'3 
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LOC OBJ LINE.. SOURC£ 
1394 
1395 
139b 
1397 
1393 
1399 
1400 
1401 
1402 
1403 
1404 
Trarisfel'S one dah. bYtli fro111 the e:{r buffer to the ACC. Uses R7, R6 as 
Pointe!' to the data bYh, R7, Rb is the get Poinhl'. 
04A9 C2D3 1405 GETOUT: CLR RSO : !'lake sul'e in r:?s bank O 
04AB C033 140b 
04AD C032 1407 
04AF 81'33 1408 
04Bl �82 1409 
04B3 EO 1410 
04B4 A3 1411 
04BS AFS3 1412 
0487 AES2 1413 
04B9 0032 1414 
0488 0083 1415 
04BO BF4007 1416 
04CO BE0004 1417 
04C3 7F20 1413 
04C5 7EOO 1419 
04C7 COEO 1420 
04C9 EF 1421 
04CA 853308 1422 
04CD EE 1423 
04CE 858204 1424 
0401 c:?06 1425 
0403 C201 1426 
04DS DOEO 1427 
0407 22 14:8 
142? 
1430 
1431 
1432 
1433 
1434 
1435 
1436 
1437 
1432 
1439 
1440 
1441 
1442 
1443 
GET!: 
GET2: 
PUSH DPH 
PUSH OPL : Save OPTR 
11)11 DPH,R7 ; Set UP DPm as 9et Pointer 
NOV OPL,Rb 
NOVX A,@DPTR ; Get dah. fro111 ext buffer 
INC DPTR ; Incre111ent 9et Pointer 
110'1 R7,DPH ; Load incremented Pointer back 
MO'I Rb,DPL : into R7, R6 
POP DPL 
POP OPH : fll'store the Put Pointi?r 
C,,,E R7,IHHIGH lMENDi.GETl : Check that R7, Rb �re within 
CJ!� Rb,3lLOW XMEND),C>E'Tl I imi ts 
MO'I R7,l!HIGH XrirBEG) : Else must reset 
}'IOI/ Rb,#lLOW XHBEG) 
PIJSH Act ; Save data bvte 
lllV �.R7 : See if any more dah. 
CJl£ A, DPH,GET2 ; Ho more data T;1h�n Put �oinhr 
MOV A,Rb l e'!uals Hie 9et Pointer 
C..'NE A,DPL,GET2 
CLR XNT 
CLR BUFR ; Indicate no more dah to tr,ansmit 
POP ACC ; Restore data bvt� 
RET 
fHfffffffH PARAM fffffHtfffHtt 
Routine used to chan9e illlP(lthnt Program Par-amehrs. Wh,:in in,,o�ed 
the routine ��r,ds •lUt the currgnt values ,)fall the i>a.ramet�rs in 
the follo111in9 ordi:!r: SPER, STLnl, THRI, THR2, TH.r:?3, THR4, THRS, 
THR6, THR7, SPCC, TSAM, CR, Th� CR indicates th� .ind. Afhr this, 
the routiM waits for 24 ascii bvtes to be corrver-ted and us�d u the 
n-aw values ¢f theH P.trai:iehr�. Each �:i.raMter is 1 byte long c;: ascii 
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LDC OBJ 
0403 CZ!O 
04DA C204 
04DC Bl3D 
04DE COEO 
04EO D2D3 
04EZ B12D 
04E4 FA 
C14ES Bl3S 
04E7 740A 
04E9 B135 
04EB B12D 
04ED FB 
-04EE B13S 
04FO 740A 
04F2 B135 
04F4 BllA 
04Fb 784E 
04F8 B161 
04FA 200205 
04FD EC 
04FE F6 
04FF 08 
0500 ED 
0501 F6 
0502 7850 
0504 7A30 
osoo mo 
O""..OS B11A 
050A B161 
osoc 200202 
OSOF ED 
0510 F6 
0511 OS 
0512 B35AEF 
0515 C2D3 
0517 DOEO 
0519 22 
LINE 
1444 
1445 
1446 
144i 
1448 
1449 
1450 
1451 
1452 
1.;53 
1454 
1455 
1451, 
1457 
1458 
1459 
1460 
1461 
14b2 
1463 
14b4 
14b5 
14b6 
1467 
llb3 
1469 
1470 
1471 
1472 
1473 
1474 
1475 
1476 
1477 
1478 
1479 
1480 
14Sl 
1482 
1433 
14S4 
1485 
14S6 
1487 
14BS 
14S'I 
1490 
1491 
1492 
1493 
SOURCE 
b'!'tes), excePt for SPER which is 2 J)'ttes Jon9 (4 ascii bytes). In?ut 
is in the same order· as that :iihich was disPlaYed. If ;i. non ascii 
hex di'!:•it, e:1 CR, is rec�ived, ther1 the old value for- that Par-amet.:r 
is �aved. Note, vou mu;t enter the correct r,u;nber- of as.cii di;1its. 
fol' each Paralliehr whether or- :;(It you ar'd savin;1 the old •,aloe 
or not. 
PARAH: ClR 
CLI 
ACALL 
PUSH 
srn 
ACALI. 
MOV 
ACALL 
MOV 
ACALL 
ACALI. 
MOV 
ACALL 
MOV 
ACALL 
ACALI. 
l10V 
ACALL 
JB 
MOV 
MOV 
INC 
MOV 
MOV 
PAJ: l'IOlJ 
PA2: MOV 
MOV 
ACALL 
ACALL 
JB 
MOV 
MOV 
PA3: INC 
C.1£
ClR
POP
RET
GPAF 
RIF 
DPAR 
ACC 
RSO 
REC 
R2,A 
TRANS 
A,tM.. 
TRANS 
REC 
R3,A 
TRANS 
A,#NL 
TRANS 
INPA 
RO, MSPER 
ItlH 
INHF,PAI 
A,R4 
@RO,A 
RO 
A,RS 
@RO,A 
RO,JtC...PER+2 
R2,#'0' 
R3,lt'O' 
INPA 
!NH
U!HF,PA3
A,R5
@RO,A
RO
RO, IISPER+12, PA2
RSO
ACC
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; We al'e hoMl'in':I the 1'e11uut 
: Initialize rect·i1Jel' inhl'l'UPt fla:1 
; DisPliY Pal'ametel'S, send out sel'ial 
; Port in ascii f1)1'lilat 
: Rneshl' bank I 
; Get first ascii hex di!Jit for SPER 
; Echo out first di:1i t 
; Need!d for handshakin':I on 
the host 
; Get 2nd .:iscii bYte for SPER 
: Echo out Znd di:1it 
; Needed for h-sndshakiM on 
the host 
: !nPut last tlilo iscii he:.: dh•its 
; into R4 and RS 
; Pointe!' to SPER 
: Convert for SPER, the on Jy 4 
byte ascii hex di9it 
Di,it not ascii hex causes JuBP 
l Save LO SPER 
; All ottiel' Parameters al'e two asc1i 
; hex digits 
; Get next Pal'.:imeti!I' 
Convert it to hex numbel' 
: Jump to save u],j ,·.:ilue 
; Save ne111 Pi.l'�tel' ·,a.Jue 
: Lo�P unti 1 1;1e ,ot a!l PiNmatHs 
; Back to bank O 
LDC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
1494 
14'?5 
1496 
1497 
1498 ffHfHf-H HIPA l!HHHfHfH 
1499 
1500 
1501 This routihe waits for two ascii bvtes of inPut from th1e serial 
1502 Port. ind puts these bytes into R4,R5 CR4 has the first byte). 
1503 Must be in b.J.nk 1 before using, Routfoe used by PAAAM. 
1504 
1505 
051R B12D 1506 INPA: !!CALL REC ; Get bYte from serial Port into A 
051C FC 1507 l10V R4,A 
OSlD 8135 1508 llCALL TRANS ; Echo b·tte out serial Port 
OS!F 740A 1509 MOV A,INL ; Meeded for handsh;1kim1 111ith 
0521 Bt:35 1510 !!CALL TRANS the host 
0523 B12D 1511 llCALL REC ; Get 2nd bYte from serial Port into A 
0525 FD 1512 110V RS,R 
0526 B135 1513 ACRLL TRANS ; Echo byte out serial Port 
0528 740A 1514 l10V A,JINL ; Needed for handshilkin9 111i th 
052R B135 1515 llCALL TRRNS the host 
052C 22 1516 RE"! 
1517 
1518 
1519 
1S20 
1521 
1522 
1523 
1524 t+tff.ttttt+ REC 1e111+1111ttfittt 
1525 
1526 Routine iaits for inPut fr-om the serial Port and Puts Hie bYte 
15.'7 into A, 
1523 
0520 3004FD 15.'9 flEC: Jts RIF,S Hait till a b'ite has been received 
05.."0 C204 1530 CLR RlF 
0532 E599 153:l MOV A,SBtrF 
0534 22 1532 RET 
1533 
1534 
1535 
1536 
1537 
1539 ffffffHfffl TRAt�S HHHHHfffH 
1S39 
1540 
1541 Routine wa.i ts for transmitter to be ready and then sends the bYte 
1542 in A aut the seria·l Port. 
1543 
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LDC OBJ LINE SOURCE 
1544 
0535 3003FD 1545 TRANS: JtlB TIF,$ Wait for trarHmi ttl!r fo be radY 
0533 C203 1546 ClR TIF 
053A F599 1547 NOV SBUF,A 
05...'"'C 22 1548 RET 
1549 
1�0 
1551 ---
1552 
1553 
1554 lt+l-fl+f-f+tttttt OPAR *****'*********** 
1555 
1556 
1557 This routir,t= 9ets the Par-iiGleters, converts. Hn,m to ascii hex, and 
1558 then sends them out the s.erial Port for disPlil,'l' in the follot11im1 
1559 order: SPER (4 ascii hex digits), STLTM, THRl, THR2, THR3, THIM, 
1!'60 THRS, n!R6, THR7, SPCC, TSAN, CR, Th(! CR indicates th(! -end c,f 
1561 tr-ans!llission. AJ1 p;i,rameters are 2 ascii hex digits unless ,:ither-
1562 111ise stated. This routine doesnt destrov any regesters anJ doesnt 
1563 neo,d to be in bar,k l, 
ISM 
1565 
�"3D COEO !S66 DPA!l: PUSH ACC 
053F E8 1567 NOV A,RO 
054-0 COED 151,8 PUSH ,cc 
0542 iS4E 1569 NOV RO,#"�ER Pointer to begin of Parameter space 
0544 E6 1570 OP!: NOV A,QRO 
0545 C4 1571 - A
05% 9134 1S72 ACALL HEX Cor,vett HO nihbfo to ascii hex digit 
0548 8135 1573 ACALL TRANS Send tht digit out the seri&l p,:,rt 
054A E6 1574 NOV A,@RO 
054B 9184 1575 ACALL HE! Convert LO nibble to ascii hex di9it 
0540 Bl35 1576 ACALL TRAMS Send LO disit out serial Port 
054F 7420 1577 NOV A,#SPACE 
0551 Bl35 1578 ACALL TRANS Inser·t space beh1.;en i:ac:h two disih 
0553 08 1Si9 INC RO 
0554 BS5AED 1580 CJNE RO,#SPER+12,0P1 Jw:.P untl all Paramehrs aN ,,ut1orJt 
0557 7400 1581 NOV A,:CR 
0559 8135 1562 ACALL TRANS OutFut CR at H1<: l!nd 
OSSB DOEO 1583 PDP ACC 
055D F8 1584 MOV RO,A 
O�� OOEO 1585 POP ACC 
0560 22 1586 RET
1587
1588
1589
1590
1591
1sn
1593 ff'HtffHH HJH HHHHHfffHH 
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LOC OBJ 
OS.I COEO 
0563 C:02 
056.5 ED 
05b6 B17C 
0568 FD 
0569 EC 
OSbA BliC 
05bC C4 
0560 2D 
056£ FD 
056F EB 
0570 BliC 
0572 FB 
0573 EA 
0574 ]17C 
0576 C4 
0577 2B 
0578 FC 
0579 DOEO 
057B 22 
057C FS5E 
OSi'E FE 
LINE 
1594 
1595 
1596 
1597 
1598 
1599 
1600 
1601 
1602 
1.03 
1604 
1.05 
1606 
1607 
1608 
1609 
1610 
1611 
1612 
1613 
1614 
1615 
1616 
1617 
1618 
1619 
1620 
1621 
1622 
1623 
1624 
1625 
1626 
1627 
1628 
1621 
1630 
1631 
1632 
1633 
1634 
1635 
1636 
1637 
1633 
163? 
1640 
1641 
1642 
164� 
SOURCE 
lNH: 
This rCtutin,: is cal led Fro111 PARAM r-outine, and the 8iS1 should 
be usin:1 b:..nk l t.h-:!n calling this r-outine, as it us.:s four r11:1esters 
for- Parimeter Fassin:1. This routine t;;hs four ascii Ile;: di:1it.s. 
in R2 (HO), R3, R4, RS !LOJ and converts it int,:,:,. 16 bit b;;.sa 
2 hexad::drial nur.iber arid Put.s. the rrnilt in R4 (HQJ, RS (LO), 
If conversion w,H successful, WHF is reset, if not successful 
fbvte was not an asdi hex nur.berl H.'HF is set, If not successful 
U,en R2,R3,R4,R5 cor,tains indaterminant data. 
PUSH 
Q.R 
MOV 
ACAU 
IIO'I 
MOV 
ACALL 
SWAP 
ADD 
MOV 
MOV 
ACAU 
MOV 
NOV 
ACALL 
SWAP 
ADD 
NOV 
POP 
RET 
ACC 
lrff 
A,RS 
!��!
RS,A
A,R4
INHl
A
A,RS
RS,A
A,R3
!NH!
R3,A
A,RZ
INHl
A
A,R3
R4,A
ACC
Initial!, assume conversior1 ok 
Lo111er half of A has I.ex nibble 
RS bas lo111er 2 hEex di:iit results 
R4 ha.s HO two hex digit results 
fffffftHH !NH! �HHHH+HH 
This routine takes the ascii di;it in the Ace arid returns a he): 
nibble in the lo1i1er half of the Ace, unless the ascii disit was 
not an ascii hex di9it in which caH it sets fla� Hl!,F, and 
returns the ascii disit in the Acc. This routine does ,1ot reset 
INHF. 
INHll MOV STORE,A 
R6,A IIO'I 
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LDC OBJ 
OS?F 547F 
0581 COEO 
0%: C3 
OS84 9440 
0586 401E 
0588 DOEO 
058A C3 
058B 9437 
058D COEO 
05BF C3 
0590 -9410 
0592 4002 
0594 1)2<)2 
059b DOEO 
0598 C0£0 
OS9A C3 
0598 940A 
0590 5002 
059F 0202 
05Al DOEO 
reA3 0205B6 
05A6 OOEO 
05A8 C3 
OSA9 9430 
05AB COEO 
OSAD C3 
05AE 940A 
05BO 4002 
0582 0202 
05B4 DOEO 
05Bb 300202 
05B9 E55E 
OSEB 22 
16-14 
1645 
1646 
1647 
1643 
1649 
1650 
1651 
1652 
1653 
1654 
1655 
1656 
1657 
165$ 
1659 
1660 
1661 
1662 
1663 
1664 
1665 
1666 
1667 
1668 
1669 
1670 
1671 
1672 
1673 
1674 
1675 
1676 
1677 
1678 
1679 
1680 
1681 
1682 
1683 
1684 
1685 
1686 
1687 
1688 
1639 
1690 
1691 
1692 
1693 
mmcE 
AtlL A,#7FH : Mask off Pal'it\' bit 
PUSH ,cc 
ClR c 
SUBB A,#40H 
JC IIIHlA 
PC!' ACC 
Here the number should be betwe-en A-F. 
ClR c 
SUBB A,#37H ; A=hex numbs?!' beti.een A-F. 
Ched: to su if tlle do have a valid hex numb,;r bebi1een A-F. 
PtlSH ACC 
ClR c 
SUBS A,lHOH ; Should set the earn. 
JC INHlB ; Ju111P if Passed hst 
SETI! IIIHF 
INHJB: POP ACC 
PUSH ACC 
ClR c 
SUBS A,#OAH : Should not set carry 
JNC HIH1C ; Jump if 900<1 number 
SETB INHF 
INl·UC: POP ACC 
Jt1P IMilD 
Jiere till! shou Id have a number betweu1 0-9 
INHIA: POP ACC 
ClR c 
SUBB A, ll30H 
Check to see if �e have a va 1 id number beh1een 0-9, 
INH1E: 
INHID: 
INHIG: 
PUSH ACC 
ClR c 
SUBB A,#OAH ; Shoul� set carr·.-
JC iNHlE l JuttP if good 
SETB 
POP 
JNB 
� 
RET 
INHF 
ACC 
INHF, HIH1G : Jump if no �rror 
A,STORE ; Restor-e ascii value if error 
This r-outine c:ied:s. to see if the ext..r·nal -b!Jffer t.as ov�rfl o�i,d, 
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LDC OBJ 
05BC COEO 
OSBE EF 
05BF BSB345 
05C2 EE 
05C3 B58241 
05Cb 020F 
05CS E583 
05CA B4200A 
OSCO E532 
OSCF 840005 
0502 903FF9 
OSDS C107 
05D7 E,,"2 
05D9 C3 
OSDA 9407 
05DC F5S2 
OSDE ESS3 
OSEO 9400 
05E2 F533 
05E4 7400 
OSE6 C3 
05E7 9582 
05E9 F55E 
LHJE 
1694 
1695 
1696 
1697 
lt98 
169? 
1700 
1701 
1702 
1703 
1704 
1705 
1706 
1707 
1708 
1709 
1710 
1711 
1712 
1713 
1714 
1715 
1716 
1717 
1718 
1719 
172<J 
1721 
1m 
1m 
1724 
1725 
1726 
1727 
1728 
1729 
1730 
1731 
1732 
1733 
1734 
1735 
1736 
1737 
1738 
1739 
1740 
1741 
1742 
1743 
SOURCE 
Overflobl of the external buffer occurs when the Put Pointer e'!uals 
the get P•nnter !OPTR=R7,R6) after a bYh has beer, Put into the 
external buffer by PUTHI, If ovarflow occurs, this rC1utine sets 
the OVFF flag and thH1 backs the Put Pointer- !OPTR) uP by 7. 
This makes way so that an end r,f word arid an end ,;if file marker 
can be Put into the external buffer. This routina, does not Put these 
markers into the ext...rri.1.l buffer be-cause this routine is called r19ht 
after PUTIN, and Putting in th�se Mrkers in·,olves usins PUTlN. 
If the act of Puttin, in c,ne of thesa �rkers caused the overflow 
and if this routine also Put in these m.rkt>rs, we would get a 
ne.ver ending cycle. I don�t 111ant this to haPPen. 
0\/FC: P\JS!l ACC 
'10V 
CJf,£ 
NOV 
C.11£ 
A,R7 
A,DPH,OVFl 
A,R6 
A,IJ'l.,OVFl 
Here � have found that D?TR=R7,R6 
; 1111111 HH·tH:HH EX"fC"JlNAL RAM QIJERFLOW HIHffttfftttHH-f 
SETB OVFF ; Indicah ovt>rfl obi 
Hust cht>ck if DPTR=Xl'!BEG {external memory be9inningJ 
NOV A,DPH 
CJNE A,lt(HJGH XHBEGJ,OIJF2 
MOV A,DFL 
CJNE A,#CLOH XNBEGJ,OVF2 
Here �e have found that DPTR=XMBEG 
NOV DPTR,i(lHEND-7J 
AJMP OVFl 
Here 1:1e have found that DPTROXMBEG 
OVF2: NOV 
CLR 
SUBB 
'10V 
MOV 
SUBB 
'10V 
A,D?L 
c 
A,lt7 
DPL,A 
A,DPH 
A, IIO 
DPH,A 
; Subtract an�· carrr 
Noit Ille: must check to see if DPTR is bli thin ext buffer rar,se afhr the 
subtraction. 
M0V A, lHLO'.S XMBEGJ 
CLR C 
SUBB A,DPL 
MOV STORE,A 
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Store Possible LO t,yt� to s!Jbtract 
fro1r1 XMEND. 
LOC OBJ 
05EB 7420 
0$1 9583 
05EF 4016 
05F1 904000 
OSF4 COEO 
05F6 E582 
05F8 C3 
05F9 955E 
o� FSs2
05FD DOEO
05FF F55E
OW! E583
0603 955E
0605 F5S3
OW7 OOEO 
0609 22 
LINE 
1744 
1745 
174b 
1747 
1748 
1749 
1750 
1751 
1752 
17S3 
1754 
1755 
1756 
1757 
1758 
1759 
1760 
1761 
1762 
1763 
1764 
1765 
1766 
1767 
1768 
1769 
1no 
1n1 
1m 
1m 
1n4 
ins 
1n6 
1m 
ins 
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SOURCE 
MOV A, IHfiIGH XMBEGJ 
SUBB A,DPH 
JC OVF! : Jum;, if DPTR } Xl1EEG (al ls okl 
Here DPTR is not 111i tl',in ext buffer raMI': after sobtractir,!1 7 above. 
MOV 
PUSH 
HOV 
CLR 
SUBB 
HOV 
l'1lP 
MOV 
MOV 
SUBB 
MOV 
Dl'ffi,#XMEND 
ACC 
A,DPL 
c 
A,STORE 
DPL,A 
ICC 
STORE,A 
A, IIPH 
A,STORE 
IIPH,A 
; Store HO byte to subtract from 
l X/1�. 
: Get HO b'th to subtract from X/1.END, 
The dita Poir.ter nolll has the c�rrect memory value, 1:1ithin the ext buffor 
ran,e. 
OVFJ: l'1lP ACC 
REI 
!VERSION 4,21
:JIM KE.OLER
;S/30/85
am 
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SYMBOi.. TABLE LISTING -----
N A 11 E 
ACC • • •  ,
ACl1D • -·
ATHl • 
ATH2 
ATHR , • •  
ATHRC. 
ATHRR, • •  
BCl'ID , , , 
ma..r . .
Ill' • • 
BGI/, • 
BOOT • 
BPF • •  . .
BPfZC • • •
BTHRC. , , 
BUFR ' • , 
�.ORO • • •
CHECK • • •
am ... 
CNTR • • , 
CON! • . .
COIIVERT • •  
CR . .  • 
OACND • •  
DATAOUT, 
OETl • , 
DET2 . .
nm . . 
DETb • , , 
DITTCT • •  
DP!, • . .
DPAR 
�'H • •  
DPL 
DSCIIO. 
DSPCND . .
DSPF ,, 
EOF • •  
Ea.JM • 
EWORD. 
. . 
FIL!. . .  
FIUI . . .  
GDCJiD. , • 
GOF. , • , 
GET! • • 
GETZ . •. 
T Y PE 
D ADDR 
NUHB 
B ADDR 
C ADOR 
C ADDR 
D ADDR 
D ADDR 
C ADOR 
NUl1B 
C ADOR 
B ADOR 
C ADOR 
C ADDP. 
MJMB 
MJMB 
O ADDR 
B ADDP. 
C ADOR 
C ADOR 
C ADOR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADOR 
NUNB 
f!UHB 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADOR 
C ADOR 
C ADOR 
C ADOR 
C ADDR 
C ADOR 
D ADDR 
D ADDR 
NUNB 
IIUl'a 
B ADDR 
NUMB 
NUNB 
C iiODR 
C ADDR 
C ADOR 
NUNB 
B ADOR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
VAL U E ATTRIBUTES 
OOEOH A 
00281 A 
0021H.6 A 
03D!H A 
03CAH A 
OOSBH A 
005CH A 
03BBH A 
0026H A 
03F2H A 
0021H.O A 
O!CEH A 
01E6H A 
0007H A 
OOOFH A 
005DH A 
0020H.l A 
0395H A 
03DF'H A 
02FEH A 
02EEH A 
04SIH A 
046FH A 
OOODH A 
002CH A 
0468H A 
03SFH A 
037EH A 
03.AAH A 
03B1H A 
03511! A 
0544H A 
053DH A 
0083!1 A 
OOB2H A 
0029!! A 
002BH A 
0021H,3 A 
C024H A 
002AH A 
039FH A 
04SbH A 
0444H A 
0022H A 
0021H.4 ii 
04C7H A 
04reH A 
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N AN E T Y P E VALUE ATTRIBUTES 
GETOUT , , C ADOR 04A9H A 
GPAF .  B ADOR OQ22Y,O A 
GTSC11D , , f\U<B 002SH A 
GTSF • • • B ADDR 0021H.2 A 
HCRDY • • • B ADDR 0020H.5 A 
HEX. C ADDR 04S4H A 
Il , , . , C ADDR 0109H A 
110 • •• •  C ADDR 016EH A 
IlOA . .  , C ADOR 017CH A 
111, , , . C ADDR 017EH A 
ll!A •• • C ADDR 0189!! A 
112. , • •  C ADOR O!SBH A 
I12A • • • C ADDR 0196H A 
113 • • • •  C ADDR 019SH A 
!13A • • •  C ADDR OlA.,'H A 
I 14, • , , C ADDR OlASH A 
l14A •• • C ADBR 01BOH A 
!15. C ADDR 018".H A 
!!A, • •  • C ADDR OllSH A 
12 , , , • C ADDR OllEH A 
120 • • • .  C AIJDR OlC?H A 
121 • • • •  C ADDR O!BbH A 
!3 • •  C ADDR 0127H A 
!2.A • •  C ADDR 012FH A 
!4 •• C ADM 013SH A 
15 • •  C ADDR 0143H A 
16 • •  C ADDR 014AH A 
l6A • •  C ADDR 0157H A 
!7 • •  C ADDR Ol59H A 
18 • C ADDR 0160H A 
19 , , C ADDR 0167H A 
IE • •  D ADDR OOASH A 
IM-I. • , , C ADDR 0561H A 
INHl , , • C ADDR 057CH A 
llJHlA, • .  C ADDR 05A6H A 
Ill'l!B. • • C ADDR 0596H A 
!NHlC. C ADDR OSAlH A 
UlHlD, C ADDR OSBUi A 
HlHlE. C ADDR 0584H A 
lf!ilG. C ADDR OSBBH A 
INHF • B ADDR 0020H • .2 A 
!NIP . . C ADDR 033DH A 
JNI!C. C ADM 0327H A 
!IPA . .. C ADDR OSIAH A 
!NTR .. C ADDR OlOOH A 
IP , • , O ADDR OOBSH A 
!TB! • • C ADDR 034AH A 
ITBCLD • C ADOR 0341,H A 
!WORD • •  C ADOR 03SBH A 
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NA 11 E 
LOOPO. • 
LOOP!. , , 
111 • , , , 
MAYBE • • •
MUXST. , 
�n.. . . . . 
NSTAAT , , 
msc.i.,n • . 
nrss . . .
llliJRD. • 
OVFI , , 
OVF2 . .
O'JFC , • 
OVFF .  
OVFl'1 • • , 
Pl , , , , 
P3 • •  
PAI. , 
. . . .
PA2. • , • 
PA3. • ' ' 
PARlf/1. 
PCMD. 
PSII. • 
PUT! • 
PUT2 
PlmN. 
REC • •  
RI , • . . 
RIF, , , , 
ROCHO 
RSO • •  
SBLf 
SCON • 
SDCMD. 
SEN! • 
SEN2 • 
S8.'3 , 
SEND 
SI(!. • 
��IPG. 
Slt.P , 
SML.Pl, 
�MLP::!. 
SM!..P3, 
SNLP4. 
. . . . . .. . 
. .
Sl'!l.PS. • • 
S�6. 
SP , , 
SP�cE. 
S?CC • 
T Y P E 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
NU�.B 
NUMB 
C ADDR 
M.•a 
D ADDR 
C ADOR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
B ADDR 
MJl1B 
D ADDR 
D ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADOR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
�MB 
D ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
B ADOR 
B ADDR 
MJl1B 
B ADDR 
D ADDR 
D ADDR 
NUMB 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C AODR 
C ADDR 
C ADOR 
C ADOR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
D ADDR 
NUMB 
D ADDR 
VALUE ATTRIBUTES 
022CH A 
0269H A 
0467H A 
0457H A 
OOOOH A 
OOOAH A 
03FFH A 
003BH A 
OOSAH A 
031CH A 
0b07H A 
05D7H A 
OSBCH A 
0021H,7 A 
002SH A 
009<JH A 
OOBOH A 
0502H A 
0504H A 
0511H A 
04DSH A 
0023H A 
OODOH A 
04"2H A 
04ASH A 
04BDH A 
052DH A 
009SH.O A 
0020H.4 A 
OOOAH A 
OODOH.3 A 
llmH A 
00,,,Jl A 
0027H A 
04-0EH A 
042CH A 
041AH A 
0404H A 
013FH A 
0255H A 
029<JH A 
0::!95H A 
029AH A 
029FH A 
02B3H A 
02DSH A 
02DEH A 
OOSlH A 
0020H A 
OOSSH A 
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NAME 
SPE., . .
ST • • • •  
STACK. 
STCMD. , 
sm, . .
SllTM • •  
STORE • • •
STZC , • , 
TBt/EW, • •  
TBOLD • • •
TCOH 
TFO. 
THO. • 
TH! • •  
THRt • 
THR2 • 
THR3 • • •
THR4 • , , 
THR5 • • •
THR6 • • •
THR7 . . 
Tl , , , , 
TIF • • • •  
TLO. , • 
lll. • •  
r.<00.
TRO. •
TRAMS.
TSAF
TSAI'!
TSCMO.
WBCMD.
WBF • •  
!,BOOT.
MORI •
WORM
XMBEG.
XIIEND. • • 
Xl1T. , • ,
TYPE 
D ADDR 
B ADDR 
D ADDR 
NU�B 
B ADDR 
O ADDR 
O ADDR 
C ADDR 
O ADDR 
O ADDR 
D ADDR 
B ADDR 
D ADDR 
O ADDR 
O ADDR 
D ADDR 
D AOOR 
O ADDR 
D AODR 
O AODR 
O ADDR 
B ADDR 
B ADDR 
O ADDR 
O ADOR 
O AODR 
B AOOR 
C ADDR 
B AODR 
O ADDR 
N\J/IB 
NUMB 
B ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
,t�B 
MIMB 
B AODR 
VAL U E ATTRIBUTES 
004EH A 
0020H,7 A 
005FH A 
0021H A 
0020H.O A 
OOSOH A 
005EH A 
0314H A 
0030H A 
001FH A 
OOS8H A 
0088H.S A 
OOSCH A 
OOSDH A 
0051H A 
0052H A 
0053/i A 
0054H A 
0055H A 
OOSbH A 
0057H A 
009DH.1 A 
0020H.3 A 
OOSAH A 
OOSBH A 
OOS9H A 
OOSSH.4 A 
0535H A 
0021H.5 A 
0059H A 
003AH A 
003DH A 
0021H. t A 
0211H A 
0443H A 
0431H A 
2000H A 
4-000H A 
0020H.6 A 
REGISTER BAfJ<(Sl USED: 0, TARGET HACHU/E!Sl: 8051 
A£SEMBLY COMPLBE, NO ERRORS FOUND 
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APPENDIX E 
Z-151 TRA!NJFK PROGRAM LISTING
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{ ftfffffH·tffH+HffHttfffftfff-HfffHHHHtHffHffffffffHHfHffft } 
{ fffffffHtfHHHfHt ffffHHfffffffHffff } 
C fffffffH·ff:!IH-HHHt Voice Recc,:initio11 S"tst,;111 
{ fftft-f+ft-1-t�ttttl-* 
ttfffttttttft++ttttff} 
tttfttttttftffttftttf} 
fHtfftftttftl!-tftttt:!I} 
IHtfttttttttH+tfttf} 
{ H+HHHHHfH·HtH ffiAI/1klFK 
{ ffffffftHHfftHHH 
PROC-RAM TRAIN { INPUT, OUTPUT); 
C UPd...ted: Ma.v 31, 1985 - Revis.ion 3,20 } 
{ Author: Jii J(i,pJer } 
{ Coauthor: Trang Ninmn } 
{ This is the Pro9ra111 that runs on the host computer during } 
C the training Phase of the voice i:-ecognition s.Ystem. } 
LABa OUT; 
CONST ENO_CND = '*'l 
END_WORD = '*' : 
FE..START = '!'; 
l1AX_SAM?LE = 65; 
OVFI'I = ''Z'; 
END_FILE = 'S'; 
CP = '?'; 
1maa = '='; 
CINTEL: '�'; 
�M = '�'; 
C Ju11P to OUT if 8751 ext huffer overfl 0111s }
C Co1r11tand to si9nih- usi.r wants to end inP1Jt } 
C End of word 1u.rker from F-E box } 
{ Stii"t lookins- for word rnDllland to F-E box } 
{ l'la:.:irium number of frues Per 111ord } 
{ Over fl 0111 1:1arker frt-111 F-E hox } 
{ End of Fi le marker from F-E hox } 
C Comai,md to si'!mify user wants. to .::harmi ! 
{ the 8751 parilllleters. } 
{ ColUland to war11 boot or reset th11 8751 } 
{ Command tQ cold hoot the 8751 } 
C Coariar1d to si!1nih user wants to boot 8751 } 
TYPE LINE.TYPE • ARRAY Cl •• 40J OF CHAR; 
C InPut line buffer } 
PARA....TYPE = ARRAY U .. 40] OF CHAA; 
C InPut line buffer, for P:i.rameter procedure } 
I/AR VOCAB: TEXTl { 1/ocabulary fih variable} 
VOCAB_FILE: STRING !19J:C Nami, of thi, vocab fili, or1 dis.k } 
�D : STRING CSO]; ( fop1Jt 111ord or end colT!llii.nd } 
SAl1PLE : ARRAY Cl •• HALSAM!'LEJ OF LINE.TYPE; 
OIJHMY : LINE.. TYPE: 
TOO-LARGE : BOOL�; 
N : INTEGER; 
6J : INTEGER; 
I, J : INTEGER; 
{ Starage for the Fra.m�s of a 111ord } 
{ Used wher. 111ord has too many frat.es 
{ Indicahs t11ord has too rta1w fr.;.l!les } 
{ Number of frames in this word } 
( Number Qf fri!.Jlles. UP to Hid of lllord marker } 
{ Loop count } 
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ACTIVE : BOOLEAN; 
CH : C1-IARl 
MHLSAMPLE : INTEGER: 
{ Indicates ,ictivih from F-E ho>: } 
{ Answer to Yes/no qui:stion } 
{ Minimum number of frames Per 1:1ord } 
SFC : INTEGER: 
0\/FF : BOOLEAm 
GOLF : BOOLEAN; 
ANS : CHAR; 
{ Number of fram�s to chop off end of lllord } 
{ 8751 ��t buffer overflow flag} 
NL. : OlAR; 
PRCCEIJtJRE INITIALIZE; 
{ Initialization Procedure } 
{ Set 111hen want to restart ma.in JooP } 
{ Answer for choice of either to } 
{ war11 bc,ot or co 1 d boot the 87S1 } 
{ Declare 1 ine hed character } 
C Set UP vocabulary file on disk to store the frames of data.} 
BEGIN 
NL := CHARUOJ i C line feed cha.ncter } 
WRJTEf'What is the na� of the ne111 voca.buh.rv Hie ? : 'J; 
READI.NfVOCABJ'ILEJ: C Name of the voca.hu 1 arY file } 
ASSIGN(VOCAB,VOCAB...ftLEJ; ( Associate VOCAB 'llith vocabulary file} 
REWRITE(VOCABJ: { Initialize the vocabular-r file} 
\tliITElOOTPUT,'Enter minimum fra.,,e count: 'J: 
READLUflNPUT ,f1IN_SAl'fLEll { Read rain frame count } 
URlTE(OUlr'IJT,'Nu;ber of frues to choP off the end of word: �i; 
READUUUIPUT,SFC) { Read nul!I of frames to ch,iP off } 
END; 
PROCEDURE A872 ! WlR LINE: LINE.. TYPEJ :.EXTERtfflL � A872. COl'V ; 
( This is an a.sstmhh lan,ua.ge routine that will send out a request} 
{ command fNU to the F-E box and then it will coll�ct a frame of 
{ data., including the /1.l a.t the end of the frame. \Jhen reading a } 
{ fra1t1e, this routine rnds in b.Ytes from Hie serial ;,ort, until a 
{ Ht. cha.rachr is received, in 'llhich c•se th� Procedure ends. } 
PROCEWlE READLHIE ( VAR LINE : LINE-TYPE J; 
{ Reads one friillle into tbe variable LINE, thi.s includes the NL } 
VAR I WTEGER; { Index into LINE } 
BEGIN 
I := 1: Ql.'FF := FALSE; { Reset overflow flag} 
A8721LINEJ; { Read in a frame of data ::-
WHILE LIIUIJ O CHARl!Ol DO { While not NL } 
BEGIN 
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} 
IF LINEIIJ = CVR! 
THEN OVFF : • TRUE: 
I := I + H 
END: 
END; 
{ Check for- over-fl 0111 m;;.rker } 
{ Jf ovl!rflow occurs thH1 set thl! } 
{ overflow flas. } 
- ) 
PROCEDURE AS7P(VAR Tt!PAR:PARA_TYPEH EXTERNAL 'A87P.COM'; 
{ This ass.iaibh' langua!.le routine will re:id in thl! parameters of thl! } 
C 87Sl. This is used in Procedure READPAAA, } 
PROCEDURE READPAAA I VAA LIMc:M<PAAJUYPEll 
{ This Procedure 111il1 read the strins of par;111iehrs fro111 the 8751 } 
{ into TI'IPAR, ihe strins is ter111foated 111i th a rn. Then this Procedure } 
{ dehtes ill the bla.nks fro111 the string and Puts the result in } 
{ LHJEOUT. Blinks occur after every t1110 characters. } 
CONST BLANK = ' ' ; 
VAA C, D : IMTEGER: 
TMPAA : PAAA_JYPE: 
BEGIN 
{ Blank character} 
{ A temPorarv array that holds the} 
{ Faraaeter dah. before any blanks } 
( are deleted} 
WRITEIJHOUTPUT, -'Now t11e are readin, in the para.mehrs'll 
C := t; 0 := H 
AS7P!TM?ARJ: { Read in 111hoh line of Parameters } 
�ILE TMPAACCl O CWIRl13J DD { If not a rn } 
BEGIN { Delete al 1 inserted blanks } 
IF TMPAAICJ O Bl.Al� THEN 
BEGIN 
Lit$OUT(Dl := TMPAR[C]; 
D:=D+l: 
END; 
c:=C+t: 
END: 
LlNl:OUTCDl := OiARC 131; 
END: 
{ Insert a CR at tlH: end ; 
PROCEDURE AS70 C VAR TEl'!PUJPUT: PARA._ TYPE l ; EXTERNAL 'A8i0. COM' ; 
• 
{ nis assembly laMUa!.le routine sends th<! fir-st character in ID!PINPUT} 
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{ out the ;eda.1 port to the 8751. Then it wa.its tor two bvtes to bi:i } 
{ Hnt, the first byte sent i� Put into T81PINPIJTr2l, the second byt� } 
{ sent is isnored, ) 
{ ----------------------) 
PROCEDUPE PARAMETEP.S; 
C This Procedure disP)ays the current 8751 paramehrs, and Hien al lows th,: } 
{ user to inPut nelll va.Jues for these Puamet.irs, Note the Paramehrs } 
{ should be entered in hexadecimal forma.t. This procedure also checks } 
C for seria.J col!lmunication i!rrors. } 
CO�JST ACMD =
DACllll =
TSCMD =
, ,. • •  �. �: 
q'; 
C Co!Mlind for averasins adjacer1t fram€is } 
{ Coll!Nnd for not averu1ins a.diacent frames } 
{ Com:iand fot collectin!:I S e:dn frames } 
{ C11mmand for not collectin!I S extra fra111es } 
VAA TE1'IP: ARRAY [! .. 7J OF STRING !80]; { Array to hold output stri1m 
BEGIN 
STOREP : PARILTYPE: ( 3751 Paruieh·rs stored hi!re } 
D™'AAA : PARA.. TYPE: 
TEl'!PWPUT : PARA.. TYPE; 
PARVALUE : STRING (80Jl { Ne'IJ parari.-t<"r from user } 
VALID BOOLEAIH { Fla!ls if inPut Parameter is valid} 
I, J 
P, KT 
IIF 
ERPF 
CUM 
INTEGER; 
INTEGER, 
IITTEGEP.: 
BOOLEANl 
CHARl 
{ serial coflllllunications error flas } 
{ First initialize output string variables} 
TEMP[lJ:= '62.S Hz':TEMP[2J:= �125 Hz'iTEl'IP[3J:= '250 Hz'; 
TEMP(4J:= '500.Hz'rTEMP[SJ:= ··1000 Hz'HEHPrcJ:= ·'2000 Hz': 
ID!P[7J:= �4000 Hz., ; 
IEJTELM!OUTPUT,'i+f-f+fttttif+i+t-tf-ftffff-if-f+t+f-ft+t�+++ttt+'l; 
HRITELJ/(OI.JTl'UT,' You have 111ade an excellent choice !!'J; 
WRITEJHOUTPUT, 'Yc,u are entering the llli9hh P:i.r:i.meter routine'); 
WRJTELNfOUTPUT,'t-t+t++++t-tttit1-1++fff++tf+l++t++t++tt-t+1+*+t-H-'J; 
READPAP.A(STOREPH { Re..d in the line of par:i.meters from 3751 � 
IIR!TELII fOUll'UTJl 
WRITELN(OI.JTl'UT, 'Currl!'nt S7S1 Par·ameters 'J; 
IIRJTELllfOUTPUTl; 
WRITEfOUTPUT,'SamP!in!:! Period value (SPERJ = 'J; 
FOR 1 := 1 TO 4 { DisPJa.y the 4 bytes of SPER } 
DO \,RJJE{OUTPUT,STOREP[I]): 
WRITEUHOUT?UTl; 
WRITE"{OtJTFUT, 'Sett! ing time constant For the 109 amp {S11.TMJ = '): 
FOR I := S TO 6 { Display the 2 bvtes �f STLTi"I } 
DO lll:ITE(OUTPUT,STOREPCIJJ: 
WRITWHOUTPUTl; 
�!F := 7! { Pointer to thresholds l.lithin Paramehr 1 in,: � 
FOR I •= 1 TO 7 DO 
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BEGIN { This loop 111ill disPlaY the 7 PD threst,olds} 
WRITE(OUTP\JT,'THR',I,' = ',' Thri:sh�ld v;ilue for band', 
f,' C',TEMPC!J,'l = 'll 
FOR J := NF TO NF+! 
DO WRITE(OL!TF'UT, STCRE?[Jl l; 
WRI'Ta"l<OUTPUTJ; 
NF := NF t 2 { Point to be9innin9 of next threshold J 
END; 
WRITEfOUlPUT,'SPCC = '); 
FOR I := 21 TO 22 C This 111ill disPlaY the 2 b¥te� of S?CC} 
DO WRITE(OUTP!JT,STOREPCIJ); 
WRITELN!OUTPUTl; 
WRITEICOJTPIH,'TSAM • 'J; 
FOR I I= Z3 TO 24 { This �ill disP!ay the 2 bYhS of TSA/1 } 
DO WP.ITECOUTPUT, STIJREPrI l 1; 
WRITELN!OUTPUTl; 
l,RITEUIIOUTPIHJ; 
WRITELN(OUTPUT,'InPut ne111 Parameters in hexadecimal format 'J: 
WRITEJ/1 OUTPUT l ; 
WRITELN ( OUTPIJTJ ; 
1JALID := FALSE; 
i.Hll.E !VALID • FALSE) DO 
BEGIN { Her! u,e inPut a ne111 value for SPER ) 
WRITE(OI.JTPUT,'SamPJing Period value ($PER) = '); 
READLN!INPUT,PMNALUE); { InPut neld value} 
IF LEl!GTH!PARVALUEl > 5 THEN C If too Jon9 } 
BEGIN 
VALID :, FALSE; 
WRITELNlOUTPUT,'Exceeded the ma,dmum length for SPER, Pl�ase rebPe! 'J; 
END 
aSE VALID :, TRUE; 
em, 
IF CO?Y!PARVAI..UE,1,!l () NL THEN { If first char not NL} 
FOO I := 1 TO 4 { Store n.e111 SPER in Parillllebr 1 ine } 
DO STOREP[IJ := COPYf PARI/ALUE, I, I); 
VALID :, FALSE; 
WHILE {VALID= FALSE) DO 
BEGIN { Here 1:1e Put in ne\lj va I ue for STLTl1 } 
lffiITE{OUTPUT,'Settlin! time con�tant for lo!.! amplifier (STLTJ1) = 'l: 
READLNIUJPIJT, PARVALUEJ; { !nPut new va 1 ue } 
IF \.ENGTH(PARVALUE> ) 3 THEN C If too lori, } 
SEGUI 
VALID := FALfEl 
WRTTELN(OUTPUT, 'Exceeded the maximum !eri9th of STLTl1, Pl ease retrPe! '); 
END 
B..SE VALID := TRUE: 
ENO; 
IF COPYCPARVALUE,1,1J O NL THEN { If first char n,:,t NL} 
BEGIN 
p := 1l 
FORI:=5T06 
DO BEGIN { St".ir� r.u STLTl1 in FaNmehr 1 ine } 
STOREPrIJ := COPY(PARVALUE,P,tl; 
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P:=P+!: 
E!ID; 
8ID: 
KT := 7: C Index to first thr&sht1!d in nrameter line} 
FCR I •= 1 TD 7 00 
BEGIN { This looP will re;i.d in the 7 new thresholds} 
VALID := FAL'.:Ei { and make sure thn are correct len9Hi } 
WHILE (VALID = FALSE) DO { Here, read in each thresho 1 d } 
BEG!ll 
WRITE(OUT?UT,'TW,I,' = ','Threshold Vilue for band', 
I,' 1',TE!1PCil,'I = 'J: 
READLN ( It.f1Jr, PARVAI..UEJ ; 
IF LENGTH<PARVALUEJ > 3 THEN 
BEGIN 
VALID := FALSE; 
C lnPut new value } 
C If too Jong} 
IIRJTEIOUTPUT,'Exceeded tho maxi111u111 len9th 12 b·rtes) for 'J; 
IJRim.N(OUTPUT,'the THRESHOLD val1Je, PIHSii rehFe! 'l: 
END 
aSE VALID •= TRUE: 
END; 
IF COPYCPARVALUE,1,1l O NL 'THEN { If inP!Jt isnt NL) 
BEGIN 
p := t: 
FDR J := KT TO KT+! 00 
BEGitl C Store ne111 threshold in Pil.rarru1hr line} 
STOREPCJl := COPVlPARVALllE,P, I l; 
p := p + H 
END; 
Els�: 
KT :: KT + 2 { Index to next threshold } 
END; 
VALlD := FALSE; 
WHILE !VALID = FALSE) 00 
BEGIN { InPut ne� SPCC value} 
WRITE I OUTPUT, 'SPCC = '); 
READLN<INPUT,PARVALUEJ: { Read Miii value) 
IF LENGTH(PARI/ALUEJ ) 3 THEN { ff toe. long } 
BEGIN 
VALID := FALSEi 
1-IUTE(OUTFUT,'E.xm·d the rw:imum length �f (2 bYtesl ')i 
WRITWHOUTPUT, 1for SPCC, Plnse reb'Pe! 'J; 
END 
aSE VALID : = rnue:: 
END; 
IF COPYlPAR'/ALUE,1,lJ OM.. TI!EN 
BEGIN 
p := 1; 
FOR I := 21 TO 22 
{ If fir;t char not M_ } 
DO BEGIN { Shre nebl SPCC in P<>Vi1met.?r 1 ine } 
STOREPCIJ := COPY{PAR!J.Oll!E,P,1); 
P := P+t 
em 
END! 
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VALID := FALSE: 
WHILE !VALID = FALSE) DO 
BEGIN { Here 1:1e input ne111 TSAM v;i.lue} 
WRITE( OUTPUT, 'TSAM = 'l; 
READUHIIIPUT, PARIJALIJE); { In Put ne1:1 va I ue ] 
IF lENGTIHPARVALUEl ) 3 TH8� { If to.,. Ions } 
BEGIN 
VAL!D •= FALSE: 
l-ffiITaN(OUTPUT,'Exceeded the m�imum len9th of !2 byt�s) for', 
' the TSAM value, P11'il.Se rehpe 1 'J; 
END 
aSE VALID •= TRUE: 
END: 
IF COPYCPARVALUE, 1, 1l C rt. TI9 
BEGIN 
p := t: 
FOR I := 23 TO 24 
{ If first char not r-.t } 
00 BEGIN C Store ne� TSAM value in Parameter line} 
STOREPCJ1 := COPYf PARVALUE,P, Il; 
P:=P+l; 
END! 
END: 
{ Send out the ne111 ParMehrs to 8751 and cor.ip:ire for } 
{ comcnmication for rirror. } 
ERRF := FALSE; 
FOR I := 1 TO 24 
DO BEGHI 
TelPINPt!Tr I J: =STOREPC I J: 
TE!'IPUIPUH2l: ='!' : 
AS70CTB1PINPUTJ; { Send out first b'lte and receive echo } 
IF 1'El'!?It...Mr 1 l O IDIPWPUH2J TH8-J 
BEGIN 
WRJTElNIOUTPUT,'+*f.fttftttt+ttfftt+tt+tttttttt-!'f-ftttt'li 
WRITEIJHOIJTPUT,'I aJII sorrv to inform 'l'OU that 111e'li 
WRITELN!OUTP'JT,'have a serial CMaiunication error-!'J: 
WRITB..NfOUTPUT,'+++f�****lif+fttt+fttti!f+tttttffftt'): 
ERRF := TRUE; 
END: 
IF ERF.F = TRUE THEN I := 24: 
END; 
{ This Part of the Pirameter Procedure 111ill 9ive the user some oPtions, } 
{ and tllen 11,1ill iss1n the co.:lllllinds to the 375"1 based on user re�Ponse. } 
IF ER.RF= FALSE THEN C If no communication error } 
BEGIN 
\..RlTELN!OUTPUT,'Avera9� ad.Jac�nt froimes (Y/Nl? ·'); 
READIJJ < INPUT, COl1 l ; 
IF (CON = 'Y') OR (COM = �v') THEN 
WRITE<LST,�£1); 
IF !COM= 'N'l OR CCC11 = 'n'l THEN 
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END< 
WRITEILST ,DACl1Dl: 
WRITaN(OUTPIJT,'Collect 5 fr-am.es afhr the end of word {Y/Nl ? '); 
READUH!NPUT ,0Jl1); 
IF CCCI'! = 'Y' l OR {COM = 'y'J THEN 
WRITE{LST,TSCMOJ; 
IF (COM = ·'W l OR {COM = 'n') THEN 
�JJUTE(LST,UTSCHD); 
1otm, 
C This is the ii.in Progra;i, ruPonsible for running the training l"hi!.se } 
{ of the voice recosnition sYsto:rn. From h<!r<!, the user can give a } 
{ cornntind to change the 875Is F>arameters, or the user can boot the 87'51, } 
{ This Progra11 also checks to see if the fra1t1e count is ttetlieen MALSAMPLE } 
{ and MHLSHl'IPLE. If it isn't, ,ipproPri.ita actio-ns a.re taken: if it is, } 
{ the frirles i.ri? stored in the, vocabulan fih. } 
BEGHI { Main Pr09ri!.m } 
WRI'1'ELN(OIJTP1.IT 1 'fff-HH:H+HffffHfH • 11_!.l lHHfff++fffHHHfffft:Hff') i 
WRITBJllOUTPUT,'HHHfffff The trainin9 Pha.sE' has started IIUll!Hf++'): 
WRITELN(OUTPUT! 'ft+-t+t'fff*f�f�+ftff'+i'fftttfff+Hfttfff:HfHftf++++'): 
INITIALIZE; C Initialize this Pro9ra11 } 
REPEAT ( Co11taiind 1 ooP } 
GW' <= FALSE: 
WRITEl..tHOLllPUT,'TYPe in the word {"tR to exit or "?• to')i 
WRITE(OUTPUT, 1change 8i51 Pa.ramehrs or •r,.� to boot 8751): '); 
READUHHM,1-lCRDH { Get hP-.!d input} 
IF l(IRD = Cf' THEN { If we wa.nt to chan9e the PetametC/rs } 
PAAA11ETERS { Chan9e 8751 Paramehrs J 
8..SE IF WORD = WORM THEN { !ierC/ th-.! user wants to boot the 8751 
BEGIN 
WRITE(OUTPUT,'Harm boot the 8751 {Y/11!)? -'J; 
READUI < INPUT, ANS l ; 
IF CANS= ,y;) Cfl (ANS= ;y;I THEN 
WRITEILST,RIMm.J 
8..SE IF !HUS= 'IVJ OR (ANS = 'n'l THEN 
END 
BEGIN 
WRJTE{OUTF'UT,'Cold boot the 8751 (Y/Nl? '); 
READlN(JlruT",ANSJ; 
IF (ANS= 1Y'l OR (ANS= 'y') TilEN 
WRITE(LST, CINTELl; 
END: 
ELSE IF WORD O 8lD_C.MII THEN { If 11:e didn't h-Pe the t'nd command } 
BEGIN 
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• 
N := OJ' C Initialiie frame c1>urit} 
�JRITEUl(OUTPLIT,'SaY the i:iord hPed ab1>•1-? into thf: micr0Phor1e,.,); 
WRITELN(OlfTPlrT,'Hev bud, this llle'l.ns YOU! 'JI 
WRITE(LST,F£..STARTJ: C Tell F-E box to- start looking for a 1wd} 
TOO-LARGE := FALSE; { Init flags } 
ACTIVE := FALSE: 
OVIT<= FALSE; 
I?l!MMY[ 1l : = ' ' ; 
REPEAT 
{ Init first bi·te of dummy fr.am� } 
{ Here we read in all the- frames UP to the } 
{ end of 1;1ord 1tar-ker-. } 
IF H < l'I\LSAMPLE THEN 
BEGIN C This executes lllhen not too manv frames } 
N := N + H { UPda.te frame count } 
REArt.INE!SAMPLErNJJ: 
{ Read one frame from the F-E box } 
IF OVFF = TRUE Tl!EN { If 9751 ext buffor overfloi,} 
BEGIN 
WRITELN(OUTPUT, '9751 ext buffer h:i.s overflo111ed ! ! 'l; 
lrlUTEfLST,RINTELll { Reset the 8751 } 
GOLF := TRUE: { Fla, to get out of this 1 oop :i.nd } 
{ rutart the mairi looP. } 
IF GGLF = lllUE THEN GOTO OUT: 
END; 
IF t.lJT ACTIVE THEN 
BEGIN { Executes onl'f when Ille .iet the first frame } 
WRITELN(CUTPUT,'ttu:1- Somethin, detechd at l'lic :1-HH'J; 
ACTIVE •= lllUE 
em; 
END 
aSE 
BEGIN { Executes when � ,et too SNnY frames } 
READlntECDUl't"IYli { Throw a111aY frame since too many fral!les} 
IF OVFI' = 11lUE THEN 
BEGIN C Executes onlv if 8751 ext buf has overfl�wed} 
WRJTELN(OUTPUT, '8751 �xt bufhr overflou1 !! 'J: 
WRITE(LST,RUHaJ: { Reset 8751 } 
GOLF := TRUE; 
IF GOLF= TRUE THEN GOTO OUT; C Restart main loop} 
END: 
TOO-LMGE := TRUE { Indicate too lflaRY frames } 
END; 
UNTIL (SAMPLEOl,Jl=-ENILWORDJ OR { Until end of WClrd marker Found} 
fOUl't1YrtJ=elD_\.IOROl; 
IF IIOT GOLF THEN 
BEGIN 
{ EW holds fr:i.me count uP to end of word } 
C m.rker-. } 
IF N < MIN..SAlf'LE THEN 
BEGIN { Here Ide detect 111e tiave too few fr-1mes } 
WRITELN!OUTPUT,'Word too short 1 InPut it11'iored.'J; 
IIUTEILST,RINTB..r; 
ENO { Send warm boot command to 8751 } 
asE IF TG0-1.ARGE THEN 
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BEGIN ( Her-e we detect we hava, too man'i' hama,s } 
WRITELN(OIJTPUT,'�lord too Jong! InPut i!lnored.'J; 
WRITE1LST,RHffEL.J; { P.es<1t tho f,751 } 
ENO 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
REPEAT { Here we ra,ad Frames afhr tha, a,r,d of word } 
( marker, UP till tha, er,d of file mar-ker } 
N := N ;. H ( KetP track of the total number ,,f frames } 
REHDLINEfSAAPLErN)li C Read a fr.a:rie of data. } 
IF OVFF = TRUE THEN ( If 8751 ext buffer c1Va,rf10111 } 
BEGnl 
WRITEUHOUTPUT, '8751 ext buffor over fl 0111 ! � 'J: 
�JTEfLST,RINTEL.J: { Reset 8751 } 
GOLF := TRUE: 
IF GOIF = TRI£ THEN GOTO OOH 
END; 
UMTJL fSA?1Pl.ErN,1J = 8.'D....Fll.Eli { Until end of file} 
IF NOT GOLF THEM 
BEGIN 
!.IRITELN(OUTl'UT,'Uould rou like to store this ProtohPe? '); 
RfADl.N{JNPUT,CHJ: { Get answer } 
IF (CH='Y') OR ICH='r'l 
THEN 
BEGIN { Here ue store the fraaiu into the } 
( vocabulary file } 
WRJTELN(OUTPUT, 'Storim:1 '.�ORDl: 
!.IRJTELN(VOCAB,IJORD); C Store hxt word in Hie} 
IF !H-EWJ ) SPC THEN { If the number of frames } 
C after end of word marke� is �ra,ater tllan tile } 
{ number of fralf,es to choP c,ff tile word } 
BEGIN 
FCll I •= I TO N-SPC-1 00 
BEGIN 
J l= o:
· REPEAT
J:=J+l:
ENO: 
WRITEIVQr.AB,s.AMPLECI,Jll { Ead bvte } 
UNTIL SAMPL.Erl,Jl=Nli { Until r.nd of frame} 
YRJTEfVOCAB,END-FILEJ l 
{ Insert end of file marker in vc,cab fil�}
WRITE {IJOCAB, fl.l; 
ENO 
a� BEGIN { IF tile num�er of frames afhr end } 
{ of 111ord llli.rker is Jess tllan ttir. M,1mber of } 
{ frues to choP off thi? word } 
FOR I := 1 TO N�SPC-2 DO 
BEGIN 
J := o:
REPEAT 
J:=J+t: 
IJRITE(VOCAB,SAMPLErI,,.lll { Each byte } 
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EIID 
UITTll SAl'IPLErI,JJ=NL; { Until end 9f frame } 
ENDl 
WRITE (VOCAB, END_!JORDl; 
{ Insert end 1'f word marker in vocab file } 
t.lRITECVOCAB, 111.. l; 
WRITE(VOCAB, END_FILE'l; 
{ Insert end of filt' marker in vc .. ::.b file} 
\.IRITEfVOCAB, NU; 
END; 
ELSE WRITELN(OIJTPUT, 'In Put ignored!' l 
END 
END; 
OUT: ENO 
END 
UNTIL WORD • END_CHD; 
{ Jump here when 8751 ext buffer overflows } 
( Unti 1 end command dehcted } 
WRJTEUHOUTPUT, 'The traini n9 Phoise has no111 ended,' J; 
CLDSelVOCABll 
em. c 5-31-es - JFK } 
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; PROCEDURE A871,ASM 
CUDE SEGMENT 
ASSU11E CS:CODE 
A87 PROC NEAR 
M� BP 
MOV BP,S? 
LES DJ,[B?+4l 
MOV DX,03FDH 
IN Al.,DX 
AND Al.,01 
JZ = 
MOV DX,03F8H l READ PORT TO Cl.£AR !<NY C,AABAG 
IN AL,DX 
ovoo: MOV DX,03FSH : OUTPUT PORT ADDRESS 
MOV AL,OAH 
OOT DX, AL ;SEND <tO OOT TO PORT 
MOV DX,03FDH :ADD.RESS OF LINE STATUS 
l21 rn AL,DX ;GET STATUS 
AND AL, 20H !SEE IF HORD HAS Bro! SENT
JZ L2 :IF NOT WAIT TILL IT HAS BEEN
L3: HOV DX,03FDH 
LI: IN AL,DX :GET STATUS 
AND AL,01 :LOOK AT otlLY DATA READY 
JZ LI :KEEP POLLING TILL CHAR RECEIVED 
HOV DX,03FBH 
IN AL,DX ;GET CHAR 
MOV ES•BYTE PTR[DIJ,AL ;STORE IN ARRAY 
INC DI ;GO TO NEXT SPACE IN ARRAY 
CMP AL,MH ; OlECK FOR NBS LitlE 
JE OUT! : IF SO, EXIT 
�JERI: CMP AL,ODH ; CHECK FOR <CR) 
� L3 : IF SO, EXIT 
OUT!: HOV SP,B? 
P11P EP 
Sfl 4 
A87 ENDP 
CODE a�os 
EN!l 
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; PROCEDURE A870.AS.1 
CODE SEGMENT 
ASSUME CS<CODE 
A87 PROC NEAR 
PUSH BP 
HOV BP.SP 
LES DI,rBP+4J 
MlJV DX,03FDH 
IN AL,DX 
AND Al, OlH 
JZ OVER2 
MOV DX,03FSH 
IN Al,OX 
OVER2: MOV Al,ES:BYTE PTRCDIJ :!3ET FIRST CHAR 
MO'I DX,03FSH ;OUTPUT PORT ADDRESS 
OUT DX,AL : OUTPUT CHM TO PORT 
MlJV DX,03FDH I ADDRESS OF LINE STATUS 
L2: IN AL,OX ;GET STATUS 
AA� Al,20H :SEE IF WORD HAS BEEN SENT 
JZ L2 ;JF NOT WAIT TILL IT HAS BEEN 
INC DI :ADDRESS OF NEXT BYTE IN ARRAY 
u: MOV DX,03FDH 
IN AL,DX :GET STATUS 
AND AL,01H 
JZ Ll 
MlJV DX,03F8H 
IN AL,DX 
MOV ES<BYTE PTRCD!l,AL 
MlJV DX,03FDH 
L4: IN AL,DX 
AND Al,OlH 
JZ L4 '°" DX,03F8H 
IN AL,DX 
MOV SP,BP 
POP BP 
RET 4 
A87 ENOP 
CODE ENDS 
END 
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; PROCEDURE AS7P,ASN 
CODE SEGMENT 
ASSUME CS:CODE 
A87 PROC NEAR 
PUSH BP 
MDV BP,SP 
!.£3 DI,tBP+4l 
NOV DX,03FlJH 
m AL,DX 
AtID AL,01 
JZ OVER2 
NOV DX,03F8H ; READ BUFFER TO CillR ANY GARB 
IN AL,DX 
OVER2: NOV DX,03FSH ; OUTPlfl' PORT ADDRESS 
IOJV AL,23H 
OOT DX,AL t SEND 'I" OUT TO PORT 
MOV DX,03FDH ; ADDRESS OF L!� STATUS 
L.Z: IN AL,DX ;GET STATUS 
AND Al,208 :SEE JF WORD HAS BEEN SENT 
JZ l2 < IF MJT �IT TILL IT H1S BEEN 
L3• MOV DX,03fllH 
LI: IN AL,DX <GET STATUS 
AtID AL,01 :LOOI< AT ONLY DATA READY 
J1 LI ;KEEP POLLING TILL CHAR RECEII/ED 
tioV DX,03F8H 
IN Al,DX :GET CHAR 
r,)1/ ES:BYTE PTRrDIJ,AL :STORE Ul ARRAY 
INC DI ; GO TO NEXT SPACE IN AliRAY 
CMP AL,OAH :CHECI< FOR ,JEii LINE 
JE OUT! -:IF SO, EXIT 
0\/ERl: CMP AL,ODH ;CHECK FOR (CR) 
JNE L3 ; IF SO, EXIT 
OUT!: NOV SP,BP 
POP BP 
RET 4 
AS7 ENOP 
CODE ENDS 
END 
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APPENDIX F 
Z·l51 RMATCH5 PROGRAM LISTING 
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{ ff:1-ffl*l**ff*�+lti-l+*ffffffffftt+ff�*fffff,ff,ffffff-t.fffffffffffff} 
{ fff+HHfffHffffffH ffHfHHHff+H:1-HH } 
( fffffHf+HtfffffHff Vl)iCe Reco9nition SYStf!m HffffHfH-lfHHHHf } 
{ ft+fffffiff:1-fffffft-lff 
{ Hf-ffffff'lffff+f++tf+ 
{ ff+ffffffffff+ffHff+ 
{ fff+*Hffffffffffffff 
RMATCH5 
6-04-85
Hffff-tffffffffft,Jif*i!-} 
fffffffHfHfff�fHff} 
fHHfHHHfHHfH,t } 
f+fffffffffffftffffff} 
PROGRAM RECOON f INPUT, OUTPUT J ; 
CONST INF -1llST a 327,17: 
HSCORE = 255: 
NALSAMl'LE a 55: 
N...BPF = 7; 
rue= a: 
tLa.11 = IS; 
MAL VOCAB =36: 
FE..START = I! I; 
ENII_WORD = "+'; 
B.*D..FILE = 'S'l 
{ LARGEST INTEGER 1JALL!E } 
C MAXIMUl'I SA!'IPLES PER HORD J 
C NUl'IBER OF ENERGY BANDS l 
{ MJMBER OF ZERO CROSSING BANDS ( INCLUDES MICJ } 
C N_BPF+N_ZC, Nl.11'1BER OF ELEi"lENTS HI A FRAME } 
C MAxrl'IUN LISRAAY SIZE } 
( STARTS F-E CONVERSION l 
( END Cl' WORD MARKER l 
( END Cl' Fl LE MARKER l 
TYPE TINE..SAMPLE = ARRAY [l •• N..E!.Hl OF BYTE; { ONE: FP.AME OF DATA } 
:AMPLE = ARRAY Cl .. MALSAM?I.El OF TIME_SA."!Pt.£: ( l.,r(IRD PATIERll } 
LU,'E..TYPE = ARRAY !1 .. 4<.ll OF CHAR; ( INPUT LINE BUFFER} 
BA�ID-SAl'F.LE = ARRAY U •• MALYOCAB, t..�LBPFJ OF INTEGER; 
ws_SAf'IPLE = ARRAY (1 •• MALVOCAB] OF INTEGER: 
VAR VOCAB : TEXT: { LIBRARY FILE, HOLDS PATTERNS FOR WORDS } 
VOCAB..FILE : STRINGC1?H <INPUT LIBRARY FILE NAME } 
FILENAME2 : STRJNG(19H { COl'l?ARISON FILE NHl'IE } 
VOCA92 : TEXT: C COMPARISON FILE WORD PATTERNS } 
.C..FlLES : ARRAYU .. 10] OF ST!UNGC12li ( DESIRED COMPARISON FILES J 
Cl'!01,CMD2,Ct1D3,Dm16,CI1015 : CHAR; { USER COMMANDS } 
NL : CHAR; { REPRESENTS ASCII VALUE FOR A NEWl.!NE } 
OV ..FLAG : H.!TEGER; C 8751 BUFFER CVERFLOIJ FLAG } 
N_WORDS : JITTE'GERl { NUNBER OF WORDS IN LIBRARY } 
WORDS : ARRAY (1, .MALVOCABJ OF 
RECORD {DATA STRUCTURE FOR HOLDINti EACH WORD } 
N : INTEGER; £ NI.IMBER OF FRAMES } 
TXT : STRING C::OJ; { TE1T STRING OF THIS �RD } 
DAT : SAMPLE ( WORD PATTERN ) 
e,m; 
l'L.ADJ : INTEGER; ( M'AXIMUJ'I BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT FOR TIME-!�ARPING } 
l'IULSAHP!.E : INTEGER; { 11lNIMUH NI.IMBER OF FRAr.ES P� !·!ORD } 
S?C : INTEGER: . ( SILENCE PERIOD COUNT FRDH FE BOX ) 
ZC-VAL : INTEGER; { ZERO CROSSING TIME-wARPING SCORE } 
ZC..0 : ARRAY C1 .. 11ALSAMPLE,1 .. 11ALSAl'IPLEJ OF INTEGER; 
C ZERO CROSSING TIHE-HARPING DISTANCE ARRAY } 
D : AflAAY U .. MA:CSAMPLE, 1 .. l'!ALSAMPLEJ OF INTEGER; 
{ BAND PASS ENERGY TIME-WARPING DISTAtlC'E ARRAY } 
C_INDX : INTEGER; { INDEX IN C_FilES TO DENOTE !-IHAT COMPARffDN J 
{ FILE IS CURREl'ITL '! BEING USED } 
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WIDX : INTEGERl 
BDSUl'I : PAA!!LSAMPLEl 
WDSUM : ws_sAMPLEl 
.E...CR_zc. l CHAR; 
WARPFR : INTEGER: 
WARPFR2 : INTEGERl 
THRl : INTEGER: 
THR2 : INTEGU<: 
THR3 : INTEGERl 
THR4 : INTEGER: 
FRM_THR : !IITEGER: 
REC_DIF2 : INTEGER; 
REC_flIF3 : INTEGER: 
REC_fllF4 : INTEGER: 
RIGHTON INTEGER: 
MJI! INTEGER: 
MNSFLAG : HlTEGER: 
F1.llFLAG : INTEGER l 
FUI.LFl.AG2 : INTEGER; 
{ INDEX WHICH DENOTES WHAT WORD INTO THE } 
C COl'IPARISOl'J FILE IS BEING LOOKED AT } 
{ HOLDS THE TOTAL ENERGY IN E.4CH BAND OF EACH IJORD } 
C HOLDS THE TOTAL ENERGY OF EACH IJORD ) 
{ FLAG FOR 08/0TING !�HETI-!ER ENERGY OR ZERO } 
{ CROSSINGS ARE SVPPOSED TO BE TIME-IJAF.PED} 
C HOLDS liHAT BAND THE l�ARPING JS, TD START AT } 
{ HOLDS WHAT BAND THE WARPING IS TO ENO AT ! 
C UPPER THRESHOLD FOR MATC1i1 SCORES } 
( UPPER �ESHOLD FOR NATCH2 SCORES} 
{ U?PER 7HRESHOLD FOR NATCH3 SCORES } 
{ UPPER THP.E£HOLD FOR MATCH4 SCORES} 
{ MAXIl"IUl'l ALLOWABLE FRAl'tE DIFFERENCE BET!lEEN WORDS } 
{ DIFFERENCE THRESHOLD FOR GOING TO 1,1ERIFY STAGE } 
( DIFFERENCE THRESHOLD FOR DETEru11NG A WORD } 
C AFTER STME 3 l 
( DIFFERaa THRESHOLD FOR DETERMING A WORD J 
( AFTER STAGE 4 l 
( FLAG TO INDICATE IF LIBRAAY SHOULD BE ls'RITTEN } 
{ BACK TO THE DISK FILE } 
{ MJl'1BER FOR WEIGHTED AVERAGING OF llAVES } 
{ INDICATES IF AN ERRANT READING �IAS READ } 
( FRON DISK FOR A IKIRD PATTERN ) 
C FLAGS FCR UJDICATING IF 1lE LIBRARY } 
C IS FllLL } 
PROCE!JLl<E READLINE ( VAA F : TEXT: VAA LINE : LINE.. TYPE l: 
( READS IN ONE LINE IFRAHEl INTO AN ARRAY OF CHAR ILll.£1, TERMINATING 
WITH <JD FRON THE TEXT FILE PASSED THROUGH F } 
VAA I : INTEGER: 
BEGIN 
I := O; 
REPEAT 
I := I + H 
P.EAD<F, LINECIJ J; 
UNTIL LINE!ll"'L: 
END: 
{----------------------} 
PROCEDURE cot-NERT f LINE : LINE..TVPE: VAR AAY : SAl".PLE; S : INlEGER; 
VAR MNSA..AG : INTEGERH 
{ CONVERT THE INPUT ASCII CHARS IN L!NE (RE?F:ESENTS ONE FRAME CF DATA) FROM 
ASCII TO ITS MJMERIC VALUE AND STORES IN ROW S OF PASSED ARY. 
IF 7. IS FOll'ID THEM A .BUFFER OVERFLOW CONDITION OCCl.!RRED IN THE 8751 BUFFER 
AND IT FLAGS THIS BY S.ETIING Tr!E OV-FLAl3=1, IF AT �y TIME A 1'1EGATIVE 
VALUE IS READ FOR AN ENERGY OR mro CROSStt:G VALUE, OR A VALL1E \.IH!CH IS 
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GR@TLY DIFF"dlENT THAl'l Ill THE PREVIOUS FAA'!E, THEN THE MNSFLAG !S SET. 
THIS �PPENS WHEN A BYTE HAS BEEN LOST FROM A FRAME DURHIG TI-!E TRAUJHJG 
PHAf.'E } 
VhR I : INTEGER: 
ITNEG : INTEGER: 
AJNCTION HEX f CH : CHPR ) : INTEGER; 
{ CO!NERT HEX DIGIT HI ASCll TO nm:GER ) 
BEGIN 
IF (0!)='0') ANO (CH(='9'l 
THEN HEX:= ORD(CHl - ORDf'O'l { 0 •• 9} 
El.SE HEX := ORD<CHl - ORDl'A'l + 10; { A .. F} 
END; 
OCGIN 
MNSFl..AG:=O; 
FOR I •= I TO N..EUt 00 OCGIN 
IF (LINErI+I-1]='7.') OR (LINE!I+fl='7.'l TiiEN OV-FL.AG:=li 
ITIEG := HEX(LINECI+I-lJI * 16 + HEX(LINE[l+IJJ: 
ARYCS, Il:=IJNEG; 
IFS) 1 rnEN IF ABSCARY(S-1,11-ITNEGJ) � THEN MNSFLAG:=t; 
IF ITNEG < 0 OOl MNSFLAG:=t; 
EIID; 
END; 
PROCEDURE IHITIALIZE; 
{ READ IN 1.BRARY FILE. SET PARAMETERS TO THEIR DEFAULT VALUES. } 
VAR I,J,K : I!ITEGERt 
rwiEl : STRINGC20J; 
NAMED : STRirm20J; 
OlR : OS.Ml 
LINE : LHlE.. TYPE; 
BEGIN 
C LOOP VARIABLES } 
{ TEXT STRING CF A LIBRARY WORD } 
( rnE TEXT STRING rn UPPERCASE' } 
C STORAGE VARIABLE } 
{ AN ARRAY TO HOLD A FRAME OF DATA } 
IJRITEf'WHAT IS THE LIBRARY FIL£ NAME ? 'J; 
READUllVOCAB_F!LEJ; 
ASSIGN(VOCAB, 1,0CAB_FILEJ: 
RESET( 1JOCABJ; 
FOR K:=1 TO MALSAMPt..E 00 C CLEAR AARAYS D AND zc_D } 
FOR J:=1 TO MAL:AMPLE DO C WRBO DOES f.(IT CLEAR AfiRAYS } 
BEGIN 
D{K,Jl:=01 
zc...orK,J1:=0: 
ENO; 
FOR K:=l TO 40 00 
LINE!KJ:=' -'; 
{ CLEAR ARR.�Y LINE } 
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NL:= CHAR!IOH 
RIGHTON :;Q; 
NUH := 4: 
{ SET NL TO ASCII NESLINE } 
THR!:=40; 
THR2:=25; 
THR3:=8: 
REC-DIF2:=8l 
REUlIF3: .S; 
REC..DIF4:a4; 
THR4:=10; 
FRl'L THR: = 1 O; 
f'LAOJ := 1l 
NIN_SAH!'LE :a 1' 
H_WORDS :a O; 
{WRITE(OUT?UT,'Bl!TER SILENT PEREDO courm '}; }
(READLN(!Nl'UT ,SPCH l 
WRITEIJHOUTPUT,'READHlG Ul LIBRPRY. PLEASE WAIT, .. '); 
REP£AT 
N-WORDS := N ... JIDRDS + t;
READLNlVOCAB,NANEl l:
FOR K:=1 TO LBroTHfNAMEll DO BEGIN 
CHR:.=CQPY(NAl'!El, K, 1 l: 
CHR:=UPCASE{CHRJ: 
NA11ED: aQJNCAT( NA11ED, CHR l ; 
E!ID; 
WORDSDLWORDSl, TXT:=NAMEDl 
WRITEfWORDSrN.J,IQRDSl, TXT:8): { lr!RITE WORD OUT TO SCREE-I } 
I := Q; 
READLINE{VOCAB,Ll��l; 
WHILE lINE[ll O END..FILE DO 
BEGIN 
IF LINE!! I O END.lllRD THEN 
BEGIN 
I := I + H 
CDf,.\IERT(LINE, \.IORDS[N_WORDSl. DAT, I, MNSFLAGJ i 
IF l'lt:SFL�G=l THEN I:=f-1: 
END: 
READLINECVllCAB,LINEli { RHd in next frame } 
END; 
lllRDSCN.lllRDSJ.N :a [ 
UNTIL EOF<VOCASJ OR (�UlJRDS = MALVOCASl: 
IJRITELN: 
{WRITE(AUX,'='ll Clear 8751 buffors} 
IF N_WQRDS = MAL\/OCAB Tl-l8·l BEGIN 
FLUFLAG2:=t: 
FUI...LFJ..AG := H 
EllD 
aSE BEGIN 
FUI...LR...AG2:=0; 
FULLFl.AG := o:
E!ID: 
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WRITEl'SHOULD INPUT tlAVES BE AVERAGED? 'll 
READLN(CND31; 
WRITEl'SHOI.JLD LIBRARY WAVE AVERAGING BE OONE? 'Jl 
READUHCM016J; 
l:IRJTE( 'SHOULD RESIJLTS GO TO LST DEVICE? '}: 
READLIHCMD!SI; 
l·IR[T8JJ('l,+HAT MODE imuLD YOU LIKE THE LIBRARIAN IN?'); 
WRITE!'A - AUTOMAT!C O - OFF 'J; 
REArtNIC'ID! l: 
em, 
PROCElltJllE TOTALDIST 1 AAY! : SAlll'lE; A : INTEGER; 
ARY2: SAMPLE: B: INTEGER; 
VAR VAU INTEGER; VAR ZI/AU INTEGER; 
E..OILZC:CHARl; 
{ SUBROUTINES WIIBnl TOTAL.DIST ARE DIST, GET..D, OP..FCN, SET..BOUNDS 
VAAIABLE PASSED ARE THE TWO l-llRD PATTERNS TO BE CCIMAPRED, ARYl AND ARY2, 
AND THE NUMBER Cf FRAl".ES UJ EACH PATTERN, A AND B RESPECTIVR Y, 
A FLAG DENOTING 1,1,!ETHER THE ENERGY CR ZERO CROSSING VALUES ARE TO BE 
COMPARED, E..OR_zc. AND nro VARIABLES rn WHIOl TO P.ETURM THE 
CALCULATED TIME-wARP SCORE, VAL (FOR ENERGY) AND ZVAL !FOR ZERO-CROSSING!. 
NOTE THAT GLOBAL VARIABLES WARPFR AND WAAPFR2 SHOLILD BE SET TO DENOTE HHAT 
BANDS SH0UUJ BE WARPED, TOTAL.DIST COMPUTES THE TIME-WARP SCORE BETWEEN ARY! 
AND ARY2, FOR nJE DESIRED BAf�DS, AND RETURNS THIS SCORE IN VAL OR ZVAL 
(DEPENDING UPOt-l WHETHER ENERGIES OR ZERO CROSSINGS WERE eenJG WARPED). 
NOTE THAT A SHOULD BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO B, } 
VAR X, Y : INTEGER; { MRAV INDICES } 
S : REAU { SLOPE Cf BAND LIMETS } 
YJ1IN, YJlAl : -y C! .. HALSAHPLEJ OF INTEGER; 
C BOUNDS OF V AS A FUNCTION OR X } 
( } 
PROCEDURE DIST (Il,I2,WARPFR,WAAPFP.2: INTEGER: E-OR_zc:CHAR); 
( S8 DrI!, 121• ABSDLUTE DIFFEREl<!:E BEl'•EEN THE BAND IHTH THE GREATEST 
DIFFERENCE, THE BANDS RANGE FROM BAND NL!J'!EER WARPFR TO WARPFR2, 
BETWEEN ROW rt OF ARV1 AND ROW 12 OF ARY2. E..OfUC DETERM'INE WHETHER 
THE BANDS'S ENERGY i'E'l OR ZERO CROSSUIG (�Z'l IJALUE SHOUI...D BE COMPARED. } 
VAR 
BEGIN 
DIF : INTEGER; 
I : INTEGER; 
T1, T2 : TIME..SAMPLE; 
IF E..OR-1C :::. 'EJ nlEN BEGIN 
D[I1,I2J::::.Q; 
C TEMPORARY STORAGE VARIABLE } 
{ LOOP VARIABLE, INDEX INTO FRAMES } 
{ HOLDS ONE FRAM£ OF DATA-THE FRAHES } 
{TOBE COMPARED, } 
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Fffi ll • l ro rl.BPF DO BEG IN 
TJ[JJ:=ARYJCI2,IJ; 
T2( ! J: =ARY2( I 1, !J; 
END; 
FOR J:= WARPFR TO WARPFR2 DO BEGIN 
DJF:.,,BS!Tl[ll - T2CIJI; 
IF OIF} DCI1,I2J THEN DCI1,I2l:=DIF; 
END< 
ENO 
ELSE BEGIN 
lUl[JJ, 121 '"°'
FOR I:=9 TO 15 DO BEGIN 
Tl[JJ:-ARVl[l2,JJ; 
T2CJJ:=AR'f2[ll,IJ; 
em 
FOR I:=WARPFR+S TO WARPFR2+8 DO BEGIN 
DJF:=ABS(TlCIJ - T2CIJJ; 
IF DIF} lc..D[Jl,121 THEN ZC..D111,12J:•DJF; 
END; 
END; 
ENO: 
.PROCEDURE GET_O f X, Y: INTE.'GERl' VAR T3:INTEGER: VAR T4:Ilfl'EGERJ; 
C RETURNS T3=0CX,YJ AND T4=ZC-DCX,Yl IF X,Y ARE VALID VALL'ES IN THE TINE 
WARPING SCHEME, IF OOT, RETURN WITH T3, T4 = INF..DIST } 
BEGIN 
IF ( Y{=Y ..I1AX[XJ J AND {Y)=Y J!Hl[XJ I THEN BEGIN 
T3:=D[X, YJ; 
T4•• ZC..D!X, VJ; 
END 
ELSE BEGIN 
T3:•INF..DJSH 
T4:='INF_DJSTl 
ENO; 
END; 
I ·--------------------}
PROCEDURE DP ..FCN I X, Y : INTEGER; E..OR..ZC : CHARJ: 
{ THIS IS THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING FUNCTION. 
IF THE wm ENERGIES ARE BEING 1/AAPED THEii IT SETS 
DCX,YJ = DISTCX,Y) + MIIUMUMl DCX-1,YJ, OCX-1,Y-JJ, D[X-l,Y-21, ... J, 
THEO ENTRIES MUST BE VALID ACCORDING TO 'f_HAX[X-1] AND YJ1IN[X-1J, 
IF THE BAND ZERO CROSSINGS AAE BEINu WARPED THEN IT SETS 
ZUC:X,YJ = DISTIX,Yl + MINIH!JM{ ZC .... D[X-1,YJ, crx-t,Y-1], •••• J. 
THE ZUI ENTRIES MUST BE VALID ACCORDING TO Y..MAXO-tJ AND Y .... MUl(X-ll. } 
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VAR VAlZ : INTEGER: 
Tl : INTEGER; 
T2 : HITEGER: 
TS : INTEGER: 
ZC...Mnl : INTEGER; 
{ JS SET TO THE MWI/1llM TIME-UAR? SCORE SO FAR } 
{ FOR THESE nm WORDS IF n£ 8-JERGIES ARE } 
{ BEING WARPED } 
{ PASSING PARAMETER TO GET.ll} 
( PASSING PARAMETER TO GELD } 
( PASSING PARAMETER TO GELD } 
{ IS SET TO THE MINIMUM TIME-WARP £CORE SO FAR } 
{ FOR THESE nm WORDS IF THE ZERO CROSSINGS } 
{ ME BEING WARPED, } 
BEGIN 
IF E.JlR..ZC = 'E' THEN BEGIN 
VAL2:=JNF..DIST; 
FOR TSC=VJIINCX-11 TO Y..MAXO:-ll 00 BEGIN 
IF TS <= Y THEN BEGIN 
GET..D<X·I,TS,Tl,T21: 
IF VAL2 ) Tl 1IIEN VAl.2:=TJ: 
END; 
END: 
IF VAL.2 <: INF _DIST THEN BEGIN 
ENO 
DIST{ X, Y,WARPFR, WARPFR2, E..OILZCJ; 
D(X,YJ:=DCX,YJ+VAL2; 
EL:E DCX,YJ:=INF_DIST: 
END 
B.� BEGIN 
ZC..MJN:=Ilf'..DIST; 
FOR TS:=Y..11IN[X-ll TO Y..11AXCX·IJ 00 BEGIN 
IF TS <= Y THEN BEGIN 
G£T..D(X-1, TS, T1, T2H 
IF zumi ) TZ THEN ZCJ1UJ:=T2: 
END; 
END: 
IF ZC..11CN < INF ..DCST THEN BEGU/ 
DIST/X, Y, ,..Rl'fR,/JARPFll2, E..CR..ZCJ: 
ZC..DCX, YJ:=Zc..Dtx I V]+ZCJ!HJ: 
END 
ELSE ZC..DIX, YJ:=ItW ..DIST: 
END: 
END; 
PROCEDURE SET-BOUl'IOS(l'l.ADJ,A,B : INTEGER>; 
{ ARRAYS YJIIN AND YJ'.AX ARE SET TO THE BOUl'IDS FOR ALLOWED TJME-IJARPING. 
Y..MIN(JJ AND Y..MAxrIJ HOLD THE 11INIMU11 FRM MJ!'IBER (I.Eva. IN ARRAY 
AAY2l AND THE MAXIMUl'I FRAME NUMB...� WHICH FRAME I OF ARRAY ARY2 MAY BE 
COMPARED AGAINST IN ARRAY ARY!. } 
VAR S : REALl 
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X : INTEGER: 
BEGIN 
S:=IA + MJiOJJ I <B + JUDJJ; 
FOR X:= 1 ro B DO BEGUJ 
YJ1JNtXJ:=ROUNDlSlfXJ - ruoJ: 
Y..HAHXH=ROUND(SlfXJ + M.JlDJ: 
IF 'U1AXCXJ ) A TI,EN YJIAX[XJ:=Al 
IF YJ!Hl(Xl } A THEN YJ1Hl[XJ:=A; 
IF V.J'IIN[XJ ( 1 THEN Y.J'IIN[XJ:=ll 
ENDl 
END; 
BEGIN { TOTALDIST } 
SELBOUNDS C It.ADJ, A, B) ; 
FOR Y:=YJ1W[1l TO Y-MAxtll 00 DISTCl, Y,WAAPFR,WAAPFR2,E..CIUCJ: 
FOR X:=2 TO B 00 
FOR Y:=YJ11N[XJ TO Y..MAxrXJ 00 
OP ..FOHX, Y,E..OfUCJ; 
IF E..OR-1C = .-EJ THEN BEGIN 
v,u = 1'1F JJ[ST: 
FOR Y:=YJ1[N[BJ TO v_11,xrs1 00 
IF DCB, YJ ( VAL THEN VAL:=DCB, YJ; 
IF VAi.. < INF-DIST THEN VAL:=(VAI.. + B DIV 2) DIV B: 
END 
asi: BEGIN 
zv,u=INFJJIST: 
FOR Y:=Y.J'IH![BJ TO YJ!AX[BJ 00 
IF ZC-1l[B, VJ < ZVAL THEN ZVAL: =ZC-DCB, VJ: 
IF ZVAL < INF-1l!ST THEN ZVAL:=(ZVliL + B DIV 2l DIV B: 
E?-JD; 
{ RETI.JRN WITJ-1 VAL AND ZVAL SET } 
END: 
{ ------------------------} 
l'ROCEDURE GO..RECOG>J: 
C GO-RECOGN IS ONE OF THE MAIN DRIVWG ROUTIIIES. IT READ IN THE COM?ARISON 
WORD, AND CALLS PROCEDURE SCORE. SCORE RETURNS WITH nm PARAMETERS, 
BEST AND IRMG, SET Ai�D �COON RS.CTS AS FOLLO!.IS. 
IF UFUG = 'tr' THEN THE !,'ORD WAS At'1B!GWS AND BEST JS £ET TO THE INDEX 
OF THE BEST MATCHING ilOP.D, IF THE BEST l"'ATCHrNG WORD WAS 
THIS WORD A.'ID THE LIBRARIAN rs IN THE AUTOMATIC MODE AND 
LIBRARY WAVE AVERAGING HAS BEEN CHO::EN, rnEN THE B!:ST 
MATCHING WORD GETS AVERAGED WITH THE COMPAR::.CN IJORO. IF 
THE BEST /'!ATCHING WORD IS tlOT THE SAl'!E AS THE cre:F'ARISON 
WORD AND 11-{E LIERAIAN rs IN THE AUTOMATIC MODE (ON} THEN THE 
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COMPARISON WORD IS ADDED TO THE LIBRARY IF THE LIBRARY IS 
NOT FULL 
IF WFLAG = 'W THEtJ lHE COMPARISON COltD rmr EE MATCHED AND IS ADDED TO 
THE LIBRARY IF THE LIBRARIAtl IS OM AND THE LIBRARY IS NOT FULL 
IF WFLAG = 'Y' TI-18'1 THE COPMPARISON IJ(r.liD lilAS MATCHED WITH THE LIBRARY !iOf:0 
POINTED TO BY BEST !BEST BEING AN HlDEX HITO THE LIBR."iRYJ. 
IF THE BEST MATCHWG WORD WAS THE S�ME AS THIS l.JORD, AND THE 
LIBRARIAN IS ON, AND f/AVE AVERAGING WAS CHOSEN, TH9.! THE 
BEST l'IATCHING' �IORD AtID THE COMPARISON WORD ARE AVERAGED. IF 
THE PEST MATCHJNO WORD llAS NOT THIS \.IOli'D, AND THE LIBRARIAN 
IS ON, AND THE LIBRARY IS NOT FULL, MN THIS IIORD IS ADDED 
TO THE LIBRARY. l 
TYPE DDIST=ARRAYrl, .HALVOCAB] OF INTEGER; 
VAR TEST : SAl'L°Lf: { COMPARISON WORD PATTERtl ) 
TEST2 : SAMPLE: { NORMALIZED COMPARISON WORD PATIERN } 
TSTSUM : ARRA'/ t! •. NJlPFl OF INTEGER: 
TOTAi.TS 
N 
I,W,K,J 
LJN£ 
BEST 
SECOND 
N3 
NA'El 
NAMED 
CHR 
MFLAGS 
{ SUH OF All THE ENERGIES OF EACH m·rn } 
{ FOR THE COMPARISON \.ICRD J 
: INTEGER: C TOTAL ENERGY OF THE COMPARISON WORD } 
: INTEGER: C MJl1BER OF FRAMES IN THE COMPARISDr� PATTERN } 
: INTEGER; { LOOP VARIABLES } 
: LINE.TYPE; C INPUT LINE BEFFER-HOLDS OIIE FRAME } 
: JHTEGER; { INDEX OF BEST SCuRE FOU�ID } 
: INTEGER; { WDEX OF SECOND BEST SCORE } 
: INTEGER; { TEM?ORARY STORADE VARIABLE } 
: STRING[:OJl { TEXT STRWG OF CONPAAISON !lORD ) 
: STRUlGC201: { TEXT STRING CONVERTED TO UPPERCASE } 
: CHAR: { TEl'fORARY STORAGE VARIABLE } 
: ARRAY[t •• 4] OF BYTE; ( FLAGS TO OC'..NOTE OF MATCHING} 
1JER...FLAG : BYiE; 
{ ALGORITHMS HAVE BEEN ENTERED } 
{ FLAG TO DENOTE IF Tl-!E VERIFY ! 
: BYTEl 
: CHAR; 
: CHAR; 
{ PROCEDURE HAS BEEN EtffEc::ED J 
{ 11ATCH3 VERIFY SCORE } 
{ FLAG SET AS DESCRIBED EARLIER } 
{ FLAG TO DENOTE IF VERIFY �S } 
C SUCCESSFUU } 
B."INS : INTEGER: { DIFFERENCE BETIJEEN BEST At.!D SECOND } 
{ BEST WORDS AT VARIOUS STAGES J 
BEST1,BEST2,BEST3,BEST4 : INTEGER: { INDEXES OF BEST lfilRDS AT THE } 
{ CORRESPONDHIG STAGES } 
SECOND1,SECOND2,SECOtID3,SECOND4 : INTEGER: { SECCtlD BEST WORDS AT } 
DIST1,DIST2,DIST3,DIST4: DDIST: 
OISTL2,0IST2..3 : DDtsH 
C CORRESPONDING STAGES } 
C ARRAY WHICH HOLD ALL SCORES AT l 
{ THE CORRESPOtJDING STAGES J 
{ ARRAYS WHICH HOLD ACC'J:1!LATED SCC�ES } 
{ AT CORRESPOtlD!NS STAGES J 
{PROCEDURE A872CVAR LINE:LINE...TYPEJ;EXTERNAL '�2.COM;l} 
C ASSB1BLY ROUTINE TO INTERFACE WITH M F-E BOX. THE ROUTINE l':'�"'T EE } 
{ CALLEO WI TH AN AAP.AY AS THE ONLY VARIABLE BEING PASSED. THE ROUTINE UILL J 
{ SEND OUT A NI. TO THE F-E BCX AMO THEN READ rnro THE PASSED ARRAY THE } 
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{ DATA THAT THE F-E BOX SENDS PAC!< UNTIL EITHER A f,t OR CR IS SENT BY THE } 
{ F-E BOX. THE �n. OR CR IS THE LAST CHARACTER PLACED W THE ARRA'( } 
{ TI-IIS ROUTINE IS NOT USED IN RMATCHS AT THE MOMENT, SINCE ALL THE } 
{ COMPARISO�l 1-:C:RDS ARE F.8\0 FROM FILES SO AS TO PRODUCE REPEATABILITY (IF } 
{ TESTING J 
{--- ----- --} 
PROCEDURE SCORE (VAR BEST: INTEGER; VAR \./Fl.AG: CHAR ); 
{ BY USING TI-lE DIFFERENT MATCHirlG ALGORITHMS AtlD CRITERIA, PROCEDURE SCORE 
FINDS THE BEST r-'ATCHir!G LIBRARY WORD, OR A tlO MATCH C'.DNDITlON, THE 
VARIABLES THAT SCORE RETURNS ARE CESCRIBED IN PROCEDURE GO-RECOGN } 
VAR VAL : INTEGER; { HOLDS TIME �JARP SCORES FOR 8JERGIES � 
ZVAL : n.rrEGER: { HOLDS TIME WARP SCORES FOR ZERO-XINGS } 
K,J,J2 : INTEGER; { H!DEX WIRIABLES } 
--------·- ------------) 
PROCEDURE SUMTEST; 
( stlf'IS LIP THE ENERGIES IN 8\CH BAND OF THE CO/'IPAAISON WORD AND STORES 
THESE SEVEtl VALUES ItJ ARRAY TSTSUH. SETS TOTALTS TO THE St!M OF All. 
THE m.RGY Ill THE COMPARISON WORD } 
VAR J, K : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
TOTAL rs: =O; 
FOR J: = 1 TO N.JlPF DO BE13IN 
TSTSU/'l[JJ:=O; 
FOR K:=t TON DO TSTSIJM[JJ:=TSTSIJl'1CJJ + TESTrK,JJ: 
TOTALTS:= TOTALTS + TSTSUM[JJ: 
ENO: 
END: 
(�-------------------�) 
PROCEDURE l'IATCHl fYAR DISTJ:DDISTl FRH_THR: INTEGEP.l; 
{ RETl!RNS WITH DISTHIJ EQUAL TO THE SUt1 OF THE DIFFERENCES OF n!E AVERAGE 
9BIE-S: Ul EACH BAND BETWEEN LIBRARY WORD ! Af!D THE CIJMPARJSON WORD. 
BEFORE CALCULATING THIS SIJ/1, THE TIJO PATTERNS ARE NJJRMALIZED cm PROCEDURE 
ENlLDIFJ, DISTlJ = 255 (HIGHEST POSSIBLE SCORE) IF THE LIBRARY WORD I Ar-ID 
THE CCl'fARJSON \,l[IRO DIFFER BY r1:if1E THAN FRM_THR M.JMBER OF FRAMES IN LENGTH } 
VAR ENSDIF,l : INTEGER; 
PROCEDIJRE 00.JJIF (S: INTEGER; VAR ENSDJF: INTEGER); 
1JAR Te:P, RR2 : �Li 
�t, ID1P2 : INTEGERl 
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TEMPSUM : ARRAYrt .. tLBPFl OF nlTEGERi 
TSstJM: : ARRAY[! .. N-BPFJ OF INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
T81P2: =ROUND( (WDSUMTSl-BDWM[S, 71 l /WORDS(Sl, NJ: 
TEMP: =ROUrJOi ( TOTAL TS-TSTSUH[iJ J no-TE!'1'2: 
FOR �l =t TO rLSPF-1 DO l?EGrn 
RP2: =ROUND!BDSUM!S,�IJ/\.IORDSCSl, NJ /TEM?2i 
IDIPSUM[J l : =ROUND { BDSUM[S, Jl /WORDS CS] , N l +R0Ut10l TEMNR� l : 
END; 
FOR J:=t TO 6 DO TSSUl'f2(JJ:=ROL!ND!TSTSUMCJJ/Nl; 
EJISDIF:=O; 
FOR J:=1 TO b DO EJJSDIF:=8-ISDIF + ABSIIDPSLll1[Jl - TS:UH2[JJ); 
END; 
{ -} 
BEGIN ( f'!lOCEDURE MATCH! J 
MFLAGSC 1J: =ll 
FOR I:= I TO N_�RDS 00 BEGIN 
IF ABSf-WORDSCIJ.N -Nl ) FRl'LTHR THEN DISTHIJ:=HSCDRE 
8.SE BEGIN 
ENG-D[F(I,OODJF): 
DIST! CJJ; aENSDIF; 
{WRITEL.Nl'WORDS[IJ,TXT ',OiSTJC!JJ:} 
END; 
END: 
END: 
PROCEDURE 1'1ATCH2 {I/AR DIST2:DDJSTl DISTl:DDJST; TI!Rt: INTEGER; E-OfUC: Cl-!ARJ: 
{ SETS DIST2[IJ EQUML TO THE TIME-{IARP :COSE FOR ALL 9lEROY BAtlDS CCMBUS 
FOR LIBRARY WORD I AND THE COMPARISON \.lORD. IF THE LIBRARY WORD I HAD A 
STAGE 1 <DIST1J SCORE ABOVE THRESHOLD 1 (THR1J THD! DIST:C1J=2� (HIGH 
SCORE) lHTHOUT PEilFORMING THE TIME-�RPUlG, I.E., LIBRARY WOP.DI rs NOT 
CONSIDERED TO EE A POSSIBLE r!ATCH. BEFORE PERFlRMHJG THE TIME WARPH!G 
1'HE COl'l?ARISON OORD rs TIHE-WARPED TO THE LIBRARY llORD. 
\/�R I : INTEGER: 
PROCalRE NCRMAlJZEm IllTEGERJ; 
VAR RR2,RR,DF, TD : IIJTEGER; 
�LTEST : ARAAY(1.,.'LBPFJ OF REAU 
J,K ; INTEGER; 
RR3 : REAL; 
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BEGIN 
RR2:=ROUND(TOTALTS/NJ: 
RR:=ROL!f'ID rnDSLIN(l J/WOF.DS[IJ .m; 
(lf:=RR-RR2: 
FOR Jl=l TO NJlPF DO BEGIN 
RR3:=TSTSUM[Jl/TOTALTS; 
N_TESTCJl:=DF*RR3lNi 
END; 
FOR K:=1 TO UPF DO BEGIN 
IF N_TESTCKJ () 0 TJ,EM BEGIN 
FOR J:=1 TO N DO BEGHI 
RR3: =TEST[J, Kl /TSTSUM[KJ ; 
TD:=ROUND!N_TEST[KJ!RR3ll 
TEST2(J,K]:=TEST[J,Kl+TD; 
IF TEST2[J,Kl ) 255 TI-e'.N TEST2[J,KJ:=255; 
IF TEST2[J,Kl < 0 THEN TEST2(J,KJ:=0: 
ENO; 
END 
aSE FOR J:=I TO N DO TEST:!CJ,Kl:=TEST[J,KJ; 
END; 
END; 
{ - }
BEGW { PROCE!lL'RE MATCH2 J 
tF!.AGS[2J:=1; 
i.iARPFIH = r; 
\JARPFR2: =7l 
E..OR..ZC:=JE�: 
FOR I:= I TO tLWOROS DO BEGIN 
IF DISTl{JJ ) THRI THEN DIST2[IJ:=HSCDRE 
ELSE BEGIN 
MJRtt,u ZE I I I ; 
IF WOROS[JJ.M < N 
THEN TOTALDIST(TEST2, N, lJORDSrI J .DAT, I.JORDSrI l ,N, VAL, Z\JAL, E..OiUCJ 
ELSE TOTAL-DISTlUORllS[Il.DAT,ij0RDS[IJ,N,TEST2,N,VAL,ZVAL,E-CFLZC): 
DIST2rIJ:::IJAU 
END; 
ENDO 
81Di 
PROCE!ll.mE MATCH3(VAR DIST3:DDISTI DISTt...2:0DISTJ; 
C SETS DIST3[IJ EQUAL TO THE SUM Cr THE TIME-WARP SCORES FOR ZERO CROSSING 
BANDS 5,6, AND 7 (WARP !NDIVIWALLY l_ 
BE"r...'EEN LIBRARY IIDRD I AND THE COMPARISON WORD, 
IF THE LIBRARY �JORD \.IAS DETERMrtJED SY MATCH! AflD/OR MATCH2 TO LONGER 
BE COtJSlDEP.ED AS A MATCHING IKJRD, THEN DISTL.:?[IJ lJILL EQUAL Tl-!E HIGH 
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SCORE (2551, AfJO MATCH3 !JIU SET DlST3tIJ EQUAL TO 11,E HIGH SCCRE. } 
VtiR !,J: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
MFL..A6S(3l :=1; 
E...OR-ZC:='Z'; 
FCR !:=1 TO N..lwORDS DO BEGIN 
IF DlSTL.2(1] -= HSCORE THEN BEGIN 
DJST3t IJ:•HStDRE: 
END 
ELSE BEGIN 
DlST3tIJ:=O; 
FOR J:=1 TO 3 DO BEGIN 
IIAAPFR:,;J; 
IIAAPFR2:,;J; 
IF WORDStll.N ( N 
THEN TOTAL..DISTCTEST,N,WORDS[Il.DAT,WORDS(Jl,N,VAL,ZVAL,E..OR-ZCJ 
aSE TOTPLDIST (l.lORDS(Jl .OAT, WORDS! IJ .M, TEST, N, VAL, ZIJAL, E...OR_ZCl: 
DIST3[1]:=DIST3(ll + ZVAL; 
END: 
END; 
END: 
PROCEDURE MATCH4 (VAA DIST4 : DDJST; DIST2...3: DDISTl: 
' ms DIST4fI:l EQUAL TO TilE TlME-tlARP SCORES M ENERGY READINGS IN 
BAND I BrnEEN LIBRARY WORD I � THE COMPARISON WORD. 
IF TiiE LIBRARY lKIRD IS Ml LONGER BEING CONSIDERED 
AS A l'IATCHING WORD, THEN DIST2-3[IJ WILL EQUAL THE HIGH 
SCORE {255), ANO MATCH4 WILL SET DIST4[IJ EQUAL TO THE HIGH SCORE, } 
VAR I : INTEGER: 
BEGIN 
MFLAGSC 4J: =H 
E_OR_ZC:=.,E'; 
WARPFR:=t; 
WARPFR2:=ll 
FOR I : = I TO N_WORDS DO BEG IN 
IF DIST2..3rIJ = HSCORE TH91 BEGIN 
DIST4C l J:=HSCORE; 
END 
a.SE BEGIN 
IF WORDS(II.N ( N 
THEN TOTALDISTlTEST2, N, lIDRDSC Il. DAT ,WORDS[ IJ .N, VAL, ZVAL,LCR_ZCl 
a.SE TOTAL..DIST!WORDSCIJ. DAT, WORDS(IJ. N, TEST2, N, VAL, ZVAL, E...O!LZCl; 
DIST4[IJ:='JAU 
END; 
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END; 
END; 
(--------�·----- -----} 
PROCEDURE COMBINE(VECA:DDIST: VECB:DDIST; VAR IJECAB:DDim nm.B:INTEGERJ; 
{ THIS PROCEDURE SUMS THE Tl,10 VECTORS VECA AND VECB TO FO!tM ' 1.'EC�B. IF 
VECBCIJ IS GREATER TP.Atl TP.RB THEN VECAB IS SET EQUAL TO THE HIGH SCORE } 
VAA I : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR 1: =1 TO !'LUOROS 00 
END! 
IF VECBC l l ) THRB THeJ VECABC I J :=HSCCRE 
ELSE VEC'.ABCIJ:=VECACIJ + VECBCIJ; 
(�------------- ----} 
PROCEDURE FNDBST(VEC:DDIST: VAA l\.l: rtm:GER; 1.'AR SU.I :INTEGER; 
VAR OIFF : INTEGER): 
{ FINDS THE LOWEST SCORE rn ARRAY DOIST. IT SETS U/ TO THE IMJEX OF 
THE LOWEST SCORE, AtJD SLW TO THE INDEX OF THE SECOND LCIUEST st'.ORE. 
1JARIABLE DIFF rs SET TO THE DIFFERENCE BETJ.IEEN THE nJO LOWEST SCORES. 
VAR I : INTEGER: 
BEGUJ 
LIJ:=tl 
IF VEC[lJ ) VECt2J THEN BEGIN 
Ll,U=2: 
SUU=H 
END: 
FOR I:=3 TO ,umns 00 BEGIN 
IF !JECCIJ < IJECCSLWJ THEN 
IF VEC[IJ < VECCL\11 TiiEN BEGIN 
IF WORDSCil.TXT = HORDSCL�l.TXT THEN LW:=I 
B.SE BEGIN 
aw,=1.w, 
Ul:=B 
END; 
8'� 
El.SE IF l;IO!IDS[IJ, TXT O WORDSCL!fl, TXT THEN SUJ:=I; 
em, 
DIFF: =VECCEUH-VECCUIJ; 
END; 
(--------------------�) 
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PROCEDI.JRE VER1FY(X:INTEGER; VAA 'JR.AG : CHAR; THR3 : !mEGERJ; 
{ IBIS PROCEDURE IS CALl.ED IF THE BEST MATCHING \�ORD AFTER STAGE 1 HAS 
A CCMBH!ED SCORE �lHICH JS LOWER BY A CERTP.!n THRESHC'LD (RECJJIF2l THAN 
THE SECOND LOWEST SCORE. THIS PROCfDURE THEN CHECKS CNLY THIS WORD 
WIIB THE 11ATCH3 TEST-Sl..!11 OF THE TIME \.:ARP VALUES OF THE ZERO CROSSJNDS 
OF BANDS 5, 6, AND 7. IF THIS SUN IS Lff.S THAN OR EQUAL TO THR3 l1lEN VFLAG 
IS SET TO "Y-, EL.SE VFLAG IS SET TO "N•. VA.C!IABLE X HOLDS THE !Nl!EX U!TO THE 
LIBRAA'f Wl-lffiE nus BEST MATCHING W(1RD IS LOCATED. } 
VAR J : HlTEGER: 
BEOUJ 
E..IJLZC:='Z'l 
'.'EFLFLAfl:=1: 
VSU!'lt=O; 
FOR J:=1 TO 3 00 BEGHl 
WARJ'FR:=J; 
If iOllDSIXl.N < N 
THEN TOTALDIST(TEST ,N, WORDStXl. DAT, WORDS£Xl ,N, VAL, ZIJAL, E'...OR_ZC) 
El.SE- TOTALDIST(WORDS(XJ .DAT, !,IOflOSCXl.N, TEST ,N, VAL, ZVAL. E'...CR..ZCl; 
VSUl1:=VSUl1 + ZVAl...l 
em, 
11£GJN ( PROCEDURE SCORE ) 
SUMTEST; 
FOR J:=I TO 4 DO MFLAOSCIJ:=O; 
VEILFLAG: =O: 
WRITELN{''---------------------·'ll 
WRITE.Nf'CALLING MATCH!'); 
l'IATDH !DIST!, FRIL1HRl l 
WRITaN( 'CALLING MATCH2' l; 
11ATCH2lDIST2,DIST1, THR!,E..CIUCJ; 
CO�INEfDIST1,DIST2,DIST1.2, THR2l; 
f1,lDBSTfDISTL2, BEST2, SECOND2, BHNSJ; 
VFLAG:='W: 
IF (DIST1..1tBEST2J () HSCCREl AND (BMNS )= R£C..DJF2l THEN BEGIN 
WRJTE.Nf'CALLING VERIFY'); 
VERIFY(BEST2,VFLAG, THR3l; 
am. 
lF VFLAG="Y' THEN E€GIN 
BEST:=BESTZ; 
WFLP,G:="Y"; 
END 
ELff BEGIN 
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IF DISTL2[BEST2J O HSCORE THEN BEGIN 
WRITELJlt 'CALLING l".ATCH3' l; 
MATCH3!DIST3,DISTl-2J; 
COMBJNE(DISTl-2,DIST3,DIST2..3,THP.3l: 
FNDBSTIDIST2-3, BEST3, SECOND3, B/".!'lSJ: 
BEST: =BEST3: 
IF IDIST2..3CPEST31 0 H:CORE) AND !EMNS .'.'= RELD!F3l THEN BEGIN 
Wfl.AG:='Y'; 
em 
ELSE BEGIN 
IF DIST2-3(BEST3J C HSCORE THEN BEGIN 
lolRlTEUll 'CALL!NG MATOW ,\; 
MATCH4(01$T4, DIST2..3J; 
FNDBST(DlST4,BEST4,SECOND4,BMNSJ: 
IF WIST4[B£ST4J <= THR4l AND CBMNS )= RECOIF4l MM BEGIN 
BEST:=BEST4; 
El.SE WFLAG:='A'; 
END 
ELS< UFLAG<='N': 
Et·m: 
END 
El.SE WFLA(i:='N'; 
em: 
am, 
l'ROCEllURE WI.OG: 
{ WRITES DITTO THE SCRIDl THE TWO LOWEST SCORING WORDS AFTER• EACH STAGE 
AND WHETHER THE CONPARISON WAS FOUND TO NATCH CORRECTLY OR IMCDRRECTLY, 
OR IF IT WAS FOUND TO BE AMBIGUOUS, OR IT l.JAS FOUND TO NOT l".ATCH AT ALL J 
VAR OIF!' : !HTEGER: 
PROCEDUIE HEADE!l2: 
BEGIN 
l<l!TELN: 
\.IRITEJH'F'ROGRAM RMATCHS'J: 
WRITEUWLIBRARY Fll£ - ',VOCAB..Fll£,' COMP. FILE - ',FJ!EJAHE2l: 
WRITE.Nl'COH?ARISON WORD - ',NAME2,' INDEX - ',WIDXJ; 
WR:JTELN; 
END; 
BEOHJ 
HEADER2; 
IF MFUGSrlJ=I THEN BEGIN 
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- } 
BESTI:=H 
SEDJND1:=2; 
IF DIST1[1J ) DJSTtr2l THEN BEGIN 
BEST1••2: 
SECONDl:=1; 
Et JD; 
FOR 1!=3 TO N.JJORDS DO BEGIN 
IF DISTHil ( DISTICSECOND!l THEN 
END; 
IF DIST![IJ < DISTHBESTtl TH8l BEGIN 
IF WORDSUJ, TXT = \,j(IRDS[BESTll. TXT THE.I.I BESTt:=I 
ELSE BEGHI 
SECOND!: =BEST!; 
BESTI:=H 
END; 
ENn 
aSE IF l!lRDS[IJ, TIT O l!lRDSrBEST!J. TIT THEN SECO.SDt:•[: 
' 
WRITEl'STAGE 1: ',WOROS[BESTIJ.TXT,' l',BEST!,'l',' - ',DJSTI[BESTl]J; 
�1Ta1w ',WORDS[SECOrmIJ.TXT,' (',SECOrJDl,'V,' - ',DISTHSECO�Dllll 
END; 
IF f'FLJIGSC2l=l IBEN BEGIN 
WRITE{'STAGE 21 ',lilOROSCBEST1J.TXT,' !',BEST2,'J',' - ',DIST1-2!BEST2J)l
WRITELNf' ',WORDS[SECOND2J,TXT,' (',SECOP-102,')',' - ',DISTL2CSECOND2J); 
ENDl 
IF VEILFI.AG•t THEN BEGIN 
IF 1/FLAG = 'Y' 
THEN WRITELJH'VERIFY GOOD: STAGE 3 SCORE - ',vstlMl 
aSE WRITELJW\'ERIFY NOT GOOD: STAGE 3 SCORE - ',VSU/'1ll 
END; 
[F IIFLOGS[3M THEN BEG[N 
WRITE!'STAGE 3: ',�DS[BEST3J,TXT,' (',BEST3,')',' - ',DIST2..3CBEST3JJ; 
WRITELNI' ',WORDS[SECOND3l,TXT,' f',SECOND3,'J',' - ',DIST2..3fSECOND3ll: 
ENn• 
IF MFLAGS[4l•1 THEN BEGrN 
1-lRITEf'STAGE 4l ',�DSIBEST4l.TH,' (',BESH,'J',' - ',DIST4r£EST4Jll 
WRITWW '.�IORDS[SECOND4l. TXT,' ( ·• 1 SECCND4, 'J',' - .- , D!ST4C�ECDN04l l; 
ENn< 
IF l1flAG = 'N' IBEN llfITEJH'NO NATCH'): 
IF WA.AG = 'A' THEN WRITEUWAMBIGUOUS' H 
IF !!A.AG= 'Y' THEN l./RITE.Nf'J.IATCHED WITI·I �ORD ',WORDSCBESTl.TXTli 
WRITELN; 
END; 
PROCEDURE llt.OGLST; 
{ WIITES ONTO l}JE LST DEVICE THE TWO LO\.IEST SCORING WORDS AFTER EACH STAGE 
AND WHErnER THE COMPARISON WAS FOUND TO MATCH CORRECTLY CR INCCRRECTL'f, 
OR IT !lAS FOUND TO BE HME'JGUOUS, OR IT WAS FOUND TO NOT MATCH AT ALL } 
PROCEDURE HEADER3; 
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BEGIN 
{WRITE�fLST, 'PROGRAM RMATCHS'): } 
WRITEUHLST,'LIBRARY FILE - ',VOCAB-FILE,' conP. FILE - ',FILB!ANE2)l
WRJTEL"HLST,·'CONPARISOM WORD - ',NAl'!E2,' INDEX - ',W!DX); 
{WR:lTaN{LST)l } 
END; 
BEGIN 
HEADER3; 
IF NFLAGSCIJ=1 THEN BEGIN 
�ITEILST,'STAGE ll ',WORDSCBEST1l,TXT,' (',BEST1,'J',' - ',DISTI[BESTIJJ; 
WRITEUlflST,' ',WRDSCSECONDI l, TXT,' ( ', SECO�!Ol, 'l', '. - ', DIST! [SECTINDt 1 l; 
END; 
IF mAIJSC2l=I lllEN BEGIN 
�ITEflST,'STAGE 2: ',WORDS(BEST2J,TlT,' C',EEST2,'l',' - ',DIST1_2[BEST2ll: 
WRITaN<LST,' ',lrlORDS[SECON02J,TXT,' (',SECOtID2,'l',' - ',DISTL2CSECO�ID2Jll 
em, 
JF VEJLFLAG=I 1llEN BEGIN 
IF 'lFLAG = 'Y' 
MN L,IRITWHLST, 'VERIFY GOOD; STAGE 3 SCORE - ',VSl.11'1) 
B.SE WRITELNCLST,'VERIFY NOT GOOD; STAGE 3 SCORE - ',VSIJl'll: 
em, 
IF l'IFLAGSC3J=1 THEN BEGIN 
li!RITEILST,'STAGE 31 ',WORDSCBEST3J,TXT,' (',EEST3,'l',' - ',DIST2-.3CBEST3J): 
�IRJTaNCLST, ' ', WORDSCSECOND3J. TXT, ' {' ,SECO�ID3, ·')',' - ', DIST2-3[SECOND3l) l 
ENDl 
JF l'IFLAGSC4J=1 THEN BEGIN 
WRITE{LST,'STAC-E 41 ',WORDSrBEST4J,TXT,' {',BEST4,'J', -' - ',DIST4fBEST4JJ: 
WRITruHLST,' ',W0RDS[SECOND4l.TXT,' (",SECON04,-'l',' - ',OIST4[SECOND4J); 
em, 
0-JRITELIHLSTl l} 
IF flFL.AG = 'W TH8'J BEGIN 
WRITaNfLST, 'tJO f'I.ATCH', 'W:49); 
IF CMDl='A' THEN 
IF FULLFLAG2 0 1 
THEN lfilmNCLST,'1HE WORD WAS ADDED TO THE ueRARY, INDEX - ',N_l.J(rRDSJ 
aSE WRITarHLST,'LJBRARY IS FULL - WORD COULD NOT BE ADDED, ')l 
END; 
JF !RAO = 'A' THEN BEGIN 
WRITEIJ/(LST, 'AMBIGUOUS', 'A': 49); 
IF !Cf'IDt = 'A'l AND CNAME2 = WORDS[BESTl,TXTl AND (CMD16='Y') 
llle! BEGJN 
WRITElLST, '\.IORD ilAS AVERAG-a) tHTH ',�RDSCBESTJ. rni l 
WRITEUHLST,' INDEX INTO LIB. - ',BEST>; 
ENJl 
IF ICM01 = 'A') AND INAME2 0 WORDS[Ef:STJ, TXTl 
T}J.el IF FULLFLAG2 0 1 
THEN WRITruHLST,'WORO WAS ADDED TO THE LIBRARY, INDEX - 'd•U./ORDSJ 
El.SE WRITELN(LST, 'LIBRARY lS FlJLL - h'DRD COULD MOT BE ADDED, ·' l l 
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IF I.fl.AG = 'Y' TiiEN BEGIN 
IF CMDl = 'A' THEN BEGUl 
IF NAME2 = IIORDS[BESTJ, TXT TH8'I E'EGIN 
WRITELN(LST, ,.THE \.JORD WAS MATCHED CDRRECTLY',·'R':27ll 
IF CHD16='Y' THEN 
WRITEfLST, 'THE !IDRD WAS AVERAGED lHTH ', llORDSrBESTl, TXTJ; 
WRITatHLST,' UIDEX INTO LIB, - , , eESTJ; 
em 
ELSE BEGIN 
WRITELNfLST, 'THE lJORD l1AS MATCHED INCORRECTl Y', '\�' :251; 
IF Fl!L.LFLA02 0 1 
THEN WRITWULST,'JT WAS ADDED TO THE LIBRARY, INDEX - ',N.J./DROSJ 
EL.SE \.IRITELN!LST,'LIBRARY IS FULL - WORD COULD im BE ADDED. '); 
em, 
END; 
E�JO; 
IF FULLA.AG = 1 THEN FULLFLAG2: =I l 
1-ElTELNILST,' ·--------·-----'!:
em, 
. ) 
PROCEDURE 1$iVEA\/E rnesr: U/Tl:GER J ; 
{ THIS PROCEIJURE AVERAGES me \./ORD PATTERfl m ARRAY TEST UITH THE \JORD 
HJ THE LIBRARY PASSED GIVEN BY THE INDEX PASSED HJ PEST. TH2 AVE.t:AGHlG 
IS A WEIGHTED AVERAGE, WITH THE LIBRARY W�D GIVEN A liEIGHT OF NlJ!H A/JD 
THE COr.F'ARISON WORD A WEIGHT OF 1. TP.E SI''.ALLER, FP.AMEWISE, OF Th'E 00 
WORro JS 'CENTERED' UPON THE LARGER tIDRD BEFORE AVERAGING. TH£ FINAL 
WORD THUS rs THE SIZE OF Th'E LARGER Or THE 00 �JORDS. THE FRAMES Ul THE 
LAF::GER tJORD lil!CH DO r(IT HAVE CORRESPOrIDING FRAMES IN THE Sl1ALLER !,l(IRD 
{THE FRAMES AT EACH END) ARE LEFT AS IS. NORr.ALIZING IS DONE BEFORE 
AVEil'GING l 
VAR DIFFQ: INTEGER: 
SlfiFT : mrEGER: 
J,J : INTEGER: 
PROCEDURE NORMAL!ZE3(NOX: IITTEGERl; 
VM RR,RR2,DF : INTEGER: 
J,K, TO : INTEGER; 
RR3 : REt,L: 
rLTEST : ARRAYC1 .. !l2PF] OF REHL: 
BEGIN 
RR2:=ROUNDITOTALTS/N); 
RR• ,;,QU1ffi( ,ost �nmx J /WOROSn>DXJ. f() ' 
DF••RR·RR2: 
FDR J:=1 TO ILBPF DO BEGIN 
Riw': =TSTSLIM[,.IJ /TOTAL TS; 
fL TESTrJJ:=DF-irRR31N; 
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--am: 
FOR K: =1 TO N...BPF DO BEGIN 
IF N_TESTIKJ O O THEN BEGIN 
FOR J:=1 TO N DO EEGW 
END 
Rn3: =TESTrJ,Kl/TSTSUMCKl; 
TD: =ROUNDHL TESTrK1*P.P.3l; 
TEST2[J,KJ:=TESTCJ,Kl+Tn; 
IF TESTZ[J,KJ) 255 TI!EN TEST2CJ,KJ:=255; 
IF TEST2[J,KJ ( 0 THEN TEST2[J,KJ:=O; 
aSE FOR J:=1 TO N 00 TEST2CJ,Kl:=TESTCd,KJ; 
END; 
FOR K:=t TON DO 
END; 
FOR J:=S TO 15 DO 
TEST2[K,JJ :=TESTrK,JJ; 
{�����--����������-· 
BEGIN { \.JA\/EAVE } 
---) 
WRJTELNC'AVERAGE WITH WORD ',WORDSCBESTJ. TXT,' H!DEX-' ,BESTJ; 
NCRMALJZE3(EESTJ; 
RIGHTOR•=H 
SHJFT:=WORDSCBESTJ.N-N; 
IF SHIFT=O TH91 BEGIN 
DIFFQ:=t: 
FOR I: =DIFFQ TO IIJROSIBESTJ .N DO 
FOR J:=t TO N_illl DO 
WOROS[BESTJ.D.lmI' JJ :=ROUND( c (NUl'l-1 laf\.JORDSCEESTJ. DAT[! 1 J]+ TEST2[ I ,J]) muM) j 
END; 
IF SHIFT ) 0 THEN BEGIN 
OIFFQ<=ROLllD( (llOROSrBESTJ.N-Nl /2l: 
IF ODD(DIFFQJ THEN BEGIN 
FOR 11= DlFFQ+I TO WORDSCBESTJ.tl-DIFFQ DO 
FOR J:=I TO N_illl DO 
WORDSCBEST] .DATCI, J]:=ROUND( ( (til.11'1-l J tl<IORDSCEESTJ .DATCI, JJ+ TEST2[ I-DIFFQ, JJ l /NIJ!1l; 
END 
ELBE BEGIN 
FOR I:=OIFFQ+1 TO t·JORDSrEESTJ.N-DIFFIJ DO 
FOR J:= 1 TO N_illl DD 
WOROSCBESTJ ,DATCI ,JJ: =ROI.IND( { ( NUIH JfWORDSCBESTJ. DATC I, JJ•TEST2C !-DIFFQ, JJ l /MLIMJ; 
END; 
8·JDl 
IF SHIFT < 0 THEN BEGIII 
DiFFO:=ROIJNDC CIHIDF.DSrBESTl ,/ll /21; 
IF ODDfD!FFQJ THEN SEGIN 
FOR !l=DIFF\'l+l TO N-DJFFQ DO 
FOR J<=l TO N..ELM 00 
TEST2[1, JJ:=ROUNDC I !NIJM-1 )lfWORDS[EESTl. DAH I-DIFFQ, �IJ+TEST2[ I, �rJ J /NUMl; 
END 
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ELSE EEG!N 
FOR I:=DIFH!+l TO N-DIFFQ DO 
FOR J:=I TO fLELM DO 
TEST2(!, ,JJ: =RDt1rmr l (NUN-t) '<WORDS[BEST]. DATC r-DIFFQ,\.l]+ TEST:'[ I ,J] l /f!Uf1!; 
END; 
FOR I:= I TON DO 
FOR '"1:=I TO N_ELM ['1) 
�'ORDSCBESTl.DAT[!,J]:=TEST2(l,Jl; 
WOPllSCBESTJ.N:=N; 
END: 
END: 
l'll1JCElJURE EXPAMDOR: 
{ THIS PROCEDURE ADDS IBE t,(IRD PATTERN IN ARRAY TEST AS A NEW WDRD AT THE 
END OF THE LIBRARY l 
VAR I : INTEGER: 
J : INTEGERl 
BEGIN 
IF (Cl'l01 = 'U'l AND (ILHORDS )= MALVIJCAB) IBEN BEGIN 
WRITELNl �LIBRARY IS FULL - WORD CAMNOT BE ADDED·' l; 
END 
ELSE BEGIN 
RIGHTOlO=H 
N_\,mOS:=tUJOROS + H 
FOR I:,.t TO N 00 
FOR J:=J TO fULl1 DO 
l,(IRDSrtUIORt!Sl. DAT( I I JJ: = TESH I I J] j 
WORDSCN_WQRDSl ,N:=N; 
HORDSClLWORDSJ. TXT:=NAME1l 
FOR J:=t TO ILBPF DO BDSUM[N_\,j(JRDS,JJ:=TSTSllMC'-!J; 
WDSUMnUIORDSJ :=TClTALTS; 
IF NJK!RDS = NALVOCAB THEN FULL.fl.AG:=ll 
ENO; 
ENO: 
PROCEDURE BAfIDAVEiW�R ARY:SAMPLE; NF:mrEGER)l 
) 
{ THIS ROUTlllE AVERAGES THE INCOMING COM?ARISl'Jll WAVE BEFORE MATCHING IS 
DONE. IT DOES Tl-lIS AllERAGINO BY srnnro THE ENERGY IN BAND x FRAME y 
EQUAL TO THE AVERAGE 8/.Er.G'( IN SAND X FRAME Y AND BAr-.lD X FRA.'!E Y-1. 
THE F!RST FRAME IS LINTOIJCh'ED, } 
VAR I, J : JNTEGE�; 
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BEGIN 
FDR I:=1 TO rL�F 00 
FOR J:=2 TO NF DO 
ARY[�I, IJ :=ROUND( (ARY[J-1, Il+ARYCJ, I] J /21: 
END; 
BEGHJ { GO_RECOGN } 
RESET { VOCAB J ; 
WIOX:=',JIDX+l: 
READLN ( VOCAB2, NAME2) ; 
FOR K:=l TO LENGTH(NAME2l DO BEGIN 
CHR:=COPY(NANE2,K, 1); 
OlR: =IJPCASE(DJRJI 
NAi"iED:=CONCAT{NAl'IED, 01'.Rl; 
END; 
NAflE2:=NAI1ED: 
READUNE{VOCAB2, LINE); 
WHILE LWE:rll O '*' 00 BEGIN 
comERT<LINE, TEST, r<l,IINSFLAGJ: 
IF MNSFLAG = 1 THEN N3:=tl3-U 
READLINE(VOCAB2,LH/El: 
END; 
READLINEfVOCAB2, LINEJ: 
WHILE LINE[!! 0 'S' 00 BEGIN 
N3:=N3+t; 
CONVERT1LINE, TEST, N3, MNSFLAGl l 
IF MNSFlAO = 1 THEN ro: =N3+1; 
READI.INEfVOCAB2,LINEJ: 
END: 
N:=NZl 
IF 01D3 = 'Y' TH� BANDAVE{TEST,Nli 
SCORE {BEST, \.!FLAG) ; 
WLOG; 
IF Cl1Dl ='A' IBEN BEGIN 
IF WFL.A13='Y' THEN BEGIN 
IF JIAME2allDRDSCBESTJ, TXT THeJ EEG IN 
IF Cl1016='Y' lllEN BEGIN 
- )
WRITWWWORD WAS MAT0£D CORRECTLY AND WILL eE AVERME!J. 'l 1 
�IAVE,WE 1BESTl ; 
END 
ELSE lllITELNeWORD WAS MATCHED CORRECTLY'); 
em 
8.SE BEGIN 
IF FULLFLAa G 1 THEN BEGIN 
WRITELNI 'l.JORD WAS MATCHED INCORRECTLY AND WILL BE ADDED TO THE LIBRARY.-' l; 
EXPANDOR: 
END 
8.Sf I UTru!l'lIDRD WAS MATCHED INCORRECTLY, LIBRARY IS FULL - WORD NOT ADDED.'); 
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EllD; 
END; 
IF WFLAC'>='W THEN BEGIN 
IF FULLfl.AG G 1 Tl-!EN BEGitl 
WRITEIJWOORD COULD NOT BE MATCHED ANil WILL BE ADDED TO THE LIBRAR't,'); 
EXPANDOR; 
END 
asE wRITELNC'WORD COULD NOT BE :-lATCHED. LIBRARY IS FULL - i.CRD NOT ADCED.'J: 
END: 
IF WFLAG='A' THEN EEGHI 
IF NAME2 = WORDSfBESTl,TIT TH81 BEGIN 
WIUffitWTHE WORD 1.JAS AMBIGUOUS, BIJT THE BEST MATCHING WORD WAS TH!S l!ORD.'J; 
IF IJ1Dl6='Y' TH81 BEGIN 
WRITaN('TI-IEF:EFORE IT WILL BE AVERAGED 1-111H THE LIBRARY !IORD'll 
WAVEAVE f BEST l ; 
em, 
am 
ELSE BEGIN 
WRITEUWTHE I.ORD WAS AMBIGUOUS AND THE BEST MATCHil.'G WORD t.!AS tlOT nus UORD'); 
IF FL'LLFLAG O 1 THEN BEG IN 
�ITEUH-'THEREFCfi'E IT WILL BE ADDED TO THE LIBRARY'); 
EXPANDOR; 
END 
asE WRJTWH'LIBRARY rs FULL - l-lORD NOT ADDED. '); 
ENO; 
EIJD; 
EIJD; 
IF CHD15 = 'Y' THEN WLOGLST: 
em, 
FRCCEDURE DISPL..AY..PARA.'1S; 
C DISPLAYS TiiE ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS } 
BEGIN 
WRITEIJH ' ( 1 J FRAME THRESHOLD: 
WRITELN(' f2l STAGE 1 THHESHOLD: 
WRITELNl' (3) STAGE 2 THRE,SHOLD: 
WRITEUH'f4l STAGE 2 DIFFERENCE: 
WRITElJH'(5) STAGE 3 THRESHOLD: 
',FRILTHRJ; 
', THRI li 
, , THR2J; 
·' ,REC_DIF::!J;
, 'THR3ll 
WRITEUWf6l STAGE 3 DIFFERENCE: ',RECDIF3J; 
l"IRITEJJH' {7) STAGE 4 THRESHOLD: ', THR4); 
WR!TELNC'l8l STADE 4 DIFFEREl<CE: ',REC.Jl!FI); 
WRJTEI.Ni'f9J A1JERAG!NG �IGHT FACTOR: ',/lUMl; 
WRJTELN; 
END; 
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) 
PRDCED'-"E ADJUST; 
{ AU.ClrJS AND OF THE ABOVE PARAMETERS TO BE AD.JUSTED BY THE USER AT 
RUN TIME. } 
VAR saECT : INTEGER; 
CH : D!AR; 
NEWTHR : HlTEGER: 
BEGIN 
REPEAT 
WRJTELN: 
WRITEl.N{'(OJ No chanse'J; 
DISFLAY _PARAMS; 
WRITE('Select pa.rameter to adjust: 'l: 
READLJl f nm, srucn ;
CASE SELECT OF 
0 : ; { Nothin9 done hel'e } 
B.SE BEGIN 
WRITB.NI '�lcW THRESHOLD: 'I: 
REAOLNUIEWTHRJ; 
CASE SELECT OF 
1 : FRILTIJR:=NEWTHR: 
2 ; THRl:a!IEWTHR: 
3 : THRZ: =NEWTHR i 
4 : . REC..DIF2: =/'IEWTHR: 
5 : TmJ:=NEWTHR; 
6 I REUIF3:=t-/BITHRi 
7 : THR4:=NEUTHR: 
8 : RECDIF4::NEWTHR; 
9 : MJN:=NElll'HR: 
ENO; 
END; 
END; 
UNTIL SELECT = o, { Look for exit option } 
WRITELN; 
END; 
( �������������--��������} 
PROCEDURE BA�IDSUMfVAR BDSUM:BANILSAMPLE ; 
VAR WDSUM: 1,1$_SAMPLE'J; 
C PUTS INTO ARRAY BDSUl1Cl,JJ THE TOTAL ENERGY CF BAND J, WORD I, FOR 
AU. SEVEN ENERGY BAI/OS FOR ALL THE LIBRARY llORDS. 
PUTS INTO ARRAY HDSUMrIJ THE TOTAL 8!ERGY OF EACH �!ORD I, FOR Af.L 
LIBRARY tllJRDS ) 
1/AR I,J,K HITEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR I:=1 TO N..tmbs DO BEGIN 
FOR �l:=1 TO �LBPF DO BEGIN 
BDSUMrI, Jl: ::1); 
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FOR K:=1 TO IJCRDS[I],f! DO 
BDS'JMC I , JJ: =BDS'JMr J, Jl+WO�DS[ I J , DATCK, �I J ; 
FOR J:=1 TO �LBPF DO WDSUMfIJ:=IWSUMrIHBDSUM(l,Jl; 
END; 
810: 
{ ----- -----------·-----) 
{ WRITES All THE IIORD PATTERNS HJ THE LIBRARY (ALL THE LIBRARY lJORDSl 
BACK INTO THE LIBRARY FILE Otl DISK. THE LIBRA.RY MAY BE CHANGED 
OURH.'G THe PRCGRAM srncr WAVE ;WERAGWG At�O AODnm WORDS TO THE LIBRARY 
l".AY HA!JE BEBl DONE, ALL DATA STORED HJ ASCII FQRM. } 
CONST STCON = '0123456789ABCDEF': 
VAR tl.FLE : HITEGER; 
I,L,f'I : INTEGER; 
ASt-:EY : SiRINO[ 1 l; 
SEGJN. 
Dt.lMB2,FF : CHAR: 
HX16 INTEGER; 
Rll16 : rnTEGER: 
FF•oCHAR02J: 
Ra/RITE I VOCAB J: 
IF C1'!D15 = 'Y' THEN BEGIN 
WRIT8JU 
lllITWHLST, 'UPDATED LIBRARY' l 
em, 
WRITELIWWRITING UPDATED LIBRARY INTO FILE ',VOCAB ... FILEJ; 
FOR I••t TO N_I/ORDS DO BEGIN 
WRITE!WORDS[Il, TXT:3): 
IF Cl'\015 = 'Y' THEN 1mrmtmsr, UORDS[ IJ. TXT); 
W!UTEUHVOCAB,�DS!JJ, TXT): 
FOR L:=1 TO WORDSCIJ.N DO BEGIN 
FOR M:=1 TO N.....,q_N DO BEGIN 
HX tb: =TRUNC! WORDS( I J, DAHL , I'll/ 16 l ; · 
Rl116: =l,IORDS CI l. DAHL, Ml-16*HX 16.l 
ASl<EY:=COPY(STCON,HX'lt,+l, 1 l; 
WRJTECVOCAB, ASKEY: 1 J; 
ASY..Ei':=COPY<STCON,RM!6+1, l l; 
WRJTE(VOCAB,ASKEY:tJ: 
ENO: 
WP.ITEfVOCAB,Nll; 
Elm: 
WRITE(VCCAB, ·'f" ,M.J; 
WRITEiVOCAB, 1 i' ,t:ll: 
em, 
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CLOSE {VOCAB J ; 
IF G:1D15 = 'r THEN WR!TE(LST,FFJ: 
em, 
- ------} 
PROCEDURE SET .. flLES; 
{ ALLOWS THE USER TO INPUT IITTO ARRAY C_FILES IDI C0/1?ARISON FILE 
NAt1ES WHICH .ARE TO BE PROCES:ED HJ THE ORDER ENTERED. � 
VAR I : INTEGER: 
C_NAME : STRING[ 12Ji 
BEGIN 
FOR JO•! TO 10 DO c..FILESIJJ:•''; 
I.JRITWH 
WRITWWLIST THE DESIRED COMPARISON FILES, * l.JHEN C0.11PLETE'l; 
C..NAME: ='START'; 
READLNICJ!Al'IEl; 
liiILE fC_NAME O '*'l AND {I O l1J DO BEGIN 
CJJL.ESCJ J:-CJ�ME; 
READUHCJ!AMEl: 
I:=I+t; 
em, 
J.'RimNII-1,' FIL.ES ENTERED'): 
em, 
BEGIN { Ma.in Pro9ram } 
INITIALIZE; 
BANOSUMlBDSUM, lIDSUMl: 
WRITE.Ni 
�ITEUH'DEFAULT PARA.'1ETERS ARE:' l; 
WRJTEIJI: 
ADJUST; 
SET..FILES; 
FILENAl'IE2:=CJILES[ ! l: 
c.nmx:=H
\.A-lILE fFJLENA,"IE2 0 ") AND (C_INDX O 11) DO BEGIN
WRITELJJ; 
I.JRITrul{-'flEXT COMPARISON FILE IS ',FIWlAME2,-'. t!UMBER ',C_H:DXJ: 
ASSIGN CVOCAB2, FILENAME2) : 
RfSETIVOCAB2J; 
wmx:=0; 
WHILE NOT EOF(VOCAB2) DO GO_P.ECOGN: 
C_INDX: =:C_INDX+l; 
IF c_mox O 11 TI-181 FILENA11E2:=CFILES[C .. INDXJ: 
ENDl 
IF R!GHTON = I THEN tlAV8�RJTER; 
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IJRITaN; 
WRI1EUWr,EMORY LEFT ( 16 BYTE PARAGRAPHS): ·' ,l'fomAvai ! l; 
END, 
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